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Let’s make the heaven
3 Words Plan
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2 Words Solution
Save-Seed

There is no need to remember or do anything except just two words
Save-Seed from this book for success in life. But to understand
the importance of Save-Seed it is necessary to read this book.
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An Appeal
World’s all People,
Educationists, Celebrities, Dharma Gurus, Scientists, Politicians, Capitalists
Save the world
Get easy access to Health and Wealth for everyone
Today the whole world need to Understand and Follow
the Sole Divine Law Save-Seed
The world is heading towards an inevitable Era Change. Those people
who will follow the Sole Divine Law Save-Seed, will be able to move
forward in this crucial time. Divine power gives fruits only through seeds.
Those who follow Save-Seed get the fruits of success of
Health and Wealth. Those who will NOT follow Save-Seed, their
Disease and Poverty will increase rapidly and eventually the divine
power will destroy them. The present pandemic, rapidly changing global
problems and increasing natural disasters, etc., are clearly indicating this.
Practical Reason: Trees without seeds cannot bear fruit, then, such trees
are uprooted. Humans too are no exception, therefore humans without
seeds cannot get success. Then, God who is in the form of Life Energy,
destroys such human beings.
Spiritual Reason: From Manu Smriti (8.15) written 15,000 years ago…
Seed destroys him who destroys seed and
Seed saves him who saves seed.
So never destroy the seed,
fearing that the destroyed seed will destroy us.
Scientific Reason: On destroying an atom's neutron particle,
a radio-active atom is also destroyed. In life evolution, Neutrons become
the DNA of Seed. Therefore, on destroying Seeds DNA, humans too are
also destroyed like an Atom. Seed’s DNA is software of life.
In the future, only those who will follow Save-Seed, their life will be
easy. Otherwise be prepared for a difficult life. Read this book to
learn what the Life Energy of the universe is and how it works
through Seeds.
Divine Dharma Save-Seed: Life Energy ~ From Black Hole to Seed
For the golden future of yourself and future generations
Understand, Follow and Share Sole Divine Law Save-Seed
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Resolution of Mahakal
ॐ Bhūrbhuvaḥ Svaḥ Tatsaviturvareṇyaṃ
Bhargo Devasya Dhīmahi Dhiyo Yo Naḥ Prachodayāt.
Dharma of Dharmas
Our aim is to correct the distortion that has come in the Dharma.
We want to explain the true nature of Dharma to the people and want to
Globalization of Dharmas by tying all Dharma in the thread of unity. This
is now the main objective of our life. Now we have to put all our powers in
this work. This is the Resolution of Mahakal, so the Era Change will
occur for sure.
– Yugrishi ka Adhyatm Yugrishi ki vani me
Science of Sciences
To fulfil your desire, the form of worship that you have made is very
inferior. It should be understood. Person has to enter his conscience.
Solution of problems will have to be found from inside not outside. A soul
works in me. My Spiral (DNA) works. He is doing all the work, he is giving
speeches, he has written books, he has seen the dream of a new creation
of society.
– Pujyavar ki Amritvani (Part One)
sseccuS or Success
The knowledge of Spiritual Success Science must take to the masses
in general. The very important subject of the creation, whose information
follows naturally to creatures and animals, should not be kept confidential.
Especially when the form of this important science has almost completely
deformed and inverted. Beliefs those are going on, if they should be
allowed to run, resolved solutions and elegant provisions if not presented,
the distortions will continue to thrive, and the human race will continue to
do its own destruction by misusing an important power. Now it’s the time
that the knowledge of sex-element based on moderate and
science-oriented facts should be dared to be show off and the curtail
of hesitation should be raised that the deliberation of this great science
will be considered as obscene at all levels, it should be kept confidential
in every situation. With this hesitation, the human race will remain
deprived of a great benefit.
– Savitri Kundalini and Tantra

Pt. Shriram Sharma Acharya
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Life Energy ~ From Black Hole to Seed
Scientific Explanation of the God
God = 1 = 0 = ∞ = Human
Black Hole > ॐ God (Life Energy) > Big Bang >
Life Energy or Consciousness (Singularity) =
+ Bliss (Higgs Field)
+ Soul (Antimatter)
+ Mind (Dark Matter)
+ Energy (Dark Energy)
(Soul) ATma + ॐ = ATOM (Matter) >
(Bliss) AnanD + ॐ = ADAM (Life) >
Seed >
Flora ~ Fauna ~ Human
> Fruit ~ Success

Let's Make The Heaven
“Infinite Universe was originated in a void by the word ॐ.” It was read
somewhere in 1980, at the age of 17 years. It was the first faith that had
believed in the feelings of its adolescence. It was not thought that after
40 years, during a global pandemic in 2020, I will write a book on this subject,
by which science will have to rethink its established beliefs. I am
an engineering graduate myself, so I fully support the principles of science.
But to reveal the mysteries of the universe, we need to think out of the box
of established beliefs of science. The basis of this book was the decision
taken in 2010, by which all of the undesirable desires were brought to zero
for lifelong. For this reason, for the last four years all the secrets of life are
automatically revealing out in the form of self-realization. It seems that these
chronological events are going on according to a pre-planning of
the Param God. Resolved to bring the benefit of this revelation to all so that
our world can be made heaven.
Health and Wealth are presently the two biggest challenges in
the World. The problems of disease and poverty in the world are the result
of a terrible mistake being done by most of the human beings. This mistake
is such that as we forget the first letter 'A' of the alphabet after pursuing
higher education in college. After the gradual evolution of creatures in
the past four billion years, the present form of humans has evolved. In this
Divine Dharma Save-Seed
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long process of human evolution, humans have forgotten the sole
fundamental natural law of the creatures. Due to this terrible mistake, this is
happening something like, as if the activities of the world are going on only
on the basis of ‘B ... Z’ knowledge. Due to ignorance of that ‘A’
knowledge, problems of Disease and Poverty have arisen in the present.

Many other problems are also arising due to Disease and Poverty
problems. If the problems of the Disease and Poverty of the world are
solved, then other problems will be solved automatically. The solution to
Health and Wealth challenges is very easy. To solve these easily, we
have to understand the importance of an unannounced and unwritten
natural law being followed by all the Flora and Fauna.
All Fauna remain healthy lifelong, and all Flora get fruit wealth lifelong.
Despite having no knowledge of science and spirituality, all Flora and
Fauna follow the Sole Divine Law "Save-Seed" throughout life. All
Fauna, except the reproduction, never destroy their seeds without reason.
All Flora also does not let their seeds fall until the fruit is ripe. Like all Flora
and Fauna, if Humans too follow the Sole Divine Law "Save-Seed", then
they also get lifelong Health and Wealth naturally.
All Flora, Fauna, and humans on the earth are born from seed. It is a
natural law that the fruit is formed from the seed only. Humans too are
no exception in the context of obtaining fruit from seed. According to this
natural law, humans also get good health and fruit wealth from seeds.
Most humans do not get easy success due to destroying their seeds for
transient pleasure. On the contrary, because of the collective social
tendency of destroying the seeds in sexuality, serious challenges for
humanity are arising in the form of global problems and natural disasters.
Divine Dharma Save-Seed
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Analyzing 'Spiritual Success Science' in this book, the principle of
working of nature in coordination with the seed and the brain has been
described. The importance of seeds has been told through numerous
spiritual facts in 'Spiritual Success (Kaam) Science'. But due to lack of
aptitude towards spirituality and abundance of negative environment
towards Kaam seeds, at present, the most important knowledge of
'Spiritual Success Science' has been remained as superficial
knowledge of 'Physical Sex (Kaam) Science' only. By following
Save-Seed, every human being can get Health and Wealth naturally for
himself. Adherence to the sole natural law, Save-Seed, can end many
problems of the world and we can make the earth a heaven.
Presently, despite having all the knowledge of spirituality and science,
the life of human beings is becoming difficult, because till now the role
of Seed DNA in the functioning of the Brain is not properly understood
by scholars and scientists. All the functions of the body are run by
Seed DNA with the help of the Brain.
Educationists, Celebrities, Spiritual Gurus, Scientists, Politicians,
Capitalists, etc. are all working as individual groups for the welfare
of the world by making their own efforts. But the problems of
the world are increasing instead of decreasing. Generally, people or
groups prefer to see and understand a subject from the perspective
of the same area of which they are aware of. Having little or no
knowledge of any other subject, they do not give importance to
the other subject. In such a situation, even the right facts and logic
are ignored or misunderstood or distrusted. For example,
the scientist finds the subject of spirituality non-interesting or
the Spiritual Guru finds the computer subject non-interesting.
In order to explain the process of functioning of seeds, the facts
related to the topics of Universe, Spirituality, Science, Engineering,
Medical, Agriculture, Computer etc. have been analyzed in this book.
On the basis of this analysis, the cause of most of the problems of
the world has come in the form of 'Seed-Loss' and its solution as
'Save-Seed'. You all are humbly requested to seriously understand
this issue of the importance of seeds for the sake of world welfare,
keeping an open angle of vision towards all other topics.
Due to ignorance and abundance of sexuality, its correct information
is not reaching the common people. Just as today the whole world
is united in fighting the global pandemic. In the same way, today
the whole world will have to unite and tell the people the information
about Save-Seed. Except this, all other options will prove to be
Difficult, Expensive and Momentary measures. While spreading
awareness about Save-Seed is a Simple, Economical and
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Sustainable solution. Through Save-Seed, we can make the world
a golden bird.

Read the book with an open perspective towards all subjects.
To make the Earth a Heaven, we have to promote
Save-Seed education globally.
We have gained a lot of information about the universe and life, but still it
seems that we have very little information about it. Traditional science has
reached its peak. Now new fields of science like particle physics, quantum
physics are opening up. But despite the vast development of science, today
scientists have a long series of unanswered questions. The most prominent
of these unanswered questions are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What is a black hole?
What is the secret of atom particle?
How did life begin on the earth?
What is the secret of the DNA code?
How does the human brain work?
What is Divine Consciousness?
If God is there, then what is his form?
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Despite numerous experiments and huge amount of money spent since last
century, the exact information has not been found so far. All these questions
are being answered by scientific analysis of spiritual facts in this book. On
the basis of this analysis, the importance of the sole Divine Dharma SaveSeed is explained for the successful life of humans.
One = Zero = Infinite. To know the mysteries of the universe, we have to
believe in this strange formula. Proving the same in this book, the mysteries
of the universe have been revealed based on scientific facts. The sign of
infinity (∞) is formed by putting two zeros (00) together. Our universe is an
infinite void, every void of which is full of infinite energy. In the state of
Black Hole, when the infinite zero meets the zero infinite, then the entire
universe becomes a zero. Then the union of two zeros creates an infinite
universe. That is why it is said that this universe started from zero.
This void is called Black Hole singularity in the context of science and
in the context of spirituality is called divine Life Energy. Therefore,
despite all of us being one, we are full of infinite abilities and after life we all
have to become zero in the end. In this way all of us in the universe are
One = Zero = Infinite. The life journey of the divine Life Energy comes
from the Black Hole up to the Seed. Our seed is a physical replica of a
Black Hole. Just as a Black Hole creates an infinite universe, the seeds
of humans create a world full of health and wealth for him. To take
advantage of our infinite abilities in life, we need to follow the sole divine
law of two words, Save-Seed. To know what is the importance of seed in
our life, we have to know about the life journey of Life Energy from
Black Hole to Seed in the universe.
*****
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Greatest Illusion of the World
Human life has evolved in nature in such a way that whatever a human
dreams through his Mind, it becomes a reality. Most people will not
believe this and will say that it does not happen, because most of the dreams
seen in their Mind are not realized. The reason for this is his misconception
about the Mind.

It is the world's greatest illusion that humans have understood
their brain as mind, but it is a lie like telling earth to be sky.
The brain of a mobile or computer is its CPU, which is a type of non-coding
hardware. CPU processes the software installed on a memory chip or hard
disk. Similarly, the human brain is also a non-codon body organ, which
processes genetic codes (software) written on the DNA of the seed just like
the CPU. It is a big irony that scientists have invented computers
according to the natural functioning of the human body and brain, but
the biggest confusion is about the functioning of the brain itself.
Scientists have not yet understood the functioning of the brain properly.
Due to this ignorance, we have considered the Brain as the Mind, which is a
completely false fact. If the Brain is not the Mind, then what is the Mind and
where is it?
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The thoughts that we think inside ourselves is the mind, but who thinks these
thoughts? To know this, let us imagine the smaller form of our body.
The shortest form of our worldly body is at the time of our birth. In our body
at the time of birth, the brain is underdeveloped and the mind is in a dormant
state. Before birth, our body develops in the mother's womb. In the mother's
womb, the smallest form of our body is in the form of a parent's seed.
In the form of seeds, this first cell of our body is called a Zygote. This Zygote
is the smallest form of our body. In the seed form of the Zygote, the body
and brain remain in zero states, and the mind is in a fully dormant state.
That is, our Mind is Zygote in the form of Seeds, by which we choose
the fruits of our seeds ourselves. Then, according to the thinking of
the mind of the seed, its DNA changes that produce RNA as per
thinking of mind. Then our brain processes the genetic code of
the seed DNA-RNA and transforms the thoughts of the mind into
reality. The Life Energy contained in the seeds of the creatures manifests
as sex-energy (kaam energy) due to its bliss. Often the seeds are destroyed
for the transient pleasure of sex, so the dream of the seed mind is not get
fulfilled.
The DNA of the Zygote seed is all our Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy as
a singularity, through whose soul we experience bliss, think through
the mind, and work through energy. The seed is our mind and the brain
is the CPU that processes the thoughts (DNA) of our seed’s mind.
The seed makes the brain, but the brain does not make the seeds.
Humans seed think through his mind and determine his own fruit. Then
seed transforms the fruit into reality with the help of the Brain. If
Save-Seed is followed, then thoughts and dreams of human's seed
mind come true.
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Life has evolved in the universe in such a way that all living beings
automatically catch the Life Energy through their seeds. The seed of
the creature catches the Life Energy of the universe like a bio SIM
Card. Next, we will see that this life journey of Life Energy comes from
the Black Hole to the seed. Theoretically, the seed of beings is a subtle
replica of the Black Hole. All the energy of the universe is collected in
the Black Hole, through which the infinite universe is created.
In the same way, the Life Energy of all Flora, Fauna, and humans is
contained in their seeds, through which the creature can create
an infinite world for himself.
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To understand the process of seed’s DNA in the brain, we have to
understand in detail the evolution of matter and life in the universe by the
Black Holes.
*****
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Space-Time Curved Fabric Illusion
E = mc2 is an iconic equation of science. This equation is absolutely correct,
but the basic concept behind it has a screw. The basic concept of science is
based on matter. That is, science believes that matter exists in the universe,
so it contains energy. But in the context of this universe, we have to think to
the contrary, that the universe contains energy, so matter is formed.
The energy of the universe is called Life Energy, which is
a self-controlled pure energy. This Life Energy is controlled by its own
Bliss-Soul-Mind and according to spiritual beliefs, this is the divine
power. Because of this anomaly of the original concept of science, since
almost a century, space scientists have been entangled in the puzzling
puzzle of Higgs Field, Antimatter, Dark Matter and Dark Energy, and
the mystery of the Black Hole in the universe seems incomprehensible.
Whenever reference is made for the E = mc2 equation, Space-Time Curved
Fabric is also mentioned. To understand the facts of science, the hypothesis
of space-time curve fabric is fine, but it is difficult to imagine it happening in
reality. The common person will be troubled only by thinking how can space
and time be folded? Scientists had to hypothesize the space-time curve
fabric, because according to the assumption of science, we have believed
that light moves in a straight line. But due to the hypothesis of space-time
curve fabric, in order to vindicate other scientific theories, we had to assume
that light becomes curved due to gravity. We know that light is made of
massless (zero mass) photon particles. In this context, it is a matter of
thinking how gravity can affect the light rays having zero mass. However for
the veracity of the E = mc2 equation, light rays are also argued to be curved
due to gravity in different ways. In the context of the universe, the reality
is that light moves along the Spiral Curve Line due to effect of
Dark Matter and Dark Energy. The hypothesis of space-time curve fabric
can be easily understood by an example of location history curve.
Mobile features the facility of live location recording, through which we can
see our Location History. Theoretically Location History is a space-time
graph. When we look at our location history (in reality of mobile), we can
know at what time our mobile was at which place. The location history of
the mobile appears in the map as a curved line. If the map program also
features elevation recording, then the location history will appear as a curved
line in 3D space. The location history appears as a curved line because
the mobile is present at that particular point in time. We know that mobile in
the form of hardware is made of matter and inside the matter there is energy
according to E = mc2, which theoretically can be converted into any form of
energy. Now imagine that without affecting the mobile features, the entire
matter of the mobile hardware has been converted into a massless photon
particle of light. According to the assumption of science in this situation, if
Divine Dharma Save-Seed
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light is to be believed to travel in a straight line, then to prove the location
history of mobile to be correct, we have to hypothesize the space-time has
been curved according to location history. Whereas in reality there is nothing
like having a curve of space and time. What happens in reality is that the light
of massless photons made of mobile matter was present at that particular
point in time, moving in a curved line according to location history. In
the similar way, in the context of the universe, light moves in a spiral curve
line. Whereas our firm belief about light is that light moves in a straight line.
Therefore, because of this firm belief, we had to hypothesize the space-time
curve fabric. If we can understand that light moves in a Spiral Curve
Line, then there will not be any need to imagine Space-Time Curve
Fabric.

As we just saw that the light of massless photon particles made of mobile
matter moves in a curved line according to location history. Here, a human
does the work of pushing the mobile forward, who through his mind controls
the energy of his body in the desired direction and moves forward. In
the context of the universe, Dark Matter is the cosmic mind and Dark
Energy is cosmic energy. Like humans, cosmic energy (Dark Energy)
is controlled by the cosmic mind (Dark Matter), due to which the light
moves in the spiral curve line. Dark Matter and Dark Energy are
described in detail in Chapter: 'Evolution of Atoms'. Right now we
understand about light moving in spiral curve lines. When we travel in
a vehicle, our body, vehicle, air inside, etc. all move at the same velocity of
the vehicle. Due to the relative velocity of all objects being equal, we do not
feel the motion. In the universe, our earth and we are moving at intense
velocity. Electrons rotate inside the Atom at a speed of about 2400 km/s or
8,600,000 kmph. Our Earth also moves in space at about 1/3 speed of
the Electrons. But due to the relative motion of all objects being equal, we
Divine Dharma Save-Seed
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do not feel the motion. We know that the Earth is rotating on its axis as well
as revolving around the Sun at a speed of 110,000 kmph. The solar system
is orbiting around the galaxy center at a speed of 830,000 kmph. And
the galaxy is orbiting around the cosmic center at a speed of 2,100,000
kmph. For maximum speed, let us assume that all of them are in the same
direction at this time relative to the Earth. In this case, the Earth is moving in
space at a maximum speed of about 3,040,000 kmph (or 850 km/s) and
the Sun is 2,930,000 kmph (or 820 km/s). But despite such a high speed,
we do not feel the motion, because the entire atmosphere of the earth is also
moving along with the earth. The gases of the atmosphere are attached to
the earth and the intense speed of the earth has no effect on
the atmosphere. Microwave or electro-magnetic signals, network signals of
man-made Internet, mobile, radio, television, satellite, etc. are also moving
along with the Earth. Even the satellites, space stations and their telemetry
signals launched from the earth are all moving at the same speed along with
the earth. Think of it as if all the passengers inside the flying aeroplane are
bouncing the ball towards each other, the ball moves automatically in
the direction it is thrown as well as the direction of the aeroplane. In such a
situation the passenger feels the speed of the ball in the throne direction, but
due to the relative speed being the same, the speed of the ball in
the direction of the aeroplane moving is not felt. This proves that all these
invisible and massless rays / particles of energy are moving in their own
direction as well as in the direction of motion of Earth in space also due to
the influence of some other force. All this happens due to the effect of Dark
Matter and Dark Energy. For this reason, all the matter and energy network
of earth-planets present in the solar system, along with their attachment,
move along with their speed. Even the light coming from the sun comes to
the earth in the Spiral Curve Line due to the effect of Dark Matter and Dark
Energy. It takes about 500 seconds for the light ray emanating from the Sun
to reach the Earth at a speed of 300,000 km/s. In these 500 seconds,
the Earth moves about 425,000 km away at a speed of 850 km/s. Suppose
a light ray comes out at a Time T from any Point A on the Sun, which has to
go to Point B on the Earth. From the Time T position, the Earth's Point B
moves away 425,000 km in 500 seconds. In this situation, it can be argued
that any other light ray coming from Point A reaches at Point B after traveling
in a straight line. But with this assumption, many problems will appear in
the context of the established principles of science, because the Sun is also
moving at a speed of 820 km/s. In reality, due to the effect of Dark Matter
and Dark Energy, the same light ray emanating from Point A reaches
the point B while moving in a Spiral Curve Line of 425,000 km displacement
between the Sun and the Earth. Since the displacement of 425,000 km of
the Earth is very less as compared to the Earth's 150,000,000 km distance
from the Sun, so we do not feel the light beam moving in the spiral curve
line. But the light of distant stars coming from millions of light years away in
space, due to the mutual rotation of stars and galaxies, becomes very much
curved.
Divine Dharma Save-Seed
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Just as we understood that the Earth is floating in space at a cosmic speed
of about 850 km/s. Rockets launched from Earth, satellites and their
telemetry signals etc. all move relative to the Earth floating in space at
a cosmic speed of 850 km / s. This effect is not limited to the solar system,
but it also has a similar effect on rockets going out of the solar system.
In 1977, two Voyager rockets were launched from Earth to go out of the
Solar System. These rockets have gone about 19,000 mkm (million km) from
the Earth in the last 44 years (2021). Their telemetry signals running at
the speed of light come and go in about 18 hours (one way). In 44 years,
the Earth and the Solar System have covered about 1,180,000 mkm at
a cosmic speed of 850 km/s. If the Voyager rocket had moved only
according to the earth position of 1977, they would have
been 1,180,000 mkm away from the earth today. At this distance, it would
take about 1100 hours (45 days) for its telemetry signal to reach us. But even
after 44 years, the telemetry signals of the Voyager rocket, according to their
estimated distance, come and go in only 18 hours. This proves that even at
19,000 mkm away from the solar system, Voyager rockets are moving at
a cosmic speed of 850 km/s relative to the Earth floating in space under
the influence of dark matter and dark energy. During 18 hours of
the movement of the telemetry signal, the earth travels at a distance of about
50 mkm at a cosmic speed of 850 km/s. During this time, telemetry signals
also move in spiral curve line with a displacement of 50 mkm instead of
running in a straight line. This proves that with the effect of dark matter and
dark energy, telemetry signals are also moving at a cosmic speed of 850
km/s relative to Earth floating in space. This proves that telemetry signals,
light rays etc. go along the spiral curve line. Because of the traditional belief
that light moves in a straight line, scientists have to imagine the space-time
curve fabric. Whereas in reality, light also moves in a spiral curve line
according to cosmic motion. The earth revolves around the sun in a circle of
150 mkm. Along with this, it is moving in space at a cosmic speed of 850
km/s. Satellites launched from the Earth also revolve around the Sun,
creating an equal relative distance from Earth due to gravity, along with all
of them moving in space at a cosmic speed of 850 km/s. Since Voyager
rockets were also launched from Earth and they remain the same relative
distance from Earth. This proves that Voyager rockets are also moving in
space at a cosmic speed of 850 km / s, orbiting in a circle of 150 mkm like
the Earth. The impact of gravity of the Earth at 19000 mkm from the Earth
will be negligible. In such a situation, it is proved that Voyager rockets are
moving in space with cosmic speed of 850 km / s due to the effect of dark
matter and dark energy.
If we can accurately calculate the curvature of light coming from stars
like location history, then we will not need to hypothesize
the Space-Time Curve Fabric. In the context of the universe, in
the future, we have to accept the reality of light that moves in the Spiral
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Curve Line as per revolving of the planet due to the effect of Dark
Matter and Dark Energy. For this reason, we will need to rectify many
established principles of science. Therefore, there is sure to be
a radical change in many concepts of science in the future.
Space scientists continue to search for distant stars, planets etc. While
searching for stars and planets, they also present their location map.
In many cases related to the discovery of the universe, we often imagine
ourselves to be stable and find the position of other objects relative to our
steady state. But space scientists have to understand that our universe
was not like the present in the past nor is it going to be like the present
in the future, because the universe is constantly moving. All other
stars and planets in the universe and our earth and sun are all moving.
All other stars and planets in the universe and our earth and sun are all
moving. All stars, planets, galaxies etc. are millions of light years away, for
this reason, we feel that they are stable. Evolution period of our galaxy is
about 14 billion years old and our experience of seeing the universe from
the point of view of science is about one thousand years. Compared to such
a huge evolution, it is very difficult to understand the strangeness of the
moving universe based on the current information of a few years.
The M-87 Black Hole was discovered in 2019, it is 55 million light years
away. The image of the Black Hole that has just been received is actually
a phenomenon of 55 million years ago, because its light has now reached
us. Due to the continuous movement of the universe, in 55 million years
the M-87 Black Hole would have moved far from its present image position,
towards an unknown direction. And more, during the last 55 million years,
the Big Bang would have happened in that Black Hole and its galaxy, stars,
planets etc. would have also been formed. Additionally, due to the light
moving in the spiral curve line during 55 million years, the information
obtained at present in the M-87 Black Hole cannot be said to be accurate.
In fact, it is impossible to predict the current position of distant stars with
the help of scientific instruments due to the movement of the universe and
the spiral curve line of light. This is something like that at some particular
time we mark down the current location of the human beings moving here
and there, but shortly after that the location of those humans is going to
change. The current location of humans may easily be found, but it is
impossible to know the current location of stars and planets millions of light
years away. Because it takes millions of years for the light coming from
distant stars to reach us. Meanwhile, that star has gone far away from its
visible position.
Any stars, planets, galaxies etc. that we see in our sky, according to
their distance, are the image of their past, whose light reaches us in
our present. That means, we are seeing images of their different past
together in our present. Along with this variation of time, they are not
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all stationary either. Because of this, the time their light reaches us, at
the same time, they go away from their place in some unknown
direction. Just like the position of the Sun that we see in the daytime is
actually the image of about 500 seconds ago, because the sunlight
comes to the earth in about 500 seconds. When looking at the Sun,
the actual position of the Sun is there, where the Sun will appear to us
after 500 seconds. Thus in the present time we get information about
the past of the universe and the universe visible at this present time
goes into some unknown position in the future. That is why in
the spiritual context it is said that this world is a hallucination.
Because of this strangeness of the infinite and moving universe, it is
meaningless to spend much labor and money on the discoveries of
the universe. Ultimately, the pursuit of spiritual knowledge and
science aims to do good to humanity. By revealing the mysteries of
the universe through this book, the importance of seed
DNA in the functioning of the brain is being told through
'Spiritual Success Science'. Save-Seed is the only divine law for
the success of humans. If a tiny part of this labor and money is spent
on educating humans about Save-Seed, then health and wealth-rich
prosperity can be easily brought into our world. Because seed is
the only gateway through which any human being can get health,
wealth and emotional bliss from the immense energy of the universe.
*****
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Four Life-Entity of the Black Hole Singularity
It is now an accepted fact of science that the universe originated from
a Black Hole singularity. That is, everything we are seeing in the universe is
the physical form of invisible singularity. The same has been said in
spirituality that all the universe and life have been created by an incorporeal
God and this visible world is an illusion. God described by spirituality and
the Black Hole described by science is the same. Now the time has
come that these facts and arguments of spirituality and science should
be understood together for the good of humanity and the golden future
of the world.
Black Holes, Higgs Field, Antimatter, Dark Matter, and Dark Energy, etc.
have puzzled all space-physicists in the world for almost a century.
While no law of science applies to the Black Hole, on the other hand, despite
the relentless efforts of scientists, no clue of Dark Matter and Dark Energy
is being found. Today, the advancement of science is in its peak state.
Scientists have the most advanced technology and knowledge in
the 21st century. If Dark Matter and Dark Energy were an object like matter,
we would have discovered it long ago. But despite decades of tireless
efforts, no clear information about them has been found so far.
According to spiritual beliefs, the universe was originated from zero by
the word ॐ. Science also completely agrees with the fact that the universe
originated, from a Big Bang in the Black Hole (Krishna Vivar). After all, what
happens in the void of a Black Hole, through which this infinite
universe originates and life evolves. To understand this, we have to
understand spiritual facts based on scientific arguments. Through this
book/video, many secrets of Black Holes, antimatter, Dark Matter, Dark
Energy, the evolution of matter in the universe, and origin of life, etc. are
being revealed.
Scientists have proved through their discoveries that at the beginning of
the Big Bang explosion, there was an expansion in the Black Hole. After this
expansion Atom's primary particles such as gluon, photon, quark, lepton,
etc. were formed. Then during about 400,000 years after the Big Bang,
fundamental particles like boson, neutron, proton electron were formed from
these primary particles of atoms. Then through these atoms, elements and
matter of the universe were formed, which is being spread in the universe in
the form of galaxies, stars and planets. These successive events of
the Big Bang prove that the primary and fundamental particles of
the Atom, elements and matter of the universe, were all formed only
after the expansion in the Black Hole. This proves that there was no
particle or atom (matter) inside the Black Hole before the Big Bang.
Since the basis of all science discoveries is the atom (matter) and there
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is no atom (matter) inside the Black Hole, for that reason no law of
science is applicable to the Black Hole. Now it is a point of thinking
that where any law of science does not work, how can it be discovered
on a scientific basis? Where there is no substance, how can it be found
by the equipment of the substance? That's why, Black Hole has
become an unknown puzzle for scientists.
While making a scientific interpretation of a Black Hole it is often said that
after an event horizon in a Black Hole, the space-time bends and the density
of the matter becomes infinite, so that light cannot escape out of it.
At first, the concept of having a space-time curve is just a theoretical
concept, which is imagined to explain scientific principles. In reality,
there nothing is possible like the curving of space and time.
In the Black Hole's scientific interpretation, events (time), light, density,
matter, etc., are words whose reference is possible only when the existence
of matter. There is also no imaginary substance of infinite density inside
the Black Hole, because the atoms (matter) are formed only after
the Big Bang expansion.
When there was no particle or matter before the Big Bang in
the Black Holes, then Black Hole cannot be defined by these words.
Since science presently has no other terminology to define
Black Holes, this kind of hypothetical interpretation based on matter is
used.
Due to these limitations of science and the above anomaly, we need to think
differently to understand the fundamentals of Black Holes. If we try to learn
about Black Holes only on the basis of matter science, then all the secrets
of Black Holes will never be known, because there is no matter in it and no
science law applies to it. It is a fact accepted by science that a Black Hole
is a singularity. In this Black Hole singularity, the Big Bang exploded
and the matter and life evolved in the entire universe. That is why
the same singularity is spread in all the matter and all the creatures of
the universe. It is a well-known fact that matter is root and life is conscious.
Since there is no life in matter and matter itself cannot tell us anything,
we can never get complete information about Black Hole singularity on
the basis of matter searches only. If the Black Hole will be discovered by
considering matter as a basis only, then how will we get information about
the evolution of life? Even if you get some information about Black Holes on
the basis of matter science, the mysteries of the origin of life will remain
unresolved. After all, the existence of life is also a part of the same
singularity of the universe. Certainly the cosmic creator did not just create
the universe to make root matter, but the conscious life is his main motive.
Therefore the existence of life should be the most important aspect
in the universe. Black Hole singularity pervades everywhere in
the universe, that is, the same singularity is present in all matter,
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all creatures and all humans. Despite many decades of modern
experiments and discoveries on sub-atomic particles, scientists are
unable to find any clue to Dark Matter and Dark Energy. The reason for
this is that the Black Hole singularity in which there is no matter,
the clue cannot be obtained from the experiments of matter.
On the basis of scientific discoveries, it has been proved that only after
the Big Bang, all subatomic particles, atoms, matter etc. were formed.
Thus it is self-proven that before the Big Bang there are only
non-matter and invisible elements inside the Black Hole.
Identifying those non-matter and invisible elements in inanimate
matter can be difficult, but those non-matter and invisible elements are
certainly easily identifiable inside an organism. Therefore, the easiest
way to know Black Hole singularity is to think about our own life,
because the same Black Hole singularity is also present within us.
Therefore, now we seek those non-matter and invisible basic life-entity
of Black Hole singularity through our own life. To explore those
life-entity, let us understand an example.
Few words in this box are revealing the secret of the Black Hole ...
•

•

•

Suppose we are badly thirsty and have placed a glass full of water
in front of us. Drinking water quenches our thirst and gives us
bliss. Similarly, every living being wants to get different types of
physical and emotional bliss in his life. This sense of Bliss is a
non-matter invisible life-entity, which does not require any
space. This BLISS of life is the first non-matter invisible
life-entity of the Black Hole singularity.
To achieve this Bliss, a knowledge power works within us like a
software program, which tells us how to do any work based on
the information available. It is called the Soul. The soul tells us
where the water is kept, how, when and how much to drink it, etc.
This Soul (software program)is also a non-matter invisible
life-entity, which does not require any space. This SOUL is
the second non-matter invisible life-entity of the Black Hole
singularity.
After getting the information from the soul, we need to do work,
so to drink water, the soul instructs the mind to work. We
constantly do work through the mind to keep thinking and keep
the body functioning. The mind can give innumerable options to
do the work of drinking water, but the soul makes the final
decision for any one of them. Then the mind works through
the body according to that final decision. This Mind is also a
non-matter invisible life-entity, which does not require any
space. This MIND is the third non-matter invisible life-entity
of the Black Hole singularity.
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•

Then we lift the glass and drink water, which calms our thirst and
gives us the Bliss. Our body, glass, and water are all three
different types of substances, which are made up of countless
atoms. All the molecule-atoms of matter are ultimately made up
of energy, which in their atoms remains functional in various ways
as primary and fundamental particles. This Energy is also
a non-matter invisible life-entity, which does not require any
space. This ENERGY is the fourth non-matter invisible
life-entity of the Black Hole singularity. (Here energy means
pure energy, which is explained in further detail.)

In this way, Bliss (Anand) - Soul (Atma) - Mind (Man) - Energy (Urja),
these are the four basic non-matter invisible life-entity,
which are inside
the
Black
Hole
singularity.
Life-entity,
Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy, are the non-matter invisible singularity
entities of the universe, which creates matter and life on its own. In
spiritual terms, these four life-entity of singularity are collectively
called Life Energy (or Pran Urja). This Life Energy is considered as
formless God.
Four Life-entity of Black Hole =
Bliss + Soul + Mind + Energy = Life Energy
(Krishna Vivar = Anand + Atma + Man + Urja = Pran Urja)
(AUMA) ॐ God = Life Energy = Black Hole
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In order to get Bliss in it, the Soul makes a program to instruct the Mind
to work, then the Mind works through Energy. In a way, Bliss is
an owner, Soul is a manager, Mind is a worker and Energy is
a resource. You can understand it in this way, the Bliss explains why
to work, the Soul tells what and how to work. Ultimately the Mind works
by the Energy according to the instructions of the Soul, which gives
Bliss to the living organism.
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In spiritual terms, Life Energy is considered to be God. Since this Life
Energy is felt by every creature and human being within themself, it is
said that the creature and humans are the forms of God himself.
The Life Energy in the form of four life-entity (bliss, soul, mind, energy)
cannot be defined by the laws of science, as these life-entity are
experienced only by the creature and living beings, that is why
no law of science applies to Black Hole singularity.
The first three life-entity (Bliss, Soul and Mind) of these four life-entity are
the invisible elements within the living entity, which can be felt only on an
internal level. Out of these, the fourth life-entity Energy is the active entity,
which is felt at the external level. In the matter and lives of this universe,
various forms of Energy like Electromagnetic, Chemical, Bio-chemical,
Emotional energies, etc. are seen, all of these forms of Energy are different
forms of the pure energy. This energy is controlled in the background by
Bliss, Soul and Mind respectively. The pure energy remains inside
the matter in the magnitude of E=mc2, but this pure energy cannot be used.
In fact, the matter of the universe is made by pure energy with the help of
Bliss, Soul and Mind, then by doing work on the matter, pure energy is
released again. Theoretically pure energy can be collected to an infinite
extent at a zero place. When the four life-entity of Life Energy converge into
a zero point in the form of singularity, then a Black Hole is formed. Then in
the Black Hole the Big Bang explosion takes place, and these four life-entity
spread into the universe in the form of Life Energy Singularity. The invisible
four life-entity in the universe, Bliss, Soul, Mind, Energy are being felt
by scientists as Higgs Field, Antimatter, Dark Matter, Dark Energy
respectively. These four life-entity are invisible, through which four
fundamental forces of nature are formed. Then the primary and
fundamental particles of the Atom are made by these four fundamental
forces. Then atoms are made from those particles. Then matter
develops from the atoms. Then, by the infusion of Life Energy in
the Atom, Adam or life seeds are formed. Then life evolves from Adam.
In all these processes, the active energy life-entity at the external level
is controlled in various ways by the active Bliss, Soul and Mind
life-entity at the inner level.
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The Life Energy of Black Hole Singularity in the universe is progressively
developed in various forms as follows, about which we will understand later
in detail:

ॐ God /
Life Energy

Bliss

Soul

Life Energy >
Universe

Higgs Field

Antimatter

Universe > Force

Strong
Nulear

Electromagnetic

Weak
Nuclear

Gravitational

Force > Particle

Gluon

Photon

Quark

Lepton

Particle > Atom

Boson

Neutron

Proton

Electron

Atom > Energy

Emotional

Bio-Chemical

Chemical

Electromagnetic

Energy > Adom

Seed

DNA

RNA

Amino Acid

Adom > Life
(Human)

Bliss

Soul

Mind

Energy

Human >
Computer

Cause

Software

RAM

Network

Mind

Energy

Dark matter Dark Energy

It is worth noting here that scientists have invented computers on
the basis of the principles on which matter and life are developed and
nurtured in the universe. In this, the life-entity Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy
of the universe is like the Cause-Software-RAM-Network of modern
computers respectively, in which the computer interacts with
the network through software program, RAM, for any purpose. Just as
we can do everything we want at any time and place in the Internet
network, similarly invisible Bliss (Higgs Field), Soul (Antimatter), Mind
(Dark Matter) and Energy (Dark Energy) spread throughout
the universe as a network. A person can get every resource for his
Bliss cause at any time and place in the universe. There is only one
gateway to reach this immense energy storage of the universe. That
gateway is human's own seed. This has been explained in further
detail.
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We have now understood through our own life that these four life-entity are
related to life and these four life-entity have spread in the entire universe by
the Big Bang explosion in Black Hole Singularity. Therefore, we can
understand that our universe is not made of non-living matter, but is alive
like other creatures and humans. The manner in which the bosons,
neutrons, protons, electrons are revolving in every atom of inanimate matter
with tremendous velocity is possible only by these life-entity. In spiritual
terms, it is said that there are gods in every particle, and where there is God,
it is not inanimate, but it is alive. Just as we humans get pleasure working
by thinking, similarly this universe also gets pleasure while working by
thinking. The universe thinks the same way we humans think
collectively. This is called collective consciousness in spiritual
context. Just as a child becomes more active for his enjoyment or
dreams when he is young, similarly as the age of the universe is
increasing with time, the universe is becoming more active for his
enjoyment. This activity of the universe is increasing due to the high
flow of these four life-entity, which are still flowing through
the Black Hole.
The condensed form of this Life Energy is seen as a Black Hole. This Life
Energy is the formless ॐ or God in the form of a Black Hole, which through
its four life-entity Bliss, Soul, Mind, Energy creates matter and life first in
the universe. Then creates, nurtures and destroys all creatures. In reality,
this formless ॐ God creates the universe to experience his bliss and is born
in the form of many Flora, Fauna and humans in the physical form. All living
beings need energy (or matter) to attain their Bliss, which they get with
the help of Soul and Mind. All these four life-entity are present in an infinite
amount in every place of the infinite universe as the singularity of
the invisible Life Energy. The image of these four life-entity is spread from
the entire universe to modern computers. The mutual synergy of these four
life-entity is the mystery of the existence of matter and life in this universe,
which is being revealed further in this book.
Just as the signal of the network in mobile phones can be caught by
SIM Card, similarly the net energy of the universe can be caught only by
living cells or seed. In reality, our body is a live hardware made of matter,
whose live cells or seeds automatically catch the pure energy of the universe
and then that pure energy is converted into physical-emotional energy or
physical matter as per our wish.
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WARNING ! CAUTION !
Scientists may consider converting this pure energy into physical
energy through any DNA experiments. But to do so would be to invite
a big threat to humanity. Because DNA science is also in a state of
underdevelopment like cosmology. Our universe originated 13.8
billion years ago and cosmology is just 1,000 years old. Similarly,
human DNA originated 4.4 trillion years ago and DNA science is
merely 200 years old. We may give birth to an organism like Virus or
Dinosaurs or Ape-man beings through the wrong experiments on
DNA, which will destroy mankind itself. Then how can humans
benefit from the immense energy of the universe?
There is good news for this. Life has evolved in the universe in such
a way that every living being, by its seed, can take the desired energy
from this cosmic pure energy (Dark Energy) according to its will and
convert it into Health and Wealth according to its needs. Just as all
the signals of the Internet are found at every place of the network
and any type of work is done by catching signals through the SIM in
the mobile. In the same way, this Life Energy is spread in every place
of the entire universe and by saving seeds in the body, we can make
any dream come true, because our seeds in our body act like
a Bio-SIM to catch the Life Energy. In order to catch the Life Energy,
we need to just follow Save-Seed like other Flora and Fauna.
The way to catch Life Energy is very simple, that is to save our seed.
But due to a mistake of destroying the seeds in momentary bliss, most
human beings are deprived of taking advantage of this abundant energy.
To save the seeds by self-motivation as opposed to destroying the seeds in
transient pleasure, we have to understand the importance of seed DNA in
the functioning of the brain. To understand the functioning of seed and
the importance of Save-Seed, carefully understand the evolution of
matter and life in the universe.
*****
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Spirituality and Science
Who am I? Where did I come from? What is the purpose of my life?
Many such questions keep arising in our mind? The answer is that all forms
of life are different forms of God himself, who are born as Flora, Fauna and
Humans to achieve their bliss. In this book, on the basis of this spiritual
belief, an attempt has been made to scientifically explain the working of
divine power.
ॐ God as a formless Life Energy Singularity is present in all the places
of the universe, matter, Flora, Fauna and humans. There are four
Life-entity of this Life Energy is like God, which we feel as Bliss, Soul,
Mind, Energy inside ourselves. For the evolution of life in the universe,
the first matter is evolved. For this, four types of fundamental forces
SNF, EMF, WNF and GVF are made by the four life-entity Bliss, Soul,
Mind, Energy. The belief of science is false that there are four types of
fundamental forces in nature. In reality, the four life-entity (Bliss, Soul,
Mind, Energy) make these four forces according to their character to
evolve the matter of the universe. That is, each force is formed using
the four life-entity and behaves differently. The pure Energy is
controlled in different ways by Bliss, Soul, Mind to make these forces.
All the four life-entity of Black Hole singularity are present in this
universe as a Life Energy. These four types of forces, according to
their nature, first form atom's primary particle gluon, photon, quark and
lepton, then form atom's fundamental particle boson, neutron, proton
and electron. All of the matter of the universe is made by these
particles. Along with the primary particles of the matter, the primary
particles of the antimatter (antiparticle) are also formed, which
transforms the matter back to the original form of Bliss, Soul, Mind,
Energy, as per requirement of the universe. For the evolution of life,
the life of Flora, Fauna and humans is evolved by the infusion of
the formless LIfe Energy in the Atom of Matter. In this Life Energy,
the sense of Bliss is the same in all beings, but due to the different
character of Soul, Mind and Energy, gender difference arises in
organisms. Impotent organism develops by focusing the Mind (Proton)
on the Bliss (Boson). Asexual organism develops by focusing the Mind
(Proton) on the Soul (Neutron). A Male organism develops by focusing
the Mind (Proton) on the Mind (Proton). A Female organism develops
by focusing the Mind (Proton) on the Energy (Electron). It has been
explained in detail later (Chapter - Evolution of Adam).
Both spirituality and science are being discussed on this subject of
universe origin. Who knows science, can think that why God and
spirituality are being discussed in the scientific interpretation of
the universe? At the same time, who knows about spirituality, can
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think why the facts and arguments of science are being discussed in
spiritual interpretation. Despite having great knowledge at both
the ends, today the world is going towards collapse due to the mutual
contradiction of spirituality and science. Now the time has come that
for the prosperous future of the world, spirituality and science will
have to come on one platform and understand each other's facts and
arguments.
The following are some facts and arguments to consider about the universe
origin:
1. It has always been said by spirituality that there is God in every
particle. But science has always disbelieve in God and spirituality.
Whereas when scientists discovered the boson particle in 2012, it
was named as God's Particle. In this way, scientists have also
experienced the ultimate power of God. And finally, divine power
has secured his name in every particles naturally.
2. It has always been said by spirituality that this universe has
originated from a zero. In the spiritual scriptures, the concept of
multi-universe has been described about the origin of the universe.
In the multi-universe, many universes originate from various
Black Holes. Now cosmological scientists also agree that
the universe started with the Big Bang explosion in the void of
Black Hole singularity. Many Black Holes have been discovered in
cosmic space by cosmological scientists, which confirms
the spiritual concept.
3. It has been told through spirituality that this world is a hallucination.
Now scientists have also proved by their discoveries that each atom
has subatomic particles and their antiparticles, which when
combined with each other, eliminate the energy of the atom.
Scientists all over the world are trying to make an atom by using
Dark Matter and Dark Energy. But whenever certain particles are
made, its anti- particles are also created automatically and they end
that particle together. In this way, then the same zero situation
occurs. This process of termination of a particle by an antiparticle is
called annihilation. According to spiritual scriptures, the universe or
galaxy is annihilated by the Holocaust or anti-universe process by
the God. In this process of holocaust, the particle of the atom of
the mater in the universe is eliminated by the antiparticle.
In the state of holocaust, all the energy of the universe or the matter
of the galaxy turns into a zero Black Hole.
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4. In the spiritual scriptures, it has been described that the universe
originated from a void. That void is the Black Hole. Black Holes have
not yet been defined by science, because no law of science works
on Black Holes. The formless ॐ God who has been described in
many spiritual books is the Black Hole actually. Black Hole is
the visible evidence of the existence of God. ॐ God is present in
the Black Hole in the form of four life-entity Bliss, Soul, Mind, Energy
of Life Energy singularity. After the Big Bang, these four life-entity
are spread in the entire universe in the form of Life Energy
singularity. In spiritual terms, it is called Divine Consciousness,
which is a symbol of God.
5. Until the nineteenth century, scientists believed that an atom has
three basic particle neutrons, protons, electrons, by which the entire
universe is made up. But with the establishment of the concept of
Dark Matter and Dark Energy in the twentieth century, new
information about the structure of atoms are being revealed through
new discoveries. Now at the beginning of the twenty-first century,
along with the boson particle (God's particle) about 400–500
subatomic particles (such as gluon, photon, quark, lepton, fermion,
meson, neutrino, electron, etc.) have been discovered so far in
the atom. Now their number is increasing so fast that now these
particles have been given identity as numbers instead of names, as
per their different characters. Due to the abundance of atomic
particles, scientists have named the atom as 'particle zoo'. This is
just the beginning of atomic particle search. In the spiritual context,
the 330 million of deities have been mentioned as different forms of
different powers or energies that exist inside the atom. According to
the concept of 'Yatha Brahmande Tatha Pinde' as referred in
the scriptures, whatever is in this universe is also in an atom (or
seed or organism). It is very likely that this 'Particle Zoo' of
the sub-atomic particles of the atom is a replica of the universe in
the form of 33 crore particles. Therefore, scientists should be
prepared to discover a huge range of sub-atomic particles.
6. It has been said through spirituality that every living being has a soul.
But the concept of soul has not yet been understood by science.
Today, in the time of modern science, software has been
discovered, which is being used in most of the devices. The way
software is not visible, but in a lifeless hardware device, the software
itself does all the work. In the same way, the soul is not visible, but
in the body of an organism, all software works as a soul. Soul is
nothing but the software of life. If software had evolved while writing
spiritual scriptures, we would have been using the word software
instead of soul in spiritual books or using the word soul instead of
software in science books In the context of spirituality, the soul
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should be understood as the software of life, which resides as
the genetic code of DNA in the cell or seed of living beings.
Thus, the discoveries of science are gradually going towards
the acceptance of spirituality. In fact, Spirituality is absolute
knowledge, because when life was changing while the evolution of life on
earth, in the beginning of life, humans did not have any knowledge of
science. Then naturally the flow of knowledge in the human mind used to
flow from inside itself to the outside world. Under the influence of singularity,
the information about the entire universe is naturally inside an organism,
which is why it is said that "Yatha Brahmande Tatha Pinde" means whatever
is in this universe is also in an atom (or seed or organism). The four life-entity
of Singularity are equally present everywhere in the universe, in the form of
Bliss, Soul, Mind, Energy, which leads to the creation and evolution of life.
These four life-entity of singularity are zero-point-energy (ZPE) of quantum
physics. Many spiritual texts were written, explaining the inner knowledge of
self-realization to sages and monks due to the influence of singularity.
Therefore, due to flow from inside to outside of the body, spirituality is
absolute knowledge. There may be manipulation of words, but in the world's
ancient spiritual scriptures, all the information about the creation,
nourishment and destruction of the atoms, Black Holes, space, matter, life,
etc. is present. But due to location, language and differences,
the interpretation and analysis of spiritual texts could not be understood
properly. For this reason, spiritual texts were not given much importance by
science. On the other hand, Science is partial knowledge, because
the knowledge of science in the human mind flows from the entire universe
towards the inside of the body. At present, scientists have incomplete
knowledge about the infinite universe and the knowledge of life inside
the body is also incomplete. In this situation it is impossible to know
everything on the basis of science only. At present, in spite of having
the Theory of Singularity (1), Theory of the Nothingness (0) and Theory of
Everything ( ∞ ), the list of unresolved mysteries of science is quite long.
Scientists are not yet able to understand the working process of genetic
code of seed DNA inside the brain. In the context of life also, science has no
information about Life Energy.
Science is about the glory of discovery and spirituality is about the joy
of learning. For the welfare of the human being both aspects are
equally important. But overall, at present full knowledge of spirituality
is not being given importance and science does not have the answer
to all questions due to having partial knowledge. The earth's resources
are limited and the population is increasing wildly. Due to this, poverty
and disease are increasing. In despair towards life, ideological
differences and disharmony between humans and nations are
increasing. Due to this discrepancy, with the passage of time, life of
human beings is becoming difficult. Through this book, an attempt is
made to unite spirituality and science by revealing the secrets of
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the universe and the origin of life. The functioning of the brain of
humans runs wirelessly through the DNA software program of
the seed as soul, which is being described in this book. Humans can
achieve the desired success with the power of seed through his brain.
Revealing the mysteries of the universe, the importance of Save-Seed,
the sole divine law of God, for the successful life of humans is being
described. By spreading awareness about this sole divine law,
Save-Seed, the life of human beings of the whole world can be made
full of health and wealth.
All the principles and assumptions of science are based on visible
matter, facts and arguments. From the point of view of science, what
is visible is truth and what is invisible is illusion. But in the context of
the mysteries of this universe, the time has come for science to be
astonished. In the context of the universe arising from the void of a
Black Hole, what is invisible is truth and what is visible is illusion.
Black Hole singularity is an invisible software in the form of divine
power, which makes its visible hardware first in the form of
the universe. Then in the same hardware-like matter, there is a stir of
software-like life. All the matter and life visible in the universe is a
manifestation of a divine power, eventually science has to accept this
fact at some point of time. These mysteries of the Universe are being
revealed on a scientific basis in this book.

“Infinite Universe was originated in a void by the word ॐ.” The reality
of this concept is that the ultimate Bliss (Anand) 'ॐ' is the symbol of
the formless Sachchidananda God who is made up of the three initials AUM
of Soul (Atma), Energy (Urja) and Mind (Man). That is ॐ = A+U+M (Anand
ॐ = Atma+Urja+Man). The form of Supreme Bliss (Param Anand) is called
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Sachchidananda Paramatma. Sachchidananda means Satya + Chitta +
Ananda, in this there is Satya (truth) i.e. Energy, Chitta i.e. Mind and Anand
i.e. Bliss. Anand and Soul are understood to complement each other. Anand
is the main life-entity in these four life-entity of the universe. ॐ God is
the combined symbol of Bliss, Soul, Mind, Energy, the triangular arms are
the symbol of Soul, Mind and Energy, the crescent is the symbol of Bliss and
the point is the symbol of God.
First of all, from this Life Energy which is the form of God, Bliss life-entity
originates, which is called Omnificent. Then from this Bliss element itself
three other life-entity Soul, Mind and Energy originate respectively. These
three life-entity are called Omniscient (Soul), Omnipresent (Mind) and
Omnipotent (Energy). In fact, the Life Energy which is the form of God is only
one and these four parts also have all the four life-entity, only they do their
own work differently according to their names. The initial 'Om' in the spelling
of the four names, is the symbol of ॐ. The Soul, Mind, Energy as the three
parts of Omnificent God (Ishwar) are also called Ish + tri (God + Three),
which can be called the union of Ishwar and Ishtri. In spiritual beliefs, man is
considered as the form of God and his life partner is a woman (Ishtri or
Female). In this way, Manushya (Man, Mind + Ishwar) is God and Ishtri
(Woman, Ish + tri) is Goddess. These four life-entity, Bliss, Soul, Mind,
Energy, are jointly called Life Energy or Pranauraja or Divine
Consciousness. It is due to these four life-entity of Life Energy that
the existence of matter and life is established in the whole universe. These
four life-entity Bliss, Soul, Mind, Energy are the core Life Energy of the entire
universe. Singularity or Black Hole also has the same four life-entity. In this
way, we see the formless Sachchidananda God ॐ in all forms of Singularity,
Black Hole, Universe, Matter and various forms of life, whose four
components are Bliss, Soul, Mind, Energy. These four life-entity are
actually a formless void, through which the evolution of matter and life
in this universe, in which God himself incarnates and experiences
Bliss after being born as a human being. In simple words, there is a
formless ॐ God in the form of Life Energy in every place from
Black Hole to the infinite universe, which works as four life-entity,
Bliss, Soul, Mind, Energy.
*****
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Start of Life Journey
How did the formless Supreme God ॐ creates the Matter (Atom) and
the Life (Adam) in this universe through these four life-entity
Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy? To know this, we have to know about the events
of the last 15-20 billion years of our life journey. In this life journey, we will
progressively analyze the events from the holocaust period of the former
universe to the present universe. Scientists have a lot of information about
the evolution of Matter after Atom origin and the evolution of Life after Adam
origin. But there is a mystery in terms of the Black Hole in the Universe,
the origin of the Atom from the Big Bang, the origin of Adam from the Atom
and the functioning of the brain. These have been highlighted in the life
journey ahead.
By this analysis, we will know about the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Holocaust of the former universe
Black Hole singularity
ॐ God
Life Energy or Consciousness
Big Bang
Higgs Field
Antimatter
Dark Matter
Dark Energy
Evolution of Matter
Emergence of the present universe
Evolution of Life
Transformation of Atom into Adam
Gender Differences in Organisms
Gradual evolution of DNA of organisms
Wireless functioning of the brain
Importance of seed DNA in brain functioning
Receipt of wealth from Life Energy through seed
Secret of elixir or nectar for lifelong healthy and longevity
Symmetry between modern computers and humans, etc.

The entire life journey from the Black Hole to the present is about Life
Energy. During this life journey, we will know the gradual changing forms of
four life-entity Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy of Life Energy respectively. All
their changed forms in the universe with matter and life evolution are present
among us in different forms. Through this journey of life, we will know
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the relationship between these forms. With this information, the integration
of spirituality and science will be possible. After this revelation, we will
know that God has made an easy arrangement as a seed for
the successful life of every living being. Every human can achieve
the desired success in life by following the only divine law, Save-Seed.
The world can be made a paradise by following a rule of just two words,
Save-Seed.
Come, let’s begin the life journey of Life Energy from the past universe to
the present universe.
*****
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Life of Past Universe
Time: about 15-20 billion years ago.
Location: A planet like the Earth in the past universe.
Giving all the opportunities to improve humans, God has made all his efforts,
but most of the humans are involved in sexuality. God only wants humans
to abolish illicit sexuality from their mind and follow the only divine law of
Save-Seed, so humans too can easily get all the divine benefits as
Ahamॐkar (I am God). But because of the abundance of sexuality, they
do not follow the only divine law Save-Seed, so they do not get easy divine
benefits. Then humans become dependent only on the energy
resources of the Earth, due to which the energy resources start to be
exploited. In this situation, ॐ God has been removed from the concept of
Ahamॐkar (I am God), And the remaining that remains is the Aham-kar (I
am), which indirectly means the conceit or ego.
Seed is the only gateway medium by which God gives all creatures and
human beings the desired fruit wealth from the infinite reserves of Life
Energy. The fruit is produced by the seed itself, so humans do not get
any success because of destroying their seeds in sexuality. Due to lack
of divine support, humans have exploited all the resources of energy. Due
to lack of resources, life of beings and humans has become like hell.
Just as it becomes necessary to reinstall new software by formatting a virus
infected mobile or computer, in the same way when the virus of sexuality in
the mind of human beings, their Soul-like software of life gets spoiled. In this
situation, God formats his universe by destroying it through the process of
Holocaust (Anti-Universe or Annihilation).
*****
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Holocaust of the Universe
There may be some difficulty in understanding this chapter of
the Holocaust (Anti-Universe or Annihilation). But further reading and
understanding the process of cosmic creation, this process of
Anti-Universe unlike creation will automatically become clear.
ॐ God destroys his universe through Holocaust process. Just as fission of
atoms occurs in a Nuclear reactor, then net energy of the atoms is released.
Similarly, during the Holocaust, fission of atoms occurs through the particle
and antiparticle of the universe. Due to the fragmentation of atoms, all
the energy of the universe converges at a zero point, which completely
eliminates the matter of the universe and creates a Black Hole in zero of its
center. Then when the Black Hole reaches its peak, the explosion of
the Big Bang creates a new universe with the expansion of Life Energy.
A new beginning starts within the new life in the new universe.
Ancient Time Count:
120 yr =

Average human life (100 ~ 120 Year)

• =

120 x 1 =

• +

120 x40 =
120 x30 =
120 x20 =
120 x10 =
120 x100=

4,800
3,600
2,400
1,200
12,000

yr =
yr =
yr =
yr =
yr =

Sat Day
Trata Day
Dwapar Day
Kal Day
Divine Day

120 x40 =
120 x30 =
120 x20 =
120 x10 =
120 x100=

4,800
3,600
2,400
1,200
12,000

yr =
yr =
yr =
yr =
yr =

x 360 =
x 360 =
x 360 =
x 360 =
x 360 =

+
+
+
=

• +
+
+
+
=

• =

17,28,000 yr = Sat Yug
12,96,000 yr = Treta Yug
8,64,000 yr =Dwapar Yug
4,32,000 yr = Kal Yug
43,20,000 yr =Maha Yug

12,000 x360=43,20,000 yr = Maha Yug or Divine Year

• + 4,32,000 x 4 = 17,28,000 yr = Sat Yug (Golden Age) Avg. Age = 100000 yr
+
+
+
=

4,32,000 x 3
4,32,000 x 2
4,32,000 x 1
4,32,000 x10

= 12,96,000
= 8,64,000
= 4,32,000
= 43,20,000
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• Sandhya or Evening (Leap Correction):
Just as a one-day Leap Correction (February 29) is added to every
four years of the Earth, similarly a Satyug (Sandhya or Evening or
Leap Correction) is added at the end of every Manvantara and
Kalpa.
(Sandhya = One Satyug = Four Kalyug = 0.4 Maha Yug =
1,728,000 years)
Four types of Holocaust:
According to the spiritual scriptures, there are two Partial Holocaust and
two Complete Holocaust of Life Energy in the universe:
1. Partial Holocaust of Life Energy (End of Life Beings):
a. Continual (Nitya) Holocaust of the Physical Body:
Continual Holocaust occurs in the Bhu Lok of the Solar
System. The orbital path of the Earth around the Sun
center is called Bhu Lok. An orbiting period of the Earth
around the Sun's center is called a year. A year is
365.24217 days.
The life-and-death cycle of beings and humans is called
Continual Holocaust. Life of a creature is created by birth
and life of a creature is ended by death. In some contexts,
waking up of beings in day and sleeping in night is also said
to be continual holocaust. The process of breathing by
the creature is also a subtle form of continual holocaust.
b. Absolute (Atyantika) Holocaust of the Subtle Body:
Absolute Holocaust takes place in the Parameshthi
Mandal. The orbit of the solar system around
the galaxy center is called Parameshthi Mandal.
The Revolving period of the solar system around
the galaxy center is called Manvantar.
1 Manvantar (Duration of Human Epoch on Earth)
= 71 Maha Yug + 0.4 Maha Yug (Sandhya or Leap Correction)
= 71.4 Maha Yug
= 308,448,000 year
In the spiritual context, many Avatar Sage take birth on
earth for the good of beings and humans. Such Avatar Sage
with divine powers gain control over the Life Energy of their
body through spiritual practices. Life energy collected and
controlled by the power of the mind in the state of without
body after death, is called the Subtle Body
(a brief introduction to the Subtle Body is described in
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Chapter: Big Bang - Life Energy). Such Avatar Sage live
invisibly with their Subtle Body of the Life Energy in
the Parameshthi Mandal. From time to time according to
the needs of the creatures, these Avatar Sage are born on
earth with the physical body. Then after doing their essential
work for the good of humanity in life, they renounce
the body and again take on a Subtle Body. This process of
sacrificing the Physical Body by such Avatar Sage and
wearing of Subtle Body of Life Energy is called
the Absolute Holocaust.

2. Complete Holocaust of Life Energy (End of All Matter and Life):
a. Casual (Naimittika) Holocaust of Galaxy:
Casual Holocaust takes place in Swayambhu Mandal.
The orbit of the galaxy around the cosmic center is
called Swayambhu Mandal. A revolving period of
the Galaxy around the cosmic center is called Kalpa
(or Brahma Day).
1 Kalp
= Brahma Day = Brahma Night
= 14 Manvantar + 0.4 Maha Yug (Sandhya or Leap
Correction)
= 1,000 Maha Yug
= 4,320,000,000 year
Even inside the universe, the process of creation takes
place in the galaxy (galactic) through the holocaust,
Black Hole and Big Bang. There are countless galaxies,
stars, planets etc. inside a universe. The galactic holocaust
of the galaxy inside the universe is called the Causal
Holocaust. The Big Bang, which is mentioned in scientific
terms, happened in a Black Hole formed after the Causal
Holocaust in some galaxies of our universe. This Causal
Holocaust took place about 15-20 billion years ago in
the former galaxy of our universe. Through this Causal
Holocaust, a Black Hole formed (known as Sagittarius A or
Dhanu), then about 13.8 billion years ago by the Big Bang,
our galaxy (known as Milky Way or Akashganga), solar
system and earth were formed. The life journey ahead is
about our Galaxy, Solar System and the Earth in
the context of the Big Bang which happened 13.8
billion years ago.
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Age of current Human Epoch on Earth in the year 2020
AD: According to the interpretation stated in the spiritual
texts, despite of no Casual Holocaust, there is a mass
extinction of living beings after every Manvantar by
the deluge on Earth, which causes the end of prevailing
evils on the earth. Then life begins on the earth from
scratch. So far 6 Manvantar have been completed. Kalyug
started in 3102 BC in the 28th Maha Yug of the present 7th
Manvantara. According to this, the age of Human Epoch on
earth is stated in the current Kalp as follows:
= 6 Manvantar + 27 Maha Yug
+ 1 Satyug + 1 Tretayug + 1 Dwaparyug
+ Year 3102 BC + Year 2020 AD
= 6 x 308,448,000 + 27 x 4,320,000
+ (4 + 3 + 2) x 432,000 + 3102 + 2020
= 1,971,221,122 year
Remaining age of life on earth in current Kalpa =
(kalpa - age of life on earth):
= 4,320,000,000 - 1,971,221,122
= 2,348,778,878 year
b. Natural (Prakrit) Holocaust of the Universe:
Natural Holocaust takes place in the cosmic space
inside a multi-universe. The total age of the universe in
which our galaxy is, has been stated to be 72,000,000
Maha Yug or 311,040 billion years. This universe is
approx. in middle age. Its present age is 155,521.97
billion years and the remaining age is 155,518.03 billion
years.
Age of 1 Brahma
= 100 Brahma Year x 360 Brahma DAY x (Brahma day
+ Brahma night)
= 100 x 360 x (1000 + 1000)
= 72,000,000 Maha Yug
= 72,000,000 x 4,320,000 year
= 311,040,000,000,000 year
= 311,040 Billion year
Present Age = 50 Brahma Year + Age of Human Epoch
= 1/2x311,040,000,000,000 +
1,97,12,21,122=155,521.97 B Year
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In the spiritual context, the concept of multi-universe has
been described, that is, there are countless universes in
infinite space. According to the mentions mentioned in
the spiritual texts, the holocaust of the universe is called
Natural (Prakrit) Holocaust. Scientists have not yet been
able to make any discovery about Prakrit Holocaust, as it is
in the context of multi-universe in space even remote from
the Observable Universe. Cosmic Scientists make their
discovery based on the light coming from the stars. At
present, scientists have no information about the space
outside the Observable Universe, because the light coming
from that space of the universe has not reached the earth
yet. The information that has been described in the spiritual
texts has been obtained by the self-realization of
the ancient Avatar Sages through yoga practices. Due to
the singularity effect of Life Energy, all the Avatar Sages
have experienced almost the similar self-realization.
Various spiritual scriptures have been written based on their
similar experiences.
Let’s come, now learn about the Galactic Anti-Universe in the former galaxy
of our universe. According to the time of the Swayambhu Mandal,
the Casual (Naimittika) Holocaust begins in some galaxies of the former
universe about 15-20 trillion years ago. The life of all living beings ends and
the Life Energy of all the living beings comes out of their bodies in the form
of Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy. Since it is a merger of the galaxy, due to this,
the memory of all the past lives is removed from the Mind part of the Life
Energy of all beings. Their Life Energy is absorbed into the Black Hole as a
zero singularity. The bodies of all organisms also disintegrate into energy or
inanimate matter. All the planets in the galaxy also get the same position
and then only the non-living matter remains in the universe.
All the atoms of inanimate matter have the four life-entity Bliss, Soul, Mind,
Energy remain in the form of their fundamental particles boson, neutron,
proton, electron respectively. All these fundamental particles remain along
with their primary particles gluon, photon, quark, lepton respectively. Each
primary particle also has their antiparticles, which when combined together,
eliminate the matter by turning it into pure energy. In terms of structure, all
the life-entity are present in all the particles. Therefore, during
the Holocaust, when the matter vanishes by the union of all
the particles and the antiparticles, then these four life-entity emerge
out. This is due to the effect of singularity, which has been explained in detail
in the life journey ahead.
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At the time of the Holocaust, the formless ॐ God directs the four life-entity
by activating the antiparticle made from them in the reverse order. Through
this process of holocaust, the matter of the entire universe starts changing
into pure form of four life-entity Energy, Mind, Soul and Bliss respectively.
•

Electron Holocaust: In the reverse order, at first Energy life-entity
first releases the Electrons through the antiparticles. Whereby
the Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy contained in the Electron's GVF
converts into Life Energy singularity and merges into the Black Hole.

•

Proton Holocaust: As soon as an electron leaves the atom, it
becomes radio-active, causing the proton to disintegrate. In this
process, Mind life-entity releases the Protons through
the antiparticles. Whereby the Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy contained in
the Proton's WNF converts into Life Energy singularity and merges
into the Black Hole.

•

Neutron Holocaust: Neutron also inactivated when Electron and
Proton are released from the atom, which also causes it to
disintegrate. Then Soul life-entity releases the neutron through
the antiparticles. Whereby the Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy contained in
the Neutron's EMF converts into Life Energy singularity and merges
into the Black Hole.

•

Boson Holocaust: Then finally Bliss life-entity releases Boson
through
antiparticles.
Whereby
the Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy
contained in the Boson's SNF converts into Life Energy singularity
and merges into the Black Hole.

•

The process of converting the atom particle of the universe's matter
into pure energy by the antiparticles is called Holocaust in spiritual
context and Anti-Universe or Annihilation in scientific context.
According to the above process, the four forms of life and matter
become one Life Energy Singularity in the form of
Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy which appears as a Black Hole. In
the spiritual context, this Black Hole is the God, which is actually a
void with infinite Life Energy. God is one in the form of singularity.
In reality, Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy are not separate elements in
the form of God or Life Energy, but these are four different
qualities of one God. Consider it as if the same artist is playing
the role of four different characters.
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The formless God in the form of Life Energy Singularity of
the Black Hole is known by various names:
Life Energy

Eqv. Name

God’s name

Word Form

Anand = Bliss

Ishwar = God

Parmeshwar

Param + Ishwar

Atma = Soul

Param = Absolute

Parmatma

Param + Atma

Man = Mind

Chitta = Soul/Mind

Parmanand

Param + Anand

Urja = Energy

Satya = Truth

Atmanand

Atma + Anand

ॐ - AUM –
Om

A+U+M

Sachchidana
nd

Satya + Chitta +
Anand

In the scientific interpretation of Black Holes, it is said that Black Hole
has matter of infinite density, its gravitational power is infinite,
light-heat does not come out of it, space-time ends after the event
horizon, etc. etc. There is nothing like this scientific explanation in
the actual occurrence of Black Holes. Due to the absence of matter in
Black Holes, it cannot be defined by any terminology of science. As far
as space-time is concerned, the availability of space-time in
the context of the universe is endless. Space-time never ends in
the universe. Space spans infinite boundaries. When the matter is
exhausted during the Holocaust, there is complete vacuum in
the space around the Black Hole, which does not even have Life
Energy. Light also ends when the matter is exhausted, so time cannot
be defined in the space around the Black Hole. Space inside
the Black Hole appears to be zero due to the energy being stationary
at one point, while the infinite space outside the Black Hole remains in
a vacuum state. Similarly, time appears to be zero due to the end of
matter and light, while undefined time outside the Black Hole center
point moves forward as usual. This is a miracle of God's cosmic
creation ability, which provides a measure of defining time through
light along with the growth of matter and life in the universe. In reality,
all knowledge of science and spirituality has also originated from
the same Black Hole singularity. In fact, Black Hole is a void in space
with infinite Life Energy, which in spiritual terms is called the formless
ॐ God.
The image of M-87 Black Hole was taken in April 2019, in reality, it is not a
Black Hole, but a phenomenon before it became a Black Hole. Around
the Black Hole we see an accretion disk with bright light, that is the former
stage of becoming a Black Hole. Just as in nuclear reactors at the time of
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atom fission, atoms emit atomic energy (E=mc2) in abundance, but we are
able to use only that energy as light and heat produced by mutual friction of
the surrounding particles. In the same way fission of atoms occurs during
the Holocaust, which causes the atomic energy to come out. In this process
light and heat due to friction between the remaining matter and the particle
surrounding it comes out. During fission of atoms, the flow of light and heat
resulting from friction between matter and particles is directed towards
the center of the Black Hole. At this time, surrounding light and heat appears
as an accretion disk. For this reason, we get the feeling that matter, light,
heat etc. are falling in the Black Holes due to high pressure. Whereas in
the matter moving towards the Black Hole center, at that time fission of
atoms is done by antiparticle. We already know that if the atoms of
the matter are completely fissioned, then the matter is completely eliminated
and converted into pure energy. Likewise during the Holocaust, as
the atoms break apart, the matter progressively dissipates and the pure
energy (E=mc2) is released. This pure energy is collected in the form of Life
Energy at the Black Hole center void. In the end, heat and light also
disappear when the atom of the matter is completely disintegrated. Then
the temperature of the Black Hole becomes the same as the normal
temperature of the space.
When the entire matter of the galaxy is exhausted, then all the light and heat
that appears as an accretion disk around the black hole also dissipate.
At the end of all the matter of the galaxy or the universe, the non-matter
invisible Life Energy (Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy) converges on a void in the
form of singularity. In this situation, it becomes a real Black Hole, which is
difficult to see by any scientific instruments. A few years ago in 2018,
scientists experienced something similar during the study of Galaxy
Abell-2261, when the Black Hole at the center of the galaxy suddenly
stopped appearing. It may be the case of a real Black Hole when all matter
is exhausted and all the galaxy's Life Energy (Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy)
converges to a void in the form of singularity.
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Scientists have not yet been able to define the three forces (Grand
Unification Epoch of Soul-EMF, Mind-WNF and Energy-GVF) of the
universe as a singularity (Planck Epoch of Bliss-SNF). These four
forces can be defined as singularity only as life energy. Every living
being feels this Life Energy within himself as ॐ God (Bliss-SoulMind-Energy). Therefore all matter and life in the entire universe are
in animate state of Life Energy or Singularity of ॐ God. The basic
character of life energy is emotional. In other words, the unified
nature of four basic forces of nature results in the form of Emotional
Force (or Energy). Since Emotional Energy cannot be defined by any
law of science, therefore no law of science works on the life energy
of the black hole. Since Emotional Energy is the invisible energy felt
by living beings, it is not possible to see the black hole filled with
Life Energy by any scientific instruments.

Thus, when the matter is exhausted, the pure energy or Life Energy of
all the molecules and atoms converge to a zero at the center of
the Black Hole and the real Black Hole comes into existence.
Thus there is nothing like curve space-time, event horizon,
non-returnable light, matter of infinite density etc. in a Black Hole.
The actual
Black Hole
contains
only
Life
Energy
(Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy) or Pran Urja (Anand-Atma-Man-Urja), who is
God himself in the form of ॐ (AAUM = Anand-Atma-Man-Urja).
*****
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Black Hole = ॐ God = Life Energy
In this void of Black Hole, there is only one Life Energy of
four life-entity Bliss, Soul, Mind, Energy in the form of
ॐ God singularity, those are being analysed by scientists respectively
as Higgs Field, Antimatter, Dark Matter, Dark Energy. Every creature
and human feels Bliss, Soul, Mind, Energy within himself, so it is said
that God himself is born as a creature or human being. The only
difference between them is that God is invisible and formless, while a
human is with a physical body. Just as the creature or human for their
own Bliss, controls the Energy of the body (means matter) with the help of
the Mind according to the program of the Soul. In the same way,
the Creator or God for their Cosmic Bliss, controls the Cosmic Energy
through the Cosmic Mind according to the program of the Cosmic Soul,
which resides at the center of the Black Hole. Just as God is formless,
invisible and quiet void, similarly the actual Black Hole is a formless, invisible
and quiet void. ॐ God and Black Holes are not separate, but are
the same entity. In spiritual context, who is considered to be God,
scientists see it as Black Hole. For more than a century, scientists have
discovered Black Holes in the universe. But so far the mystery about
Black Hole remains, because Black Hole cannot be defined by any law of
science. To know the secrets of Black Holes, spiritual beliefs need to be
understood on a scientific basis.
God has been considered in all faiths and beliefs in the world and in
the interpretation of God, the word ॐ has been used in many ways in many
senses. According to an explanation of them, the word ॐ is made of four
initials of four life-entity Bliss (Anand), Soul (Atma), Mind (Man), Energy
(Urja) of the Life Energy (ॐ = A + A + U + M). In this, Anand is considered
as the form of Sachchidananda. In the Black Hole, there are the four
life-entity in the form of Gods, which are collectively called Life Energy.
These four life-entity are described as follows:
ॐ God Omni Virtue

Capacity

Bliss

Omnificent Sachchidanand or Anandoham.

Soul

Omniscient Aham Brahmasmi

I am the Param Bliss.
I am Creator of Universe

Mind Omnipresent Yatha Brahmande Tatha Pinde.
Energy Omnipotent Ekoham Bahusyamah
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These four life-entity we humans feel invisibly inside our body, which
is called Life Energy. Through this Life Energy, we can easily infer that
this is the only Life Energy in the form of singularity in a Black Hole.
Regardless of what we experiments do on the basis of matter for
Black Hole information, information about the base of life cannot be
found. Scientists have to understand that the singularity of a
Black Hole is the basic basis of this universe, then it has to be
understood only on the basis of life-entity. Because in addition to
the matter, the same singularity is also in animals and humans.
Now it will be interesting to know the secrets of matter and life
evolution in the universe through the singularity of Black Holes in
the life journey ahead.
In the context of Life Energy, Scientists understand life only in the broad
sense as the dead and the conscious. The proof of life inside an organism
is also understood only through the dead and conscious state of the brain.
To understand deeply about Life Energy, feel these four life-entity within
yourself. In the example of drinking water, we understood that in order to get
Bliss in us, the Soul instructs the Mind to work by making programs,
then the Mind works through Energy. In this, we can feel Bliss, Soul and
Mind internally within us. Only Energy is felt physically in the form of matter.
This physical energy is controlled by Bliss, Soul and Mind respectively.
As our Soul instructs the Mind for its Bliss, our Mind activates our body to
work accordingly. The science of matter is limited to the Energy aspect only.
The inner aspects of the Bliss-Soul-Mind cannot be understood only on
the basis of matter or science. Spiritual beliefs have to be understood on
a scientific basis to understand the inner aspects of the Bliss-Soul-Mind.
The united form of Bliss, Soul, Mind, Energy is the Life Energy which
is spread in the whole universe in the form of singularity. Each point
of the space or universe is filled with this Life Energy, which behaves
differently in different forms of Bliss, Soul, Mind, Energy. Life Energy
works in both forms as one singularity and infinite singularity in
the entire universe. This Life Energy acts as a God in the form of one
singularity and acts as various mater-organisms as infinite singularity.
Just like we humans control our physical energy through our Bliss,
Soul, Mind, similarly this cosmic energy is controlled only by cosmic
Bliss, Soul, Mind. According to the requirement of matter or beings,
the invisible pure energy of the universe can move in any direction on
any invisible place, which is controlled by the cosmic Bliss, Soul, Mind
of that place. These four forms of this invisible Life Energy or Divine
Consciousness of the universe are felt as Higgs Field (Bliss or Anand),
Antimatter (Soul or Atma), Dark Matter (Mind or Man), Dark Energy
(Energy or Urja) respectively.
Just as the internal elements of the organism, Bliss, Soul and Mind cannot
be controlled by any external means, similarly the Higgs field (Bliss),
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Antimatter (Soul), Dark Matter (Mind) cannot be controlled by any
instruments of science. Some experiments can be done on Dark Energy,
but that too cannot be controlled. Because Dark Energy is controlled by
Higgs field (Bliss), antimatter (Soul), Dark Matter (Mind). This Dark Energy
is in the form of pure energy. We know from science rules that all action has
a reaction. That is why whenever certain particles are made by the action of
scientific instruments by Dark Energy, antiparticles are also formed
automatically by the reaction of the same action. Those particles destroy in
a few moments, because the Higgs field (Bliss), antimatter (Soul),
Dark Matter (Mind) that control the Dark Energy cannot be created by any
of the devices. This system of God in the universe is similar to our Internet
and computer. Just as the internet network (Energy) can be caught by
the purpose of a mobile / computer (Bliss) software (Soul), and RAM (Mind).
Similarly Dark Energy (Energy) can be caught by the creature or human
being by their Higgs Fields (Bliss), Antimatter (Soul), Dark Matter (Mind).
As it is, by the law of singularity, Higgs Field (Bliss), Antimatter (Soul),
Dark Matter (Mind) and Dark Energy (Energy) are the sole Life Energy that
work together everywhere in the universe.
This Black Hole or cosmic Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy singularity can only be
contacted by the Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy singularity of humans.
The singularity of humans is the same from where he is born, that is, his own
seed. Just as Black Hole singularity leads to the creation of an infinite
universe, in the same way humans can get immense health and wealth
for themselves through their seed singularity. This is not any rocket
science, but is just like a tree made from one seed and many seeds
bear many fruits on that tree. We just need to understand
the synchronization of brain and seed DNA. Scientists have not yet
understood the importance of seed DNA in the functioning of the brain.
By understanding the importance of seeds, if humans are taught about
Save-Seed, then there can be great prosperity in the form of health and
wealth in the world. To understand the importance of seeds in
the functioning of the brain, understand this life journey properly.
In the void of a Black Hole, there is only one Life Energy in the form of
singularity, which through the four life-entity Bliss, Soul, Mind, Energy
evolves matter and life in the entire universe. From Black Holes to modern
computers, different forms of these four life-entity are seen in matter and life.
Now in the life journey ahead, this process of universe creation has been
described in chronological order.
*****
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Big Bang
According to the fundamental rules of the universe, a new life begins with
the union of a male and a female seeds. The beginning of the universe also
begins with the same fundamental rule. During the holocaust process of
the universe, the Infinite-Zero Universe unites with the Zero-Infinite
Universe to form a Black Hole of the Life Energy. Divine bliss reaches its
climax with the integration of the four life-entity Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy of
Life Energy, that prevailed throughout the universe as singularity. After this
extreme state of the Black Hole, the God of Life Energy forms the outline of
his new universe. ॐ God in the Black Hole void is, Omnificent as Bliss,
Omniscient as Soul, Omnipresent as Mind and Omnipotent as Energy.
When a singularity-formless God starts a new universe with big
utterance of the word ॐ (ॐ = Bliss or Anand + Soul or Atma + Mind or
Man + Energy or Urja) causes a Big Bang.
In the first trillion-trillionth part of the first second of the Big Bang,
ॐ God himself makes his incarnation, which itself is a form of Bliss
life-entity in the form of Sachchidananda God. The life-entity Bliss is
the base of life in the universe. This ॐ God is spread throughout
the universe in the form of Life Energy. In this Life Energy, four
life-entity with different characters are Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy. It is
worth noting here that according to the principle of singularity these
four life-entity of a Life Energy work at every place in every
action-reaction of the universe's conceive, create, nourish and
destroy. This very first incident of the incarnation of ॐ God has been
described as the first phase Planck Epoch (0 - 10-43 s) of the Big Bang
phenomenon in cosmology. According to scientists, the entire universe was
in a unified phase during this Planck period. This unified time of the Planck
Epoch (0 - 10- 43 s) of the Big Bang has not yet been defined by any scientific
interpretation, as it was the time of the incarnation of God himself, which in
spiritual context is called a Life Energy.
After his incarnation ॐ God or Bliss life-entity creates three life-entity with
three different characters from within themselves. It is worth noting here that
the three forms of life-entity from one ॐ God or Bliss life-entity in the form
of Life Energy, that is, the four forms of Life Energy are
Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy. That is, there are four forms of this same Life
Energy in God himself and in the three life-entity created by him. The four
forms of a Life Energy are in these four characters and behave differently
according to the same.
At the first phase, God is to generate the Soul life-entity. All the activities
of the universe are programmed by the Soul life-entity. Every work of
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creation in the universe is done according to the rules of the Soul. It can be
understood as the operating system software of the universe. At
the second phase, God is to generate the Mind life-entity. Every act of
creation and destruction in the universe is done through the Mind. The work
of nourishment between creation and destruction is done by the Bliss
life-entity itself. Nourishment, creation and destruction of life is done by
the Bliss, Soul and Mind, but these are only the internal states of the living
being, which does not have any real existence in the universe. For the real
existence, at the third phase, God is to generate the Energy life-entity.
The entire visible existence of the universe is manifested by the Energy
life-entity. The origin of three life-entity by God is described as the second
phase of the Grand Unification Epoch of the Big Bang events in cosmology.
Since cosmology has been studied in the reverse order from the universe to
the Black Hole, in which the three fundamental forces of the universe
converge at the one point at the second phase of the Grand Unification
Period. That is why it has been called Grand Unified Theory (GUT). Whereas
in the right order of the universe creation from the Black Hole, God first
appears in the form of Bliss (Planck Epoch), then Bliss is disunion into its
three forms Soul, Mind, Energy (Grand Unification Period). In this way,
discoveries of cosmology show only confession of God.
After the Big Bang in the Black Hole, the Life Energy singularity is spread in
the entire universe in four forms according to its four characters.
In the context of the universe, the zero-point-energy (ZPE) of quantum
physics is the sole singularity as Life Energy. The invisible pure energy of
the universe can move in any direction at all places according to the needs
of the matter or beings of the universe, which is controlled by the Bliss, Soul,
Mind of that place. Matter and life of the entire universe is conceived,
created, nourished and destroyed by these four forms of Life Energy.
A brief description of the Life Energy and its four characters Bliss, Soul,
Mind, Energy is as follows, which pervades the entire universe.
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God or Life Energy - There are four life-entity Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy in
the Life Energy. Life Energy is the ॐ God.
1. Bliss Life-entity - It has all four life-entity Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy
of Life Energy, but this behaves like Bliss life-entity. Bliss life-entity
is called Omnificent or Sarveshwara (God of all Gods).
Bliss life-entity conceives the entire universe.
This is the Causal Body.
2. Soul Life-entity - It has all four life-entity Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy of
Life Energy, but this behaves like Soul life-entity. Soul life-entity is
called Omniscient or Sarvagya (God of all wisdom).
Soul life-entity creates the entire universe.
This is the Cosmic Body.
3. Mind Life-entity - It has all four life-entity Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy
of Life Energy, but this behaves like Mind life-entity. Mind life-entity
is called Omnipresent or Sarvavyapi (God of all power).
Mind life-entity nourishes and destroys the entire universe
(nourishes, if Save-Seed is followed and destroys, if Seed-Loss is
done).
This is the Subtle Body.
4. Energy Life-entity - It has all four life-entity Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy
of Life Energy, but this behaves like Energy life-entity. Energy
life-entity is called Omnipotent or Sarvashakti (God of all wealth).
Energy life-entity supplies resources to the entire universe.
This is the Astral Body.
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Please understand clearly that
Life Energy = Unified form of Four Life-entity Bliss+Soul+Mind+Energy
(Singularity)
and
Life-entity = Different characters of
Bliss Life-entity or Soul Life-entity or
Mind Life-entity or Energy Life-entity
Bliss+Soul+Mind+Energy = Bliss Life-entity dominant Life Energy
Bliss+Soul+Mind+Energy = Soul Life-entity dominant Life Energy
Bliss+Soul+Mind+Energy = Mind Life-entity dominant Life Energy
Bliss+Soul+Mind+Energy = Energy Life-entity dominant Life Energy

A detailed description of the Life Energy and its four life-entity
contained in the Black Hole is as follows:
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Life Energy or Consciousness :
Bliss - Soul - Mind - Energy
Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy is collectively called Life Energy or
Prana-uraja. In spiritual terms, this Life Energy is called
Divine Consciousness. In the Black Hole, this Life Energy is present in
the form of the universe creator God. This invisible divine power in
the form of Life Energy is described as God in different ways based on
different beliefs. In the form of divine power, the four qualities or
character of the invisible Life Energy are Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy. This
Life Energy is controlled energy by the mind according to the Soul for
his Bliss, this is the formless form of the divine Life Energy.
As it is clear from the name Life Energy that it is related to living beings. Only
any creature survives through this Life Energy. A seed is a matter made of
various elements and chemicals. But even after making exactly the same
seed from elements and chemicals in a laboratory, it cannot be turned alive,
unless there is communication of Life Energy. All the cells of a creature's
body remain safe and active in a living state from the birth till its death. But
on death, his body stops working and his body starts decomposing
immediately. In the living state of a creature, the energy which keeps
the cells of the body and its seeds alive are called Life Energy.
If we want to understand Life Energy in a simple way, then understand that
by some scientific invention, our body becomes invisible and we experience
our
Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy
inside
the invisible
body.
The Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy of the invisible body is jointly called Life
Energy. But we cannot do any task through the invisible body, because Life
Energy is pure Energy. Therefore Life Energy has to be understood on
a scientific basis.
Some movies in computer technology have told stories of the hero leaving
his physical body and moving into a software system with an formless
imaginary body. With some similar imaginativeness, the Life Energy of
the Black Hole as a divine power can be understood on a scientific basis in
this way. It has been said that all creatures and human beings feel
the Bliss-Spirit-Mind-Energy within themselves. Every living being controls
the energy of his body through his Bliss-Spirit-Mind. It has been proved in
scientific discoveries that each atom of matter has particles and antiparticles.
In the process of fission, these particles and antiparticles together eliminate
the atom by turning it into pure energy (E = mc2). Imagine that science using
very advanced technology, has invented a device to disintegrate each atom
of the body into a pure energy, in which the creature lives in a conscious
state. Imagine a human being uses this device. By doing this all the atoms
of the physical matter of his body will be exhausted and all the pure energy
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(E = mc2) of the matter will be collected at a zero place. In this imaginary
state of advanced invention, that human being will live without a body.
Being alive even without a body, that human will be able to control his pure
energy collected at zero through his Bliss-Soul-Mind, just as he used to do
when the body was there. In this imaginary point of a human without a body
collected as zero, he will have the same emotions of his Bliss-Soul-Mind,
and he will have the same activity of his Energy, as was in a living human
being with the body. Due to not having a body, that human being will not be
able to do any work with his pure energy, because an action requires a
reaction, which is possible only when there is a solid base or matter. In
the state of without a body, a person can move forward his pure energy as
a force in any direction. In the entire universe, Life Energy is likewise
moving as a force of pure energy, which crosses through any of
the matter without any hindrance. This force of pure energy is felt in
the form of Dark Energy. This force of pure energy is self-controlled by
its Bliss-Soul-Mind, which is governing the universe. The process of
controlling the force of pure energy through Bliss-Soul-Mind is felt in
the form of Dark Matter. This Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy (pure energy)
collected in the void without a body is called Life Energy. In the context
of the universe, this Life Energy is considered as a singularity. This
Life Energy is present in every place of the universe, even in the empty
space inside the Atom. This Life Energy is a zero shaped energy point
present in every place of the universe, which moves as a force in any
direction through its Bliss-Soul-Mind. This Life Energy is called Divine
Consciousness in spiritual terms.
Subtle Body - The Form of Life after Life : Just as the body matter of
a living human is imagined to collect Life Energy (Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy)
in a void by the fission process, in contrast, now imagine to convert the Life
Energy back into the body life through the fusion process. Although this
type of invention cannot be imagined at the present time of science,
many times in spiritual context, the divine characters have been
described to travel invisibly from one place to another. It is possible to
do this if the mind is meditated through the practices of yoga.
According to scientific facts, the atom of matter is completely
eliminated by its particle and antiparticle, and according to the spiritual
facts, the accumulated Life Energy of the body is controlled by
the mind. In the spiritual context, many Avatar Sage take birth on earth for
the good of beings and humans. Such Avatar Sage with divine powers gain
control over the Life Energy of their body through spiritual practices. After
death, the Life Energy collected and controlled by the power of the mind in
the state of life without the body is called the Subtle Body. Such Avatar
Sage live invisibly in the Parameshthi Mandal (Path of Solar System around
Galaxy center, Chapter: Holocaust of the Universe) with their Subtle Body
having life. From time to time according to the needs of the creatures, Avatar
Sage takes birth on earth with the physical body. Then, after doing his
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essential work for the good of humanity in life, they leave their body and go
back to Parameshthi Mandal as a Subtle Body.
Earth, Sun, Galaxy are all rotating around the cosmic center
(Chapter: Space-Time Curved Fabric Illusion). Because of this, the Earth is
moving in space at a speed of about 850 km/s. When the avatar sages hold
Subtle Bodies, their subtle bodies also move along the earth at a speed of
850 km/s in the Parameshthi Mandal. According to the energy equivalence
equation E = mc2, one kilogram of matter has the equivalent of 2630 million
liters of petrol. Having such a quantity of petrol in a jet plane, we can go from
Earth to the Sun and come back. But this energy is the amount of that pure
energy, that is spent in making that matter. We cannot use pure energy in
any way. With this pure energy, the electron-proton-neutron inside
the molecule-atoms of the matter are moving at a tremendous speed.
A person consumes food, water, air equal to one kilo per day on an average.
According to energy equivalence equation E = mc2, one kilogram of matter
contains the energy equivalent of 2630 million liters of petrol. And we all
consume this much energy every day. According to this, a person has many
times more energy according to his weight. From this fact we can understand
that a human with immense reserves of Life Energy, is just as powerful as
God. With this abundant amount of Life Energy, many tasks are done subtly
by the Avatar Sages in the state of their Subtle Body.
Scientists may find this concept of Subtle Body impossible, because
science considers only matter as the sole basis. But scientists have to
understand that the singularity of the Life Energy is the only reality in
the universe, which first evolves the atom to make the matter of
the universe, then thereafter in the same atom, by transmitting
the Life Energy, evolves the Adam in various forms of life. Just like in
modern computers all the parts including CPU are hardware only and all
the work of the computer is done by software. In the same way, all
the organs in the human body, including the brain, are hardware only and all
the work of the body is done by Life Energy. Just as the software code in
the computer works in five ways (Purpose, Hard-disk, RAM, Network and
Hardware), in the same way, Life Energy in the universe works in five ways
(Cause Body i.e. purpose, Cosmic Body i.e. hard disk, Subtle Body i.e. RAM,
Astral Body i.e. network and Physical Body i.e. hardware). Just as in the high
tech movies, the hero is shown without body as a program code which
enters into the software system and works at these five places. Similarly,
Life Energy too works as well in these five ways without the body.
In the context of life in the universe, life exists with these five types of bodies,
respectively in the form of Satyam Lok (Black Hole of the Universe), Janah
Lok (Swayambhu Mandal or Black Hole of Galaxy), Mah Lok (Parameshthi
Mandal or Galaxy System), Tapah Lok (Solar System)and Bhu Lok (Earth's
atmosphere). God himself lives in the form of a formless Life Energy in
the Satyam Lok or Black Hole of the Universe. According to spiritual
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scriptures, God himself takes birth in the form of his incarnation on earth
from time to time for the welfare of humanity. According to the spiritual
context, this is the time of Kalyug (Iron Age) in which maximum loss of
human values has been done. It is difficult to believe such beliefs in
the event of loss of human values. Nevertheless, this belief about
Black Holes is becoming clear through intensive study of spiritual scriptures
and current discoveries of science.
State of Life
Energy

Lok
(Location)

System of Location

Software
Code

Causal Body

Satyam
Lok

Universe’s Black Hole

Purpose

Cosmic Body

Janah Lok

Galaxy’s Black Hole

Hard Disk

Subtle Body

Mah Lok

Galaxy System

RAM

Astral Body

Tapah Lok

Solar System

Network

Physical Body

Bhu Lok

Earth’s Atmosphere

Hardware I/O

Like the birth and death of beings, the process of fission and fusion
continues in the universe. In the Holocaust phase of the universe
(Antiuniverse), life and matter undergo a fission process of Life Energy and
all the Life Energy of the universe is converge in the form of a Black Hole.
Then in the same Black Hole, the new universe is created by the fusion
process of Life Energy in the creation phase by the explosion of
the Big Bang.
The singularity in the form of Life Energy is in the Black Hole, the same Life
Energy singularity pervades the entire universe and the same Life Energy
singularity is also spread in all matter and organisms. God in the form of
singularity is located in all matter and living beings and in every place of
the universe. We will see further in the evolution of matter in the universe,
that the same four life-entity of this Life Energy are present in the matter
considered to be inanimate. Therefore, the Black Holes have the same
life-entity in the form of Life Energy, which we have within us. God is one
and God has created this universe, this spiritual belief is being proved in
scientific terms as the singularity of Black Holes. Black Holes are a means
of understanding God on a scientific basis.
-----
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Bliss - Higgs Field
There are three types of life on earth in the form of Flora, Fauna and
humans. Achieving bliss is the most important emotion of all beings. Each
organism has a special attachment towards his life. Every living organism
always tries to live its life well. Whatever the reason the creature
experiences pleasure and enjoys in his life, is the Bliss. It is because of
the happiness feeling of the basic Bliss life-entity that every living being has
the highest attachment towards his life and is always alert to the safety of
his life.
On the fulfillment of desire of their needs, dreams and feelings, the creatures
and humans get the Bliss. This sense of bliss is the mainstay of life in
the universe. As per the principle of singularity, there is this sense of
pleasure in all life as well as inanimate matter. But in the matter, this sense
of Bliss remains passively. This sense of bliss is spread everywhere in
the entire universe in the form of Life Energy. Bliss is the life-entity
Sarveshwara or Omnificent, which has infinite power to create the entire
universe. This Sarveshvara is the quality of bliss, Sachchidananda or
'Anandoham' means that I am the ultimate bliss. The power of this
cosmic Bliss is being felt as the Higgs Field. It behaves similar to
the mechanical wave of sound, which is called Strong Nuclear Force (SNF)
in scientific terms. Gluon and Boson or God particles come into existence
through this SNF. This SNF is spread across the entire universe as well as
the empty space within the atoms. During the Holocaust, this SNF act in
the opposite direction and the matter of the entire universe is fissioned and
converted into pure energy. This pure energy is collected at one point that
forms a Black Hole. An infinite universe is created by this SNF from
the Big Bang in a Black Hole.
In the Standard Model of Atomic Particles, the Higgs field is an effect of
energy that is believed to exist in every region of the universe. This effect of
the Higgs field is due to the presence of Life Energy at every point in
the universe. In the form of a life energy, four life-entity
bliss-soul-mind-energy are present in each region of the universe. The effect
of Higgs field is seen in the Atom due to the Bliss life-entity. Therefore, with
the effect of Higgs field, the boson particle tries to stay in its lowest energy
state. The electron particle in the atom is the carrier of energy. For this
reason, the boson particle continuously receives energy by contacting
the electron particle. In Atoms of the Matter, this feeling of Bliss is minimal
(almost zero), which makes the Matter almost inactive as compared to
the creatures. The Higgs field is the same effect of Bliss of life. This sense
of bliss is the main attraction of life in the universe. To get this Bliss, every
living being wants to survive and Energy is needed to survive. All
the creatures of nature need Energy to get Bliss. This Energy comes with
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the help of Soul and Mind. Flora receives this Bliss-Energy in the form of fruit
wealth, Faunas get this Bliss-Energy in the form of food and their
family-social relations. The scope of Bliss-Energy for humans is seen in
many forms like desire, dreams, material wealth, physical, mental, social,
spiritual, emotional Bliss etc. In this way, behind the Higgs fields
(Boson, Neutron, Proton and Electron) of the Atom, Life Energy (Bliss, Soul,
Mind and Energy respectively) of the Universe works.
The Big Bang starts with the word ॐ (A + U + M) (A-Atma or Soul, U-Urja
or Energy, M-Mind or Man). Since the sound wave moves according to
the mechanical wave, the Bliss life-entity extends into the universe as a
mechanical wave. The frequency of this mechanical wave is infinite.
Scientists have also certified this mechanical wave as a sound in space in
their experiments. Some astronauts have also reported that they have
internally felt the frequency of a particular sound in space. In spiritual terms,
it has been called the Anahat Swar ॐ of God, which pervades the entire
universe. This mechanical wave of infinite frequency is spread in the entire
universe as a life-entity of Bliss. Although there are four life-entity with this
bliss life-entity, its main character is related to bliss.
-----
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Soul - Antimatter
Considering the Soul as a matter of spirituality, the Soul was never believed
by science. It is very ironic that the word 'Atom', the basic foundation of
science, originated from the word 'Atma' (Soul), and science has not
understood the Soul itself. The word Atom originated from Atma + ॐ
(ATma + OM), which initiates the matter. Adam initiates life, which is formed
by creating a feeling of Bliss in the Atom. The word Adam is derived from
Anand + ॐ (AnanD + OM). Atoms are called Paramanu in Hindi, which is
made up of PARam + MAN + Urja (Ultimate + Mind + Energy). Adam is
called Manu in Hindi which is made up of MAN + Urja (Mind + Energy). Adam
is called Aadam (human) in Hindi, who is the former incarnation of human.
The man (Mind) of Hindi is called man (male) in English. During life
evolution, man (male) life originates from this Mind (man) life-entity and
female life originates from Energy life-entity (further explained in detail in
Chapter - Evolution of Adam).
The soul is nothing but the software of life. In the context of their respective
work, soul and software are synonyms of each other. In today's modern
science, many tools work only through software. Just as the software does
all the work in all equipment, similarly all the work of each organism is done
by the software in the form of soul. The software of life in the form of
the soul remains as DNA in every cell of the organism. According to
the genetic code of this DNA, the organism is born and evolves
accordingly. In addition to life, the same soul-like software works in
non-living matter. Within the Atom, all primary particles and fundamental
particles work together and we see the existence of Atom as a matter. Inside
the Atom, soul-like software resides as Neutrons, which keep the Protons
and Electrons in balance. Apart from life and matter, the same soul-like
software is present in the entire universe. According to its program, planets,
stars, galaxies, matter and life etc. are all moving according to the fixed
program. Scientists of the universe will be familiar with the fact that no
planet, stars, galaxies etc. ever collide with each other except the condition
of Black Holes, because they all run according to the fixed program of this
soul life-entity. Scientists have been predicting a number of meteorites
(asteroids) falling on the Earth from the universe many times, but in
the history of 4.5 billion years of the Earth, there has been no major
meteorite that has become a threat to the life of the Earth. That is, in
the universe, the movement of all objects from the Galaxy to the Atom
operates according to a set of principles. Thus the Soul is Omniscient.
The virtue of this Omniscient Soul is 'Aham Brahmasmi' i.e. I am
the Supreme Creator. The power of this cosmic Soul is being felt as
Antimatter. In scientific terms, it is called the Electromagnetic Force
(EMF), which behaves like an electric-magnet. Photons and neutrons come
into existence through this EMF. This EMF is spread throughout the from
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Atom to the universe, which keeps all the matter of the universe balanced.
Soul (or Antimatter) can be understood as a software program that, with
the help of the Mind (or Dark Matter), transforms either Dark Energy into
matter or matter into Dark Energy, according to the needs of the universe.
According to experiments in quantum physics, the record of information in
the universe is hidden. Record of every information of the Internet is
maintained by IP address in Internet. In the same way, there is a record of
information about the universe in Life Energy. In the spiritual context,
the information of all the matter and the various births of beings are kept by
the Soul life-entity of Life Energy. On the basis of this information,
the functioning of matter and life operates in the entire universe. The Internet
also works on the principle of singularity. All types of information are
available on the Internet at all places and at all times. The record of a
particular mobile or computer is kept on its chip or hard disk based on its IP
address. In the singularity of the Life Energy, all kinds of information is
available at all places and at all times. The record of the births of a creature
is encoded in its DNA. Life on Earth was evolved about four billion years
ago. Since then, humans have evolved from being born as almost all beings.
Human seed DNA has been around four billion years old. The record of all
previous lives in the DNA of a human seed is encoded as a genetic code.
That is why the concept of rites of past births and re-birth has been described
in spiritual context.
-----
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Mind - Dark Matter
Every creature thinks through the mind. Whatever we think, it is the mind.
Through his sophisticated mind, man can think about the entire universe
together in real time. Thus the Mind is Omnipresent. The virtue of
the Omnipresent mind is 'Whatever is in the Universe, it is also in
the atom or any body. Scientists have not yet understood the functioning
of the brain properly. Due to this ignorance, humans often make the mistake
of considering the brain as the mind. While the brain is a part of the body,
which only works to process the thoughts of the mind like a CPU. The brain
itself does not think anything (it has been explained further). Apart from
thinking, the mind is the medium through which each creature controls
the energy of their body in the desired direction. We conduct every action of
our body through the mind. According to our desire, we move our body or
any part of it back and forth. In this way, even though there is no power in
the mind itself, the energy of the body is controlled by the mind itself. Just
as we control the energy of the body with our mind, similarly the cosmic
energy of the universe is also controlled by the cosmic mind. All
the immense energy of the universe is moving with tremendous velocity from
the subtle atoms to the mammoth galaxies, all this energy is controlled by
the power of this mind. The power of this cosmic mind is being felt as Dark
Matter. In scientific terms, it is called the Weak Nuclear Force (WNF).
Quarks and protons come into existence through this WNF. This WNF is
spread everywhere from atoms to the entire universe, which binds all
the matter and atoms of the universe together. Because of this WNF,
electrons in the Atom and stars, planets etc. in the Galaxy remain in
the attraction of their center.
-----
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Energy - Dark Energy
All matter in the universe is a transformed form of energy. If an atom is
broken, it turns into pure energy. All the atoms of cosmic matter are active
by this pure energy. Planets, stars, galaxies are all moving at tremendous
speed with this energy. The Earth is rotating on its axis at 1,600 kmph speed
as well as revolving around the Sun at 110,000 kmph speed. The solar
system is orbiting the galaxy center at 830,000 kmph. And the galaxy is
orbiting the cosmic center at 2,100,000 kmph. According to all these speeds,
the Earth is floating in space at a speed of about 3,040,000 kmph or
850 km/s.
Just as planets revolve around stars, electrons in an atom revolve around
the center. The speed of movement of electrons is also 5-6 times more than
the speed of planets, i.e. 5,000-6,000 km/s. When there is so much energy
in a light particle like an atom, it is difficult to imagine the immense energy
of the universe. After all, what is the secret of such immense energy in
planets and atoms?
To understand this cosmic energy, we have to understand pure energy. This
pure energy is an invisible force or force, which is moving in any desired
direction. Everything we do with our body is the result of this pure energy.
When we forward our hand, that pure energy goes forward, when we turn
our hand back, that pure energy goes backward. We feel our hands, so we
feel that energy comes out of our body. Our body is a collected form of pure
energy in the form of matter, whose activity we control by our mind itself. If
we think deeply, all the development of the earth is the result of changing
the state of energy of matter by the mind of human beings. That means, pure
energy is controlled by the mind itself. Let us understand pure energy.
Suppose a car is standing with a hand brake, if we push it, our body force
will go into the car. Due to hand brakes applied in the car, the direction of
force or energy will be changed inside the car and through its wheels it will
go into the earth. Since the car is standing on the earth, we will realize that
the energy of our body is absorbed into the earth as a force. But in reality
the earth is floating in the sky of the solar system. Therefore, theoretically
the energy of our body will come out of the other end of the earth and leave
out in the sky of the Solar System. Since all the objects in the universe are
connected to each other by gravity and orbiting each other in the sky,
theoretically the forward position would be something like this. By pushing
the car, the force of pure energy of our body will be flowing through the Solar
System from Earth to the Sun, then will go from Sun to the Galaxy Center,
then will go from Galaxy Center to the Black Hole.
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Just as a power house supplies power everywhere, the Black Hole supplies
pure energy throughout the universe. This pure energy is used to make
the matter of the universe and to run life. Scientists have been realizing this
energy in the form of Dark Energy for a long time and are looking for ways
to convert it into matter. If this were possible, we would not spend much time
in today's modern science, but we have not been able to understand this
energy for almost a century. From the E = mc2 formula, one kilo of matter
contains about 2500 crore electric units or 263 crore liters of petrol
equivalent energy. When atoms are fissioned in a nuclear reactor, the same
amount of energy is released. But we are able to use only the energy which
is converted into heat due to friction of the particle during fission.
The remaining energy collides with the walls of the reactor and goes into
the earth and goes back to the universe or Black Hole through the path
mentioned above. Thus the pure energy of the universe cannot be
converted into matter or any other energy, nor can it be caught in any way.
If by any method we find a way to convert pure energy into matter, it will be
as expensive as the total energy (E = mc2) contained in the matter.
Therefore, after years of untiring efforts, it should be clear to us that this pure
energy cannot be converted into matter by any scientific methods.
This cosmic energy is Omnipotent. The virtue of Almighty energy is
'Ekoham Bahushyamah' means that 'I am One, let be Many'. The power
of this cosmic energy is being felt as Dark Energy. In whatever direction this
energy is flowing, it starts moving as a sine wave in that direction. But due
to the EMF of the neutron of the spirit and the WNF of the proton of
the mind, this energy revolves around the electron or planetary stars around
its center. In scientific terms it is called the Gravitational Force (GVF).
When rotating objects from the Galaxy to the Atom, the centripetal force
creates gravity force, and the centrifugal force causes radioactive radiation.
Leptons and electrons come into existence through this GVF. It is spread in
all of the atoms and to the entire universe, which keeps all the matter of
the universe moving. Electrons in the Atom and stars, planets etc. in
the Galaxy are rotating rapidly around their center due to this GVF. Due to
the centrifugal force and weak GVF, there is radiation and erosion over
the time in the matter.
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In a nutshell, every living being and human feels these four life-entity
Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy within themselves. The work of three
life-entity Bliss-Soul-Mind is to make come true the matter and life by
controlling the energy differently. According to their working
methodology, modern computers have been invented. Just as a
computer is made up of software codes and hardware parts for some
purpose, and RAM (random access memory) acts as a medium
between them. In the same way, DNA as soul software and body parts
as hardware work inside human beings and the human mind acts like
RAM as a medium between them. Thus Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy
life-entity
are
equivalent
to
the computer's
Purpose-Software-RAM-Network (hardware) respectively.
*****
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Evolution of Atom (Matter)
In this chapter, the events of formation of the atoms after the Big Bang
(about 400,000 years) are being highlighted. Scientists have a lot of
information about the evolution of matter from the atom and the evolution of
the universe from matter, that incident is not being described here.
In the Planck Epoch, the first phase of Big Bang inflation, the Life Energy of
Black Holes is transmitted as Bliss. Then in the second phase, Grand
Unification Epoch, Bliss divides in three characters respectively into
Soul-Mind-Energy. These four characters of Life Energy may be different,
but all these four characters have all four life-entity.
Broadly understand these four characters of the God in the form of Life
Energy (Prana Urja) in this way:
1. The formless Bliss (Anand) resolves to create the universe to enjoy
life in the real form.
2. Soul (Atma) makes the sure program of matter and life for
the creation of the universe.
3. Mind (Man) conducts the activities of the universe according to
the Soul program.
4. Energy (Urja) provides the necessary resources for the matter and
life of the universe.
On the basis of these four characters of God, modern computers and
mobiles have been invented. Just as for the desired Result, Hardware of
the computer is controlled by the Software and Memory (RAM), similarly
for Bliss, Energy (Body Hardware) of the being is controlled by the Soul
(Software) and Mind (RAM). These four characters of Singularity Life
Energy are used in every phase of the universe from matter and life to
the modern computer.
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In the whole world, efforts are being made by cosmology scientists to
understand Antimatter, Dark Matter and Dark Energy for the past several
decades. But so far they have not been defined by any scientific theory. To
understand them, there are many experiments being made to make matter
by spending huge amounts of money on it. But no success has been found
in any experiment. The reason for this is that no controlled and permanent
force of pure energy can be placed from space to space by the equipment
of any matter. In some experiments, some particles have been made by
applying a force in some way, but that force is uncontrolled and temporary.
Along with this, due to the reaction of the action, its antiparticle is also
formed. The two mutually opposite, uncontrolled and temporary forces are
very quickly eliminated automatically, as any inanimate force mounted by
inanimate devices cannot be continuously controlled. Whereas
the singularity of the universe is alive, which is automatically
controlled by itself. Matter and life are born from this life. Just as
beings or human beings control the Energy of their body by their
Bliss-Soul-Mind, similarly the singularity of the universe is
self-controlled Life Energy by its Mind, according to its Soul program,
for its Bliss. Therefore, scientists have to understand that it is impossible
to reach Dark Matter and Dark Energy through inanimate instruments in
the laboratories of particle colliders. This Higgs field is cosmic Bliss, this
Antimatter is the cosmic Soul, this Dark Matter is the cosmic Mind and this
Dark Energy is cosmic Energy. These four elements are under
the jurisdiction of God in the form of Life Energy. Only human seeds can
catch this life energy.
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The first phase of the Big Bang was completed in the Planck Epoch of 10-43
seconds and the second phase Grand Unification Epoch in 10-36 seconds.
After this, there was a process of becoming subatomic particles and
antiparticles in the universe for about 400,000 years in the third phase of
Particle Epoch. Scientists have divided this phase into several phases like
Quark, Hadron Neutrinos, Leptons, Photons, Gluons, etc., in which they
became particles and antiparticles. We already know that every action has
a reaction, due to this law of science, when an action is done by the matter,
its opposite reaction takes place in the matter. There was no matter at
the time of creation of the universe. When the force of self-controlled pure
energy is put in any direction by the energy from space without matter in
the space itself, it also automatically takes force in the opposite direction.
Therefore, along with each particle, its antiparticles are also formed.
Here it is a matter of thinking that how did particles and antiparticles develop
in the void of space without matter and without life? Despite decades of hard
work and huge amounts of money, no permanent particle could be made
with modern equipment. Whereas in the void of space, after the Big Bang,
particles and antiparticles were created for the matter of the entire universe
by the life energy. After all, how does the Life Energy of a Black Hole
automatically create a controlled force of pure energy from space to
space, through which the infinite universe is created. Scientists have
to believe in God here as four characters of Life Energy. This God in
the form of Life Energy is alive, which is self-controlled by its
Bliss-Soul-Mind. This is the Life Energy that every plant, animal and human
himself experiences as a symbol of God. In the example of drinking water,
we saw, for our Bliss, according to the decision of the Soul, through
the Mind, from the Energy of the body we lift the glass and drink water.
The same four characters of Life Energy as Singularity or God is present in
every place, matter and creature of the universe. This God or Life Energy,
through his Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy, can put any force of pure energy,
from space to space, in any direction. This force of pure energy is the only
fundamental force of the universe, which creates the entire universe through
the control of Bliss-Soul-Mind.
Until the nineteenth century, scientists believed that an atom has three basic
particles: Neutrons, Protons and Electrons. Then there were more
discoveries about the atom in the twentieth century. Now at the beginning of
the twenty-first century, about 400–500 subatomic particles (such as Gluon,
Photon, Quark, Lepton, Fermion, Meson, Neutrino, Electron, etc.) have been
discovered in the atom along with the Boson God Particle. Now their
numbers are increasing so fast that now they have to be recognized as
numbers instead of names. Due to the glut of particleS inside the atom,
scientists have named the atom as 'Particle Zoo'. This is just
the beginning of atomic particle search. According to the concept of
'Yatha Brahmande Tatha Pinde’ referred to spirituality, whatever is in
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the Universe, it is also in the atom or body. Although there are billions and
trillions of stars in the Universe, but the 330 millions Deities mentioned in
the spiritual context, it has been said about different parts of different powers
or energies within the universe and atoms. 330 millions Deities are
mentioned in many places in the scriptures. But the relation of this number
is not found about Atom. Nevertheless, the concept of 'Yatha Brahmande
Tatha Pinde’, as such, is believed to refer to the universe and the Atom.
The number of 330 millions is justified in front of the vastness of
the universe. It is very likely that inside the atom, this 'Particle Zoo' is
different forms of 330 millions energies or subatomic particles. Like our solar
system in the universe, many planets revolve around a star. Similarly,
electrons revolve around its center inside the atom. Given the complexity of
the Atom and the vastness of the universe, it can be understood that a lot of
planning and operation is required to control it. While the lack of energy
resources is being felt in the world today, all the cosmos from atoms to
galaxies are active according to the same rules and principles through
constant energy since billions and trillions of years. The secret of this activity
of the universe is the self-controlled Life Energy of a Black Hole. According
to the concept of 'Yatha Brahmande Tatha Pinde’ (i.e. Atom has Universe)
and interpretation of spiritual scripture (Srimad Bhagavat Mahapuran
3:11:1), all the subatomic particles of atoms always exist in the dormant and
manifest states of material existence in the universe. All the atomic particles
of the matter are functioning according to a certain program by four
fundamental forces inside the subtle atom. All such subatomic particles of
non-matter remain active in a giant shape from planets and satellites up to
the galaxy level. These non-matter’s giant subatomic particles and their
forces are being felt in the form of Higgs Fields, Antimatter, Dark Matter,
Dark Energy, etc.
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In the Planck Epoch, the first phase of the Big Bang, a joint Life Energy
emerged in the form of Bliss. Then in the second phase of Grand Unification
Epoch, from within itself the Bliss Life Energy divides in three forms of Soul,
Mind and Energy respectively. The nature of the fundamental particles of
the atoms can also be known by their order.. Their order is 1 Bliss, 2 Soul, 3
Mind, 4 Energy. Accordingly, 1 Boson, 2 Neutrons, 3 Protons, 4 Electrons
particles are formed respectively. As per this sequence, Boson contains 3Dn
Gluon and Photon, Neutron contains 1Up 2Dn Quark, Proton contains 2Up
1Dn Quark, Electron contains 3Up Lepton particles. This sequence proves
that Bliss controls the Soul, Soul controls the Mind and Mind controls
the Energy. As per the same sequence in atoms, Boson controls
the Neutron, Neutron controls the Proton and Proton controls the Electron.
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As referred by spirituality, the four characters of the Life Energy
Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy are the Divine Consciousness. This Divine
Consciousness is being felt in the form of scientifically referenced Higgs
Field-Antimatter-Dark Matter-Dark Energy. After this in the third phase,
the process of formation of subatomic particles and antiparticles took place
for about 400,000 years. In this phase, the four life-entity of Life Energy
make all atomic particles according to their character. Due to
the action of the force of pure energy from space to space, its reaction
also takes place, making each particle as well as its antiparticle.
Through these antiparticles, atoms are fissioned during the cosmic
catastrophe and the particles are again converted into pure energy.
According to the needs of the universe through these antiparticles,
the elements of the matter change according to the needs.
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330 million types of subatomic particles are created by self-controlled
Life Energy for the activity of the universe. These various powers of
Life Energy present in the form of many particles in the universe are
considered as deities. That is why in reference to spirituality, concepts
of 330 million deities are believed. These particles exist from subtle
atoms to the shape of the entire universe. We know that any
electro-magnetic energy rays can only be transmitted in a straight line by
scientific instruments. In the same way, the force of pure energy of Life
Energy also moves in a straight line. While the various energy waves of
the universe and the various energy particles of the atom are functional in
millions of directions like rotation, revolving, magnetic wave, electric wave,
light waves etc. The force of pure energy of the Life Energy running in a
straight line requires millions of types of particles to work in countless
directions. When these millions of particles get organized in a certain order
and flow the energy in a pattern, a controlled energy wave is formed. With
the conjunction of these many energy waves, four basic forces SNF, EMF,
WNF, GVF are made. These four basic forces are active in all places of
Atom, Earth, Sun, Galaxy etc. Due to the activity of these millions of particles
and energy waves, these four basic forces work at all levels of the universe
and atoms. These particles control the energy waves of pure energy
according to their force. 330 million types of subatomic particles,
antiparticles, four basic forces SNF (attraction), EMF (electro-magnet), WNF
(gravity), GVF (radiation), all created by self-controlled Life Energy that all
present everywhere in all the universe from micro to infinite size. It has often
been mentioned in spiritual texts that the Atom is always found in both
dormant and manifest states of matter existence. All these components
are the dormant state of atoms in the form of Higgs Field, Antimatter, Dark
Matter, Dark Energy etc. Matter is formed in the next step by these
components of various particles, forces and energies.
Just like at the beginning of a project, money is required for the base
infrastructure and the money is also kept for the operation of the project.
Similarly, the cosmic creator has created the matter of the universe only by
using about 5% of the energy of the Black Hole. The remaining 95% of
the energy is reserved for the operation of the universe. Balance 95% of this
reserve stock of Life Energy is felt in the form of divine consciousness. In
the Black Hole located in the center of the universe, after the Big Bang
explosion, not all Life Energy comes out. Rather, a lot of Life Energy resides
in the Black Hole, from where our universe is governed by the Supreme
God. The reserve 95% of Life Energy is being felt as various components in
the universe. In which, The Bliss is being felt as Higgs Field, The Soul is
being felt as antimatter, The Mind is being felt as Dark Matter (27%), and
the Energy is being felt as the Dark Energy (68%). Bliss (cause or purpose)
and Soul (software program) have no physical existence, so their
percentage remains nil. Bliss is also felt as Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB) and Cosmic Background Radiation (CBR) which are primordial
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components of the universe. The Soul or antimatter controls all the matter in
the universe while remaining active as software in the background.
The Mind (or Dark Matter) controls and conducts energy (network and
hardware) according to the soul (software) program in the form of random
access memory (RAM). Energy acts as a resource for the entire universe.
This Energy resource is Dark Energy (network) in the dormant state of
matter and this Energy resource is the matter (hardware) which is
manifested from the Dark Energy. Particles, antiparticles, force-waves, etc.
of the Life Energy are found in the size from atom to galaxy. The matter of
the universe is made up of 5% of all the particles, antiparticles, force,
energy, etc. Primary particles (Gluon-Photon-Quark-Lepton, etc.) together
with the four basic forces (SNF-EMF-WNF-GVF), form the entire atom by
fundamental particles (Boson-Neutron-Proton-Electron) to form matter.
The attraction force of SNF (Bliss) and the electromagnetic force of EMF
(Soul) create the effect of magnetization at the center of the atom, which
pulls the WNF (Mind) towards the center, therefore Bosons, Neutrons and
Protons in the nucleus of the atom are formed. The Protons undergo rotation
due to the effect of EMF and WNF at the center. In this rotation, the proton
attracts the Electron via WNF. Due to this force, the Electron also rotates
around the center. Centripetal forces and centrifugal forces are formed by
the rotation of the electron. Gravity effect is produced in the atom due to
centripetal force, and radiation effect is produced in the atom due to
centrifugal force. In this way, Boson-Neutron-Proton-Electron particles are
formed by the life-entity of the Life Energy, from which the entire atom is
formed.
Many such atoms make the matter of the universe. Galaxies, stars, planets,
etc. are formed through this matter. Just as the atoms are active by
attraction, magnetism, rotation, gravity, radiation etc. generated from
particles and SNF-EMF-WNF-GVF. Similarly, galaxies, stars, planets, etc.
are active in the universe by attraction, magnetism, rotation, gravity,
radiation etc. generated by large size particles and SNF-EMF-WNF-GVF.
This is the concept of 'Yatha Brahmande Tatha Pinde’ (i.e. Atom has
Universe).
The 95% invisible part of the Life Energy acts like the invisible software of
the universe, which controls the universe's work. The remaining 5% matter
part acts as the visible hardware of the universe. Singularity Life Energy in
the non-living matter is in the form of electromagnetic energy.
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# SBH-Secondary Black Hole (Dhanu or Sagittarius A),
CMB-Cosmic Wave Background, NS-Neutron Star,
1D/2D/3D-Three Dimension
(The Black Hole of our Milky Way Galaxy located at the center of Dhanu or
Segatorius-A is called Swayambhu)
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Due to the many unsolved mysteries of science, it is often suggested that
space can have many more dimensions in addition to three physical
dimensions (length, width, height). But in the context of matter, there can be
no other dimension in space than three dimensions. In the context of
the universe, the concept of the Seven World (Sapta Loka) is mentioned in
spiritual texts, they can be understood as Seven Dimensions. According to
this concept, the three physical dimensions of space related to
physical matter - Bhu ( the Earth), Bhuva (the Sun), Swah (the Galaxy)
and the four spiritual dimensions of Life Energy related to the living life
of the universe - Tapa (Energy), Mah (Mind), Janah (Atma), Satyam
(Anand) have been described. Earth, Sun, Galaxy located in space are all
related to physical matter, which are expressed in three dimensions (length,
width, height) in space. In spiritual scriptures, the three physical dimensions
of the physical universe are jointly called Physical World (Bhu Lok) and
the four spiritual dimensions are jointly called Deity World (Dev Lok). In
the first phase of the Planck Epoch of the Big Bang, Life Energy comes out
of the Black Hole as a Bliss life-entity. Then in the Grand Unification period,
three life-entity the Soul, the Mind and the Energy emanate from the same
Bliss life-entity. Life Energy acts as a singularity, therefore each of
the four life-entity have all four life-entity, only their characters are
different. According to the need of operating the universe, these four
life-entity are spread throughout the universe according to their respective
character. Bliss life-entity (as a Secondary Black Hole, CMB or Cosmic
Wave Background, Higgs field), Soul life-entity (as Nebula, Neutron
stars, Antimatter), Mind life-entity (as Dark Matter) and Energy
life-entity (as Dark Energy) are spread throughout the universe.
According to the density of these elements, they are seen and felt in various
forms by scientific instruments.
Only visible matter is believed by science. Therefore, science does not
believe in subtle life beyond physical life. But life exists in a universe full of
Life Energy (Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy) even without a body. This existence of
life is spread across the universe like an invisible network of the Internet.
Just as in some fantasy movies, the hero is shown leaving his body and
entering the computer system as software, In the same way, sages of high
caliber do their divine work through the Subtle Body even after leaving their
physical body. Mind life-entity operates on the level of the Subtle Body.
Similarly, Soul life-entity operates on the level of the Cosmic Body and Bliss
life-entity operates on the level of the Causal Body. As the level of these
invisible bodies gets higher, beyond the subtle state, their size gets smaller
and their reach becomes bigger at the level of the universe. (Apart from
the life of the physical body, life with these invisible bodies is not
possible for ordinary humans in the present time of sexuality and
divine law violations. Therefore, a detailed description of the Sapta Lok
and the Five-Body is not in the scope of this book. Brief description of
the Subtle Body is described in Chapter Big Bang - Life Energy.)
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There are billions of trillions of galaxies in the universe, which are millions of
light years away. When human life is less than 100 years in present time, it
is not possible to reach there by traveling even at the speed of light.
The journey of the vast universe in the form of the divine world (Dev Lok) is
possible only through the higher bodies of Life Energy. The same divine
world centers of the Life Energy singularity are in the form of chakras in
the human body. Those are called endocrine glands in the context of
medical science. By awakening these chakras, the enjoyment of the ultimate
happiness in the form of heaven can be enjoyed in this life. Save-Seed is
the only divine law for awakening this chakras, the detailed mechanism of
which is further explained in the chapter - Spiritual Success Science. If a
person engages in activities of Seed-Loss, then he gets sufferings of life like
Abyss i.e. Hell.
Fast forward: Scientists have enough information about the origin of
the universe after the Evolution of Atom, so now let’s fast forward this life
journey. After the formation of galaxies, stars, planets in the universe, our
solar system formed by the Sun about 4.6 billion years ago. During
the formation of the solar system, our Earth and Moon and other planets
formed 4.5 billion years ago. Many elements necessary for life on Earth,
such as Nitrogen, Oxygen, Carbon, Hydrogen, etc., were born. Water, air,
earth, fire etc. evolves by these elements.
Summarizing the life journey so far: Life and matter end in the holocaste
of the past universe. Then the infinite Life Energy of the universe collects as
the singularity Black Hole at a zero in the cosmic center. Then with
the Big Bang, Life Energy expands into the infinite universe and
the universe evolves. In this life journey, life is first collected in a
Black Hole in the form of self-controlled pure energy. Then after
the Big Bang, this self-controlled pure energy forms the universe's
matter in the form of a physical atom. Now in the life journey ahead, we
will learn about the evolution of life as Adam through
the communication of Life Energy in this Atom.
*****
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Evolution of Adam (Life)
In this chapter, the initial events of the evolution of Adam (Life) from Atom
(Matter) is being highlighted. About 4.5 billion years ago, the Earth's
deserted atmosphere was full of only inanimate matter. In this uninhabited
environment, life was initiated as a life cell by Life Energy singularity.
Through this sequence of events, we will know that the life journey of
Life Energy comes from Black Hole upto the seed. By preservation of
their own seeds, humans can make their life and earth a heaven. After
the life cell came into existence, scientists have enough information about
the evolution of Flora, Fauna and humans, but that event is not being
described here.
Earth came into existence after being separated from the Sun about 4.5
billion years ago. Then the conditions necessary for the existence of life on
earth for about ten million years developed. During this time, many minerals
and compounds were formed by combining different elements, due to which
water, air, earth, fire etc. came into existence on the earth. Life began about
4.4 billion years ago, when the conditions necessary for the survival of life
developed. Life started from a life cell as Adam by the singularity of energy
of Black Hole. Let us understand in detail the process in which living Adam
is developed from the non-livinh Atom through the Life Energy.

The two most important components of the universe are Matter and Life.
Matter starts with Atom. Life begins in the form of Adam by infusion of Life
Energy in the Atom. Atom, Adam and other words originated according
to the four life-entity of God in the form of ॐ Life Energy:
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(In below table, Anand means Bliss, Atma means Soul, Man means Mind,
Urja means Energy, Anu means Atom, Ishtri means Woman, Manushya or
Manu means Human)
Universe

ATOM > Matter

ADAM > Life

ॐ AUMA Life
Energy

Anand + Urja + Mind
+ Atma #

Origin of Word

ATOM = ATma+OM ADAM
=
(Soul+ॐ)
(Bliss+ॐ)

Subtle Form

ParamANU (Atom) = Adam > Adami (man)
Param + ANU

Full Form

ANU = Atma + MaN + MANU = Man + Urja /
Urja
Man+ANU
(Molecule= Soul + MANU is ANU with Man
Mind + Energy)

Bliss+AUM=Ish+Tri
TRI=Three=AUM

Boson + Electron +
Proton + Neutron #

Anand + Urja + Mind +
Atma
AnanD+OM

Man=Manushya=Manu +
Ishwar
Woman=Istri= Ishwar+TRI

The four life-entity of Singularity Life Energy are Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy.
The four life-entity of Life Energy are a kind of the invisible software of God
means the Black Hole. The four life-entity Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy of
the invisible software of Life Energy are being felt in the scientific discoveries
of the universe as Higgs Field-Antimatter-Dark Matter-Dark Energy
respectively. In the evolution of Atom, we saw that the existence of
inanimate matter is transformed by these four life-entity of formless Life
Energy. At this stage of the evolution of Adam, we will see that
the communication of the singularity Life Energy changes the Atom (i.e.
molecule) into the Adam (i.e. Manu) (Life cell, Seed), which leads to
the evolution of life. Life Energy chooses four types of Atom to transmit its
four life-entity. Life Energy chooses Nitrogen atom for Bliss, Oxygen atom
for Soul, Carbon atom for Mind, and Hydrogen atom for Energy. It is
interesting to know here that there is a lot of similarity between
the percentage of life-entity in the universe and the corresponding matter in
the body of the creatures.
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Life-Entity

Universe

% Element
of Body

% State of
Element

%

Bliss

Higgs
Field

Soul

Antimatter/
Matter

Mind

Dark
Matter

27 % Hydrogen
Carbon
Nitrogen

31% Solid

35%

Energy

Dark
Energy

68 % Oxygen

65% Liquid
Water

65%

Life
Energy

Total

100%

CMB
5 % Other
Elements

4%

100%

100%

Transformation of Life Energy:
In the whole universe, the Energy of Life Energy is active in various forms,
which is controlled by its Bliss-Soul-Mind. With the infusion of singularity
Life Energy (Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy) in the matter, its energy state
changes gradually. The existence of the Atom is first transformed by
the subatomic particles, then by the infusion of the Life Energy, the energy
state and functioning of the Atom change according to the following four
levels respectively, transformation of the life comes true in the form of Adam
i.e. Seed.
Level Life-Entity

Evolution
Sequence

Infusion
Level

Dominant
Energy

1

Energy

Atom to
Molecule

Electron

Electromagnetic
Energy

2

Mind

Molecule to
Chemical /
Organic Matter

Proton

Chemical Energy

3

Soul

Organic Matter to
Cell

Neutron

4

Bliss

Cell to Adam
(Organism)

Boson
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1. Atom to Molecule:
• When atoms made of energy are collected, then
the molecules of matter elements are formed.
• Then Electromagnetic Energy is exchanged as the Life
Energy is transmitted to the Electron (Energy) level in
the molecule's atom.
• The atoms of the matter are activated by the effect of
Electromagnetic energy.
2.

Molecule to Chemical Matter:
• When molecules of Chemical elements are collected, then
chemical matters are formed.
• Then Chemical Energy is exchanged as Life Energy is
transmitted to the Proton (Mind) level in the molecule of
chemical matter.
• Molecules of the matter are activated by the effect of
Chemical Energy.
(The Proton represents the Mind through which Chemical
Energy is exchanged. Incidentally this is why it is said that
in the context of matching the mind-thought of a woman and
a man alike, that their Chemistry is matching.)

3.

Organic Matter to Cell:
• When the molecules of Organic elements (NOCH - Nitrogen
Oxygen Carbon Hydrogen) are collected, Organic matters
are formed.
• Biological cells are developed as Life Energy is
transmitted to the Neutron (Soul) level in the elements of
organic matter.
• Bio-chemical energy is exchanged in a biological cell.
• Biological cells are activated by the effect of Bio-chemical
energy.

4.

Cell to Adam (Cell to Seed):
• When biological cells collect, an Adam seed is formed.
• Living Beings (Flora, Fauna and Human) are developed
as Life Energy is transmitted to the Boson (Bliss) level in
the Biological cell of Adam's seed.
• Emotional Energy is exchanged in Living Beings.
• Living Beings are physically, mentally, emotionally reactive
due to the influence of Emotional energy.
• Through the Emotional Energy of Life Energy, all living
beings attain the climax of their bliss and make their life
meaningful.
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In this way, the formless God, contained in a Black Hole in the form of
Singularity Life Energy, is born as Living Beings (Flora or plants,
Fauna or creatures and Human) by the atom, molecule, cell, adam
(seed) respectively. The combined form of all this is called
the universe.
By combining the four life elements (NOCH - Nitrogen Oxygen Carbon
Hydrogen) required for life, organic matter (such as hormones etc.) are
formed. Through these hormones, life cells are formed for the physical body
of all Flora and Fauna. Organic matter acts as a visible hardware in
the anatomical structure of beings. In this anatomical structure, Life Energy
works like invisible software.
Just as even after the hardware of a mobile handset is made, it cannot do
any work, unless the software is loaded into it. After the software is loaded,
the software does all its work in the mobile. In the same way, unless
the software of Life Energy is loaded in the hardware of anatomical structure
made of organic matter, the creature cannot do any work. After loading
the Life Energy software, Life Energy does all his work in the physical body
of the creature.
In the form of software, there are four parts of Life Energy,
Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy. These four life-entity also work collectively as a Life
Energy. In this way, a Life Energy and its four life-entity, there are five
types of the Life (Pran). Just as there are antiparticles of particles in
the Atom, through which the Atom of the matter is completely fragmented.
Similarly, in Adam there are five Sub-Life (Up-Pran) of the five Life (Pran).
Through these Five Life and their Five Sub-Life, the upkeep of the body
during life and the complete decomposition of the body after death is done.
Spirituality

Science

Particle

Element

Life
Partic
le

Sub-Life
Anti
Particle

330 M
Deity #

Life Energy

Conscious
ness

Atom

Hormone

Apan

Kurm

±1x1 xA

Bliss

Higgs Field

Boson

Nitrogen

Sama
n

Krikal

±2x4 xA

Soul

Antimatter

Neutron

Oxygen

Pran

Nag

±2x4 xA

Mind

Dark Matter

Proton

Carbon

Udan

Devdatt

±2x4 xA

Energy

Dark
Energy

Electro
n

Hydroge
n

Vyan

Dhananja
y

±2x4 xA
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# A = 1,0000,000 = 1 Life Energy + 4 Life-entity +3 Physical Dimensions
(3D) & 5+5 Life, Each Life interacts with each particle to make different types
of energy interactions.
Energy +Particle –Antiparticle
± 1x1 ± 2x4 ± 2x4 ± 2x4 ± 2x4 = 33 x 10000 x 1000 = 330 M Deities
The existence of life cells starts as a life when software is communicated in
the form of these ten Life (Pran) in the organic hormone hardware made of
Nitrogen-Oxygen-Carbon-Hydrogen.
•

During the formation of a life cell, Life Energy is transmitted to all
the matter elements as a singularity (Divine Consciousness), then
the Atom of all elements changes into Adam (Seed). The activity
of life starts in the creature through this Life Energy. In spiritual
terms, this Life is called Apaan and its Sub-Life is called Kurm.

•

During the formation of a life cell, the Bliss life-entity (Higgs Field)
of Life Energy is transmitted to the Nitrogen element. This changes
Atom's Boson into Adam's Bliss. Through which the Bliss
life-entity transmits in the life cell. In spiritual terms, this Life is
called Samaan and its Sub-Life is called Krikal.

•

During the formation of a life cell, the Soul life-entity (Antimatter) of
Life Energy is transmitted to the Oxygen element. This changes
Atom's Neutron into Adam's Soul. Through which the Soul
life-entity transmits in the life cell. In spiritual terms, this Life is
called Pran and its Sub-Life is called Nag.

•

During the formation of a life cell, the Mind life-entity (Dark Matter)
of Life Energy is transmitted to the Carbon element. This changes
Atom's Proton into Adam's Mind. Through which the Mind
life-entity transmits in the life cell. In spiritual terms, this Life is
called Udaan and its Sub-Life is called Devdatta.

•

During the formation of a life cell, the Energy life-entity (Dark
Energy) of Life Energy is transmitted to the Hydrogen element. This
changes Atom's Electron into Adam's Energy. Through which
the Energy life-entity transmits in the life cell. In spiritual terms,
this Life is called Vyan and its Sub-Life is called Dhananjay.

These four, Bliss cell, Soul cell, Mind cell, Energy cell together start life
as a combined Life cell. After the formation of the life cell, it will be very
interesting to know how the gender difference is made in the life cell by
singularity Life Energy.
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In the context of the functioning of modern computers, we know that in any
computer or mobile device, the entire function of communication of program
code between hardware and software is done by RAM i.e. Random Access
Memory. Software read-write from the chip, processing in the processor,
input-output from the hardware, Internet communication process from
the SIM, etc. The RAM of the device works to keep the program code or
signal active. Modern computers have been invented according to
the functioning of human beings themselves. His Bliss inside a creature or
human being works like the Cause of mobile, his Soul works like
the Software of mobile, his Mind works like the RAM of mobile, his
Energy works like a Network of mobile. Just as the RAM does all the work
in the entire functioning of the computer, in the same way, the human Mind
does all the work in all the functions of a human being like RAM. Human's
Mind like RAM dreams for the Cause for its Bliss, reads instructions
from the Software (DNA) of the Soul and according to those
instructions energizes the Energy of the body and the Universe. Bliss,
in a way, dreams for the owner as a human being, Soul plans for the dream
as manager, Mind works for those dreams as a worker and Energy arranges
the facility for those dreams as resources. All this work inside the body is
done automatically by the Mind in the form of RAM (this process is
further explained in detail in Chapter - Spiritual Success Science).
After the formation of a life cell, the activity of life starts in the cell through
the Life Energy. Just as starting a computer, the work of reading
the software is started by its RAM, in the same way the activity of life starts
by the mind like RAM. The RAM of a computer works according to a certain
program code. But the RAM-like Mind of a living life cell is activated with
infinite capacity. Therefore the mind concentrates on the Bliss, Soul, Mind
(self) and Energy life-entity to attain its bliss. Due to focus on different
life-entity by the Mind, there is a gender difference in beings.
In the evolution process of the Atom, we had known that
the Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy
of
the Life
Energy
makes
the Boson-Neutron-Proton-Electron of the Atom respectively. In these
particles of the atom, the Neutron is like a software program, which keeps
the atom balanced by putting the Proton and Electron together. If
the number of Neutrons in the atom is changed, the atom becomes
radio-active. When an atom is radio-active, its Protons and Electrons
become unstable and the energy state of the atom changes by radiation. By
this radiation process, Neutrons balance the atom by re-equating the Proton
and Electron numbers in the atom. The God Particle Boson is always in
the lowest state of energy in the Atom. This God Particle Boson is formed
from the Bliss life-entity, which remains inactive in the context of
matter. Boson (Bliss) keeps the Neutron (Soul), Proton (Mind) and
Electron (Energy) in a state of equilibrium, because of being in
the minimum energy state. Therefore, the balance in the matter is
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maintained. If there is an imbalance, the Neutron (Soul) re-equilibrates
by fission (distraction) of the proton and electron according to its
program. But in the context of life, Bliss life-entity becomes active to
get more energy and hence the Mind like RAM also becomes active.
Then the Mind attracts cosmic energy (Dark Energy) according to
the Soul program for its Bliss and creates a balance of Bliss in
the creatures.
There are Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy life-entity in Life Energy. This Life Energy
is pure energy that is self-controlled by its own Mind, employed by its own
Soul, and motivated by its own Bliss. The Bliss of self-controlled Life
Energy is Omnificent i.e. I am the Bliss (Sarveshwara
i.e. Anandohanam). The Soul of Life Energy is Omniscient
i.e. I am the Creator
(Sarvagyani
i.e.
Aham
Brahmasmi).
The Mind of Life Energy is Omnipresent i.e. Particle has the whole
universe (Sarvavyapi i.e. 'Yatha Brahmande Tatha Pinde’ i.e. Atom has
Universe). The Energy of Life Energy is Omnipotent i.e I am one let be
many (Sarvashakti i.e. Ekoham Bahushyamah). Due to all these qualities,
Life Energy is automatically controlled and increases or reduces according
to the need of the creature’s Bliss.
Just as RAM works at all levels in the computer, similarly the work of keeping
the Bliss-Spirit-Mind-Energy in the life of a creature is done by the Mind like
RAM. In the process of evolution of life (1) First, the Mind (Proton) takes
resolution for the fruit according to the inspiration of the Bliss (Boson). (2)
Then, according to the Soul (Neutron) program, the Mind (Proton) makes
the seed of the fruit. (3) Then the Mind (Proton) becomes active and works
to make fruit. (4) Then by attracting Energy (Electron), the Mind (Proton)
makes the fruit of the seed. In the atom, the Neutron and Proton are at its
center and the Electrons revolve outside the center. Since Seed is made by
the Neutron i.e. Soul, and Fruit is made by Electron i.e. Energy, that is why
all plants and animals have seeds inside its fruits or body. In this way,
the seeds of the creature primarily work as Neutron Soul i.e. software of life.
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Life
Energy

Atom

Adam

Work

Focus
of
Mind

Gender

Virtue

Bliss

Boson

Seed

Fruit
Resolution

Bliss

Impotent

No
Growth

Soul

Neutron

DNA

Make
Seed

Soul

Asexual

Growth
to Cell
level

Mind

Proton

RNA

Make Fruit

Mind

Male

Wisdom,
Power,
Heavy

Energy

Electron

Amino
Acid

Fruit
Resource

Energy

Female

Wealth,
Beauty,
Light
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On the basis of the above facts, there is a gender difference in the life
cell in the following way by Life Energy:
•

Origin of the Impotent life cell - (Bliss + Bliss):
In this state, the Mind life-entity focuses on Bliss life-entity for
its own Bliss. This gives the creature its pleasure within itself. In
this state, the Soul-Mind-Energy inside the creature all comes to a
dormant state. By this, no seeds are formed in the body and
the creature remains Impotent.

•

Origin of Asexual life cell - (Bliss + Soul):
In this state the Mind life-entity focuses on the Soul life-entity
for its Bliss. The Soul (Neutron) is like a program, which keeps
the Cell (Atom) in a balanced state by putting the Mind (Proton) and
Energy (Electron) together. Due to this balanced state, Asexual life
cells are formed. When the life cell develops its body through Life
Energy, due to the Mind and Energy being in a balanced state,
the cell rejoices in itself and the Asexual organism comes into
existence.
When a seed is made by the Soul in an Asexual organism,
the organism remains in a state of equilibrium of its Bliss as its Mind
is focused on the Soul itself. Being in a state of equilibrium, the Mind
and Energy remain in a passive state. Therefore, Asexual cells
continue to be formed by the Soul, but due to the inactivity of Mind
and Energy, the cells do not grow as fruits of seeds. Asexual cells
(bacteria etc.) are expanded by DNA duplication. In this state,
the physical development of the beings takes place as an asexual
organism. Some Flora also grow as asexual cells.

•

Origin of Male life cell - (Bliss + Mind):
In this state, the Mind life-entity focuses on the Mind life-entity
itself for its Bliss. Being focused on the Mind (Proton), the cell
wishes to get more Energy (Electron), which keeps the life cell in an
unbalanced state. In the state of imbalance due to excess of Mind
(Protons) life-entity, the Male life cell is formed. When the male life
cell develops its body through Life Energy, the cell needs Energy
(Electrons) to balance in its state of Bliss due to the excess of Mind
(Protons). The Female life cell is formed by Energy life-entity.
Therefore to come into a state of equilibrium, the Male cell is
naturally attracted towards the female cell.
When a seed is made by Soul in a Male life cell, the male creature
remains in an imbalance state of its Bliss due to its Mind being
focused on the Mind itself. Due to this imbalance, the seeds made
by the Soul in the body of a Male creature themselves try to balance
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between themselves by converting energy into Male seed and
Female seed. Seeds are made by this process, but due to lack of
focus on Energy, no fruit is produced by the DNA of those seeds.
Therefore, many Mind focused Male seeds of Y-chromosome
and Energy focused Female seeds of X-chromosome are
collected in the body of a male creature.
According to this gender difference process of nature, millions of
seeds are formed in the male's body. Soul life-entity is Omniscient,
i.e. I am the creator of qualities and these millions of seeds are
made by the Soul. Due to the millions of seeds created by the Soul
life-entity in male creatures, Males are comparatively more Wisdom
Conscious. Atoms have both Neutrons and Protons at its nucleus.
The power and weight of the atom’s nucleus is more than the power
and weight of its Electrons. In this process of becoming Adam from
Atom, Soul (Neutron) and Mind (Proton) form the body of a Male
creature. Due to these qualities of the Mind (Proton), the males
are comparatively more powerful and heavy weight.
Since the protons in the atom's nucleus rotate around its own axis
and the movement of the proton takes place only inside. That is why
comparatively men take a task seriously, that is, the eyes of the men
remain on one task at the one time comparatively. Due to this quality
of the proton or Mind, most of the men are of serious nature,
because they have little knowledge of the many subjects due to
having an eye on one task at one time. The position of the proton in
an atom is farther away from the boson and closer to the neutron.
The nature of boson or Bliss is emotion-oriented and the nature of
neutron or Soul is knowledge-oriented. That is why the nature of
men made of protons is less emotional but more fact-oriented. In an
atom, neutron and lepton rotate anticlockwise and protons rotate
clockwise. Protons make men and leptons make women, due to this
opposite rotating nature of protons and leptons, most of the habits
of men and women are of opposite nature. But the atom remains
balanced only by the mutual energy interactions of protons and
leptons. That is why the relationship of husband and wife creates a
natural balance in life and while other illicit relationships or sensual
thoughts create imbalance in life.
•

Origin of Female life cell - (Bliss + Energy):
In this state the Mind life-entity focuses on Energy life-entity for
its Bliss. Being focused on Energy (Electron), the cell wishes to get
more Mind (Proton), which keeps the life cell in an unbalanced state.
In the state of imbalance due to excess of Energy (Electron),
the Female life cell is formed. When the Female life cell develops
its body through Life Energy, the cell needs Mind (Protons) to
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balance in its state of Bliss due to the excess of Energy (Electrons).
The Male life cell is formed by the Mind. Therefore to come into a
state of equilibrium, the Female cell is naturally attracted towards
the male cell.
When the seed is made by the Soul in the Female life cell,
the female creature remains in an imbalance state of its Bliss due to
its Mind being focused on Energy. Basically all beings try to get
Energy to get their Bliss in some form or the other. Because of this
basic feeling of Bliss and the focus of the Mind of the female
creature on Energy, the life cell keeps attracting Energy life-entity.
Due to lack of focus to the Soul, additional seeds are not formed.
Instead, due to the excess of Energy, the work of producing the fruit
of the seed is done. Due to the focus of the mind on energy, seeds
are made by the Soul in a fixed amount according to their
menstruation period. Due to the energy being received by
the Female creature, there is internal physical preparation for
the upbringing of the potential embryo to be formed from that seed.
During this time, if fertilization occurs from the male seed, then new
life begins in the form of a fetus. If fertilization does not take place,
the energy cells collected for the upbringing of the fetus become
unusable and exit the body according to the menstrual cycle. Then
in the new menstrual cycle, the same amount of seeds are made
again by the Soul. Thus in the female body, female seeds with
Energy focused X- chromosomes, are formed in certain amounts
according to their menstrual cycle.
According to this gender difference process of nature, a certain
amount of seeds are produced in the Female body. The Energy of
life is Omnipotent life-entity i.e. I am One Let be Many (Ekoham
Bahusyamah), and due to this quality, female beings continue to
attract energy. Due to the Mind's focus on the Energy life-entity in
female beings, women are comparatively more Wealth Conscious.
(For this reason, it is often said that a woman's hand is behind
the success of a man, because a man becomes more active for his
success due to the Wealth Conscious of his female life partner.)
This is a fact of common sense, that where there is an abundance
of energy, more beauty naturally appears. In the Atom,
the Electrons revolve outside its nucleus and the weight of
the Electron is much less than its Proton. In this process of
becoming Adam from Atom, Energy (Electron) forms the body of a
female creature. Due to these qualities of Energy (Electron)
life-entity, females are comparatively beautiful and light weight.
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Since the leptons in an atom revolve outside its centre, it is easier
to see the leptons around the outside. That's why women are able
to do multitasking work comparatively easily, that is, women's eyes
are on many tasks at the same time. Due to this quality of leptons
or Energy, most of the women are talkative in nature, because they
have information about many subjects due to having eyes on many
things at the same time. The combined nature of all the forces in the
boson of the atom is emotional and the boson eventually interacts
with the leptons, so women have more emotional Energy. In an
atom, neutron and lepton rotate anticlockwise and protons rotate
clockwise. Protons make men and leptons make women, due to this
opposite rotating nature of protons and leptons, most of the habits
of men and women are of opposite nature. But the atom remains
balanced only by the mutual energy interactions of protons and
leptons. That is why the relationship of husband and wife creates a
natural balance in life and while other illicit relationships or sensual
thoughts create imbalance in life.
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ATOM's transformation into ADAM through Life Energy:
Life
Energ
y

Consci
ousnes
s

ATOM

Infusi
on
Sequ
ence

Element

DNA #

ADAM

Bliss

Higgs
Field

B Boson

3 Dn

N Nitrogen

T Thymine
U Uracil

Cell

Soul

Antimat
ter

N Neutron

1 Up O Oxygen
2 Dn

A Adenine

DNA

Mind

Dark
Matter

P Proton

2 Up C Carbon
1 Dn

C Cytosine

RNA

Energ
y

Dark
Energy

E Electron

3 Up

# DNA - T Thymine
RNA - U Uracil

H Hydrogen G Guanine

Amino
Acid

(TACG - Hereditary Genetic Codon as per Bliss)
(UACG - Individual Genetic Codon as per Mind)

It is worth noting in the above table that the entire universe has evolved
progressively from the four life-entity of Singularity Life Energy,
Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy. Therefore, all parts of each development stage
become progressively inclusive. Just like all cells have all DNA, all DNA has
all elements, all elements have all particles, all particles have all life-entity.
In all the life-entity, it is the same Singularity Life Energy.
With the transformation of Atom into Adam by Life Energy, the existence of
life as a life cell is realized. The growth of life cells develops as a seed.
The life of Flora, Fauna and humans is realized by seeds. Thus we learned
that the life journey of Singularity Life Energy comes from Black Hole
to Seed. The seeds of all organisms are the subtle physical form of a
Black Hole. Scientists around the world have been trying unsuccessfully for
nearly a century to learn about the Higgs Field, Antimatter, Dark Matter and
Dark Energy. Through this Life Energy (Higgs Field i.e. Bliss life-entity,
Antimatter i.e. Soul life-entity, Dark Matter i.e. Mind life-entity and Dark
Energy i.e. Energy life-entity) existence of life on the Earth evolving for
about 4.4 billion years. All beings catch this Life Energy from their seeds
and receive energy for their life. Now we will understand the process of
receiving Life Energy through seeds.
From the scientific facts we know that the Neutron particle works to keep
the Protons and Electrons of the Atom together and placed in a state of
equilibrium. If a Neutron particle is not present in Atom, the atom becomes
radio-active and its Protons and Electrons disintegrate. In a way,
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the Neutron particle is the software of Atom, which is made up of the Soul
life-entity.
The Atom
has
four
fundamental
particles
Boson-Neutron-Proton-Electron. The energy exchange in these
fundamental particles is carried out by four primary subatomic particles,
Gluon-Photon-Quark-Lepton. In a way, four primary subatomic particles
perform the function of communication between the four fundamental
particles. When the Atom (like hardware) and Life Energy (like software)
start life, the same Atom changes into Seed in the form of a life cell or Adam.
The transmission of Life Energy changes the Boson into Seed (Bliss),
the Neutron into DNA (Soul), the Proton into RNA (Mind), the Electron into
Amino Acid (Energy). Gluon, Photon, Quark, Lepton are converted to
Thymine / Uracil, Adenine, Cytosine, Guanine codons for
communication work between them. From these codons T / U, A, C, G
the program of DNA / RNA software is written in the seed.
As mentioned earlier, at all levels of software, processing, internet etc. in a
computer, the RAM of the computer does all the work. Similarly, the Mind
also does all the work in the form of RAM in the human body. The Mind
manifests resources of the Energy according to the program of the Soul for
his Bliss. The formless God in the form of Bliss incarnates himself as a
real human being. For this incarnation in the form of Flora, Fauna and
humans, the Soul manifests as the Seed, the Mind manifests as the Brain
and the Energy manifests as the Body realizes. They all work together for
their enjoyment. In this way, the formless God in the form of the Bliss takes
birth as his Seed-Brain-Body. Flora and animals live their normal lives,
because the effect of the Mind life-entity in their life is almost negligible. But
in human life the mind life-entity becomes fully evolved and all the potential
of God is developed in it. That's why all the abilities of God are contained in
the seed of human, as singularity.
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ॐ The real embodiment of the formless form of God in human form:
LIfe
=
ॐ
=
Singularity
Energy =
(Formless)

God

ॐ God = Human
(Physical Incarnation/ Avatar)

Bliss

=
=

I am Bliss T-Bliss
Higgs Field

Soul

=
=

I am Creator
Antimatter

Mind

=
=

Energy =
be Many =

DNA

mRNA

Nutrition

Seed

T-Soul

rRNA

Hormone

Atom has Universe
Dark Matter

Brain

RNA

U-Mind

Protein

I am One Let
Dark Energy

Body

A. Acid

tRNA

U-Energy

Infusion Sequence

3Dn

(See next chapter for details) Boson

2Dn 1Up 1Dn 2Up
Neutron

Proton

3Up
Electron

In a seed, the entire program of development of Flora, Fauna and humans
is encoded in the form of DNA. 4.4 billion years ago, life began when Atom
transformed into Adam. By this transformation, Atom's Neutron is converted
into Adam's DNA. Since then, life has evolved progressively from Adam's
seed. According to spiritual beliefs, human life has evolved after many births
of about 8.4 million species. The 3,000 million genetic code in the DNA of
humans has a bio-record of many births of 8.4 million species during the past
4.4 billion years. The bio-record of all the activities of every previous birth is
encoded by our Mind in DNA as genetic code. The DNA of our seed has
always existed on this earth in the form of a physical body (or Subtle Body)
of any creature on this earth. When offspring are born from the parents'
seeds, the genetic codes of their child’s seeds become double. In this
way, theoretically any child becomes smarter than his or her parents
and human beings progressively progress in the evolution of life with
each new generation. Just as the size of the computer was very large at
the time of its invention, but with the development of technology, today
the computer has become pocket sized as a mobile. Similarly, in
the evolution of life, the first animals were of very large size as dinosaurs,
ape-man. With the evolution of life, today humans have become convenient
in shape.
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Along with the development of the body, the human brain has also
developed. But the greatest illusion in the world is in the context of
the functioning of the Brain.
Brain is an evolved form of
non-coding Ribosomal Ribosome (rRNA) of seed
The brain in a human body processes genetic code (software)
like a computer's CPU
Like the Ribosomal Ribosome (rRNA),
the brain has no genetic code of its own
The brain only processes thoughts of seed DNA (mRNA) like CPU's
Just as the rRNA or Ribosomal Ribosome processes codons between
mRNA and Amino Acids only with the help of tRNA, the Brain in
the body also processes the DNA genetic code of the seed. According
to this process of the human brain, scientists have developed the CPU
of a computer. The CPU processes software only, it does not store
software. Just as the CPU is the Brain of a computer, similarly
the Brain is the CPU of a human. Just as a computer's software
program is installed on its hard disk or chip, the software of human life
is encoded as genetic code on the DNA of its seed. Seed makes
the Brain, Brain does not make the seeds. The seed of a human makes
the Brain to process its genetic code. (Further, in Chapter - Spiritual
Success Science, the process of processing the DNA genetic code of
the seed with the help of the brain is explained in detail).
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DNA : Soul of Human (Software) Hereditary Genetic Codes with TACG Codon:
Record of millions of births of 8.4 M lives during the past 4.4B years>
Genetic Code
Neutron of Atom
>
DNA (Seed) of Adam
1Up 2Dn = 3 Quark
>
TACG ~ ATGC = 3 B Codon
Seed

ॐ God

Singularity

[ Father] Life Energy

B. Hole

Bliss

Soul

Mind

Energy

DNA

Codon

T Thymine

A Adenine

C Cytosine

G Guanine

Strand

Molecule

Nitrogen

Oxygen

Carbon

Hydrogen

Particle

Boson

Neutron

Proton

Electron

SA Particle

Gluon

Quark

Quark

Lepton

±3x4=0

3D ↓↓↓
3U

2D ↓↓↑
1U

1D ↓↑↑
2U

3U ↑↑↑
3U

Eff Direction

▼

▲

▼

▲

é Electron

Charge

éμƬ

éμƬ

éμƬ

éμƬ

μ Muon

Effective Dir

▼

▲

▼

▲

Ƭ Tau

±3x4=0

2D ↑↑↓
1U

3D ↑↑↑
3U

3D ↓↓↓
3U

1D ↑↓↓
2U

SA Particle

Quark

Gluon

Lepton

Quark

Particle

Neutron

Boson

Electron

Proton

Strand

Molecule

Oxygen

Nitrogen

Hydrogen

Carbon

DNA

Codon

A Adenine

T Thymine

G Guanine

C Cytosine

[ Mother
]

Life
Energy

Soul

Bliss

Energy

Mind

Seed

Singularity

Up↑

Down

Up↓
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Just as RAM does all the work in a computer, similarly, the Mind (RAM) does
all the work according to the order of life-entity Bliss, Soul, Mind, Energy.
Therefore, both Soul (Neutron) and Mind (Proton) have 3-3 Quark particles
for communication. The 1U Quark of the Soul communicates with Bliss and
the 2D Quark with Mind-Energy. The 2U Quark of the Mind communicates
with the Bliss-Soul and the 1D Quark with Energy. According to this process
of quark particles, the RAM-like Mind works for energy communication in
the body.
The Mind life-entity works through the carbon element. Which is the only
major element in all the life cells of the body as a solid element. Nitrogen of
Bliss, Oxygen of Soul and Hydrogen of Energy are all three gas elements.
Both Oxygen and Hydrogen remain in the body in the form of water. Water
is fissioned into oxygen and hydrogen for the body's energy needs. Then
hydrogen and carbon together supply the energy of the body in the form of
hydro-carbon chemical (fuel). Hydrogen is ignited out of hydro-carbon fuel
as the body works. After work, the carbon and oxygen are released from
the body by inhaling as carbon dioxide gas.
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RNA : Mind of Human (RAM) Individual Genetic Codes with UACG Codon:
Record of millions of births of 8.4 M lives during the past 4.4 B yr - G. C.
Proton of Atom
>
m/r/t RNA (Processor)
Electron of Atom
>
Fruit of Adam
2Up 1Dn = 3 Quark
>
UACG ~ AUGC = 70 ~ 100 T Cells
Seed

ॐ God = ॐ Human

Singularity

DNA

LifeEnergy

Bliss

Soul

Mind

Energy

Fruit

Body

Organ

Nutrition

Hormone

Protein

mRNA

Codon

U Uracil

A Adenine

C Cytosine

G Guanine

Molecule

Nitrogen

Oxygen

Carbon

Hydrogen

Particle

Boson

Neutron

Neutron

Electron

SA Particle

Gluon

Quark

Quark

Lepton

±3x4=0

3D ↓↓↓
3U

2D ↓↓↑
1U

1D ↓↑↑
2U

3U ↑↑↑
3U

Eff Direction

▼

▲

▼

▲

éElectron

Charge

éμƬ

éμƬ

éμƬ

éμƬ

μ Muon

Effective Dir

▼

▲

▼

▲

Ƭ Tau

±3x4=0

2D ↑↑↓
1U

3D ↑↑↑
3U

3D ↓↓↓
3U

1D ↑↓↓
2U

SA Particle

Quark

Gluon

Lepton

Quark

Particle

Neutron

Boson

Electron

Neutron

Molecule

Oxygen

Nitrogen

Hydrogen

Carbon

tRNA

Codon

A Adenine

U Uracil

G Guanine

C Cytosine

Resource

A. Acid

Alpha α-

Bita β-

Gama γ-

Delta δ-

LifeEnergy

Soul

Bliss

Energy

Mind

Up↑

rRNA

Up↓

Seed

Singularity
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Energy communication in group of Three:
In the Grand Unification Epoch after the Planck Epoch, three life-entity
Soul-Mind-Energy (Atma-Man-Urja, ॐ 'AUM') are created by the Bliss
of ॐ God. Matter and life evolve from these life-entity. Energy is
required for the satisfaction of all three Bliss-Soul-Mind. That is why
communication at each level in the context of matter and life always
takes place in groups of 'Three'. For the Higgs field of matter and
the creature's enjoyment, the energy communication takes place in
group of 'Three' as follows:
• Creation of three life-entity from Bliss - Soul Mind Energy ('AUM')
• Three active particles of the atom - Neutron Proton Electron
(Boson dormant)
• Group of three in Atom - 3D, 2D1U, 1D2U, 3U
• Communication of three energy particles of Lepton - Electron Muon
Tau
• tRNA transmit three codons to ribosomes
• Communication with System, Input / Output, Network by RAM in
computer
• Sushumna, Ada, Pingala, three invisible nerves (chapter - Spiritual
Success Science) for the communication of Life Energy in creatures
Function of Adam (Seed):
According to the above description, it is clear that the creature is born as
Adam (seed) by the coordination of Life Energy (software) and Atom
(hardware).
▼-------------◄---------------◄-------------▲
Life
Energy

Bliss

Soul

Mind

Energy

Software

Atom

Bosan

Neutron

Proton

Electron

Hardware

Adam

Seed

DNA

Ribosome
RNA

Amino
Acid

Life

mRNA

rRNA

tRNA

Ada

Pingla

Woreless

Dark
Matter

Dark
Energy

Consciousness

Sahasrar Muladhar Sishumna
Life
Energy

Higgs
Field
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Duplication of seed cells takes place to develop the body. Then according
to the thought process of the Mind, mRNA in DNA neuroplasm, and rRNA
and tRNA in cytoplasm are formed. The mRNA then comes into
the cytoplasm and attaches to the rRNA (ribosome). Then, according to
the genetic code of the mRNA, the tRNA brings the amino acids and
attached them to the mRNA, which make the proteins, hormones,
neutricians, etc.. Thus, with the help of mRNA, rRNA and tRNA convert
amino acids into proteins etc.
The physical form of the Mind life-entity in the physical body of Flora and
Fauna is mRNA. In the context of all lives, the role of Mind i.e. mRNA is
the most important. mRNA is most important in the DNA process of
the seed. According to the way the mind of the creature thinks, DNA makes
the mRNA, and then according to mRNA other components of the seed
make the body cells. rRNA and tRNA only help the mRNA of the mind in
the task of making proteins according to the genetic code. rRNA and tRNA
have no genetic codes of their own. In the physical development process,
the rRNA ribosome becomes the brain of humans, which processes
the genetic code just like rRNA. Since the brain of man is a processor with
immense potential, the body makes wireless nerve to catch the Life Energy
present in the universe. There are Sushumna for Soul (antimatter), Ada for
Mind (Dark Matter) and Pingala for Energy (Dark Energy) wireless nerve for
communication with Life Energy (See next Chapter - Spiritual Success
Science).
Natural Balance of ADAM SEED : “One Husband and One Wife”
Atom's Neutrons bind an equal amount of Protons and Electrons together,
that keep the atom to exist in the universe for eternity. Adam evolves from
this Atom. In which the Boson, Neutron, Proton, Electron in the body of
the creature conducts Bliss, Soul, Mind, Energy respectively. By the law
of the Atom, Adam's Soul binds the Mind and Energy together which has
to be in equal amounts. If the Mind and Energy are balanced in the equal
amount, then the creature can also remain fully balanced in its life. Male
evolves from Mind life-entity and Female evolves from Energy life-entity.
From this natural law of equilibrium in Atom and Adam, the natural
balance of the pair "One Husband and One Wife" is the only divine law
of human success. If there is no balance of Protons and Electrons in
the Atom, then the Atom is radio-activated and automatically destroys.
Similarly, if there is no balance of the "One Husband and One Wife" pair
in Adam made from Atom, then the human being is automatically
destroyed. Presently this natural balance is not being followed due to
sexuality. This is the only reason for the present global imbalance.
Life Journey of Life Energy - From Black Hole to Seed:
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After the Big Bang explosion in the Black Hole, Atom and Matter
evolved for 9.4 billion years from Life Energy. Then in the next phase,
Adam and Life evolved on Earth for 4.4 billion years from Life Energy.
Adam has transformed into a Seed in the course of life evolution. In
this way, the life journey of Life Energy comes from the Black Hole to
the Seed. The seeds of Flora, Fauna and Humans are a subtle form of
Black Hole itself, which contains all the potential of the universe. In a
nutshell, the conversion of Black Hole’s Life Energy Singularity in
the form of seeds is as follows:

Black Hole to Atom (Matter) - 9.4 B Years:
Black Hole

Planck
Epoch

GU
Epoch

Particle
Epoch

Force Particle Atom

ॐ Gog

Bliss

---

Higgs Field

SNF

(Life Energy)

►

Soul

Antimatter

EMF Photon Neutron

Big Bang

►

Mind

Great
Explosion

►

Gluon

Boson

Dark Matter WNF Quark Protone

Energy Dark Energy GVF Lepton Electron

Atom to Adam (Life) - 4.4 B Years (Life of the Earth):
Element Hereditary Individual Codon Adam
Nitrogen T Thymine U Uracil

Flora /
Fauna

Gender

TACG

Cell

Oxygen A Adenine A Adenine ATGC

DNA

Make Seed

Asexual

Carbon C Cytisine C Cytisine CGUA

RNA

Make Fruit

Male

Fruit
Resource

Female

Hydrogen G Guanine G
Guanine
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Adam to Seed (Seed to Flora, Fauna, Human):
Seed

Omni Virtue

Character

Human

Success

Fame

Bliss

Omnificent

I am Bliss

God

Resolution

Serve

Soul

Omniscient

I am Creator

Seed

Plan

Wisdom

Mind

Omnipresent

Atom has
Universe

Brain

Action

Wealth

ऊजा

Omnipotent

I am One Let
be Many

Body

Resource

Power

Seed's contact with Life Energy:
Life

Flora

Fauna

Human

Medium of
contact

Soul
(Seed)

Energy (Body) >
Seed

Mind (Brain) >
Seed

Mode of
contact

Fixed
(Root)

Movable (Organs)

Wireless
(Senses)

The Flora seed gets resources of fruit by fixed contact of the root. The Fauna
seed gets resources of life through the movable contacts of the organs.
The human seed gets resources of energy through the wireless contacts of
the senses.
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Relation of the Holy Number of Spirituality and Atomic Number of
Atom:
108, 786 and 1008 are considered very holy numbers in spiritual beliefs.
Holy numbers are interpreted in many ways. One type of explanation is also
possible in a scientific way. Life is evolved by the four life-entity of Life
Energy. There seems to be a deep correlation between these holy numbers
and the atomic number of four life-elements of four life-entity. This proves
that the authors of spiritual scriptures were aware of the relationship
between life-entity and their subatomic particle structure.
Life-Entity Life-Element
Bliss

Energy
Flow

Nitrogen (7) Molecule 1x3=03 Hundreds7

Atom = 7

Soul

Oxygen (8)

Atom 7x8=56

Tens 8

Atom = 8

Mind

Carbon (6)

Atom 7x6=42

Unis 6

Atom = 6

Hydrogen (1)

Atom 7x1=07

Energy

1=0=∞ ~108 4x3x3x3=108 3+56+42+7=108

Particle = 3
786

7x8x6x3=1008

The four life-entity Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy of Life Energy are transmitted to
Nitrogen, Oxygen, Carbon, Hydrogen respectively. The atomic numbers of
these chemical elements are Nitrogen-7, Oxygen-8, Carbon-6, Hydrogen-1
respectively. Each organism is born from a seed. In this seed, there is a
singularity of Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy. The organism contained in the seed
as a Life Energy receives the energy of the universe through Soul and Mind
to attain its Bliss. The seed only has a small amount of Energy required to
start (Exciting Power). Then the organism of the seed takes energy through
its Bliss-Soul-Mind and evolves its life. Thus the holy number 786
symbolizes the atomic number of the chemical elements Nitrogen (7),
Oxygen (8), Carbon (6), of Bliss, Soul, Mind respectively by which
organism gets infinite Energy Hydrogen (1) in life. This energy
provides family and emotional Bliss in the form of health and wealth.
In these chemical elements, energy is transmitted at the level of subatomic
particles of atoms. Atom of Hydrogen (1) has one Boson, Neutron, Proton,
Electron. Within the Atom, Electron Energy is transmitted in the form of three
Lepton particles (Electron, Muon, Tau) to Boson, Neutron, Proton. In
the context of life, energy is transmitted at three levels for
the Bliss-Soul-Mind. Basically, Soul and Mind work to get the energy for
Bliss. Energy is exchanged at the atom and molecular level between
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Nitrogen (7) for Bliss, Oxygen (8) for Soul, Carbon (6) for Mind and
Hydrogen (1x3) for Energy. 7x8 + 7x6 + 7x1 = 105 at the atom level and
1x3 = 3 at the molecular level, thus a total of 105 + 3 = 108 types of
energy is transmitted. In this way, the holy number 108 symbolizes 108
types of the communication of energy in lives. It can also be
understood as 4 x 3 x 3 x 3 = 108 in the form of 3-3-3 Energy
communication between each of the four Life-entity.
This energy communication can also be understood as 7 x 8 x 6 x (1x3)
= 1008. In this way, the holy number 1008 is also a symbol of 1008 types
of energy communication among organisms.
In the beginning of this book, in the interpretation of the strange equation of
life, 1 = 0 = ∞, it was told that we all live as children of one God and live a
life full of eternal bliss and after life we all have to go to zero. The sacred
number 108 is also a symbol of this strange equation of life 1 = 0 = ∞.
Save-Seed is the only way to live a life full of eternal Bliss. Now in the next
chapter, we will understand the wireless process of functioning of the seed
DNA with the help of the brain, through which every human can get good
health and immense wealth in life.
*****
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Seed: Friend as well as Enemy
Scientists have been trying to understand the Higgs Field, Antimatter, Dark
Matter, Dark Energy for almost a century. All these are the Bliss, Soul, Mind,
Energy life-entity respectively of the Life Energy Singularity. Matter and Life
have evolved in the universe with this Life Energy. Life Energy is a force
of pure energy, which is self-controlled by its life-entity.
This Life Energy is active in the entire universe with immense velocity.
Life Energy creates and operates the universe through these immense
activities. Due to this self-controlled Life Energy, the earth and
the solar system are moving in the universe at a great speed of about
850 km/s. Neutron-Proton-Electrons in the atom of inanimate matter
are active at the speed of light almost. Every Flora, Fauna and Human
being feels the four life-entity of Life Energy (Bliss, Soul, Mind, Energy)
within themselves. Through this activity of self-controlled Life Energy,
the necessary resources for all beings are arranged. By attracting this Life
Energy, every living being can get the desired resource according to his
wish. Seed is the only gateway to attract Life Energy. Every creature
can achieve immense success in its life by Save-Seed.
The Black Hole has only Life Energy Singularity, which is the formless
form of the God. The life journey of Life Energy comes from
the Black Hole to the Seed. Each Seed is a subtle form of Black Hole.
Just as from Black Hole's Life Energy Singularity, the infinite universe is
born. In the same way, from a subtle seed, the infinite world of Flora, Fauna
and humans is born. The entire creature is subtly hidden in the Seed of each
creature. The entire program of success of the life of the creature is written
in the DNA of the Seed as a genetic code. The Seed automatically provides
the necessary resources for the creature by attracting the Life Energy,
according to the genetic code program of its DNA.
The method of capturing Life Energy through Seeds is the same as the way
a computer or mobile catches the signal from the network. On the basis of
the principle on which scientists have invented mobile, humans themselves
also work on the basis of that principle. In fact, the mobile has been invented
only on the basis of the working principle of human beings, because human
beings cannot invent smarter devices than their own. So far in the life
journey of Life Energy, we saw that Adam (Seed) has evolved from the atom
created by Life Energy of the Black Hole. Then humans were born from
Seeds, then humans invented computers and mobiles. Therefore, Atom,
Adam (Seed), Human and Mobile all have the same working system.
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According to the technology of humans, first hardware is made, then
software is loaded in it, then mobile works. According to God's technology,
the opposite happens to this. Life Energy is an invisible software with its four
life-entity, Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy, which first creates its own hardware
(Atom, Matter universe, etc.), then the Life Energy's software communicates
with the Atom hardware, and then life comes true in the form of Adam. By
this process, matter is made in the universe first by the Life Energy of
the Black Hole and then life comes in existance. Now it will be very
interesting to know and understand that the working of Atom, Adam, Human
and Mobile all developed by the gradual process of nature is exactly
the same.
Just as RAM (Random Access Memory) acts as a communication medium
between computer’s software and hardware, similarly human's RAM acts as
a communication medium between the Life Energy software and body
hardware. In the working of the computer, RAM does everything from input
to output. In this process the software is read according to the hardware
input. After processing in the CPU, the necessary data is captured from
the network by the SIM. All the signals are then processed back into
the CPU and output from the hardware. In the table below, this entire
process is shown in total Eight parts, Four parts of Software and Four of
Hardware. These eight parts work in twelve stages by Mind or RAM.
The pattern of the flow process of these twelve steps is shown in the slide.
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#

ॐ
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Energy
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rRNA
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The pattern of working by the computer's RAM in twelve steps is according
to the twelve communication sequences (3D, 2D1U, 1D2U, 3U) of the Quark
particle inside the Atom. According to the same pattern, the life cell also
functions inside the Adam (seed). According to the same pattern, the human
Mind (not Brain, instead what we think) works wirelessly inside the body.
Sushumna-Ada-Pingala
(Wireless
Nervous
System):
Sushumna-Ada-Pingala (Wireless Nervous System): Life Energy is
pervading in the universe as a software network. The four life-entity
Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy of this Life Energy are being felt as unfamiliar
candidates such as Higgs Field, Antimatter, Dark Matter, Dark Energy. Just
like we humans can do any work we want at any place in the internet network
(like calling, web browsing, messages, audio, video, etc.). In the same way,
through the divine Life Energy in the form of software, humans can fulfill any
physical or emotional dream according to his wish. Seed is the only
gateway to attract Life Energy for human success. A complete human
being is made by seed only. Like the operating system software installed on
the mobile chip, the DNA of the seed is the operating system software of
humans. In spiritual context, it is called the Soul, which is not the matter of
DNA, but it is the Life Energy flowing within which keeps it alive. The DNA's
genetic code software of the seed makes the entire human's seed, brain and
body. In this way, the seed of human works as a singularity
Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy. That is, Mind or RAM of the human is their seed.
Human beings do the work of thinking, not from the brain, but from the seed.
Since the human thinks only from the Mind life-entity of the seed, the seed
creates a wireless nerve system called Sushumna, Ada and Pingla inside its
body to attract software-like Life Energy. With the help of this nerve system,
humans can make all his dreams come true. (The work procedure of
the wireless nerve system of the seed is further explained in
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Chapter - Spiritual Success Science.) The working pattern of this wireless
nerve system within humans is also according to the above twelve
communication sequences. The pattern of working of Atom, Adam, Human
and Mobile is all according to the twelve communication orders (3D, 2D1U,
1D2U, 3U) of the Quark particle. This is the effect of Life Energy Singularity
which works equally in Black Holes, atoms, seeds, humans and computers.
Four software and four hardware parts work in this complete flow process
pattern. In this, the seeds of human do all the work of both software and
hardware as a Singularity. The most important in this is the human mind
which is the mRNA of his seed. The kind of thinking that humans do,
the seeds make the same type of mRNA and transform it into fruit.
During the life development process of the universe, human evolution has
happened in such a way that a person whatever thinks with his mind, it
becomes real. But it is a big irony that humans have understood their brain
as their mind. Whereas the mind of a human is his seed. The brain of a
human is an evolved form of the ribosome of his seed DNA, which only
serves to add amino acids according to the codon of mRNA (Mind).
The human brain is a high-potential CPU, which only serves to process
the genetic code of seed DNA. The Life Energy lives in the Seed, in the form
of singularity of life-entity Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy, so the Life Energy of
the seed distracts the Mind towards sex due to the wrong thinking of
the Mind. Due to not understanding the functioning of the brain, there is this
worldwide confusion that human thinks with the brain and human seeds are
used only for sex and reproduction. Due to this, worldwide misconceptions
based on sexuality about the human seed have been made.
Due to the destruction of the seed in sex, the thought of the human
Mind (seed) is not realized. In contrast, global imbalances and natural
disasters are increasing continuously due to the destruction of seeds
in sex. Its spiritual scientific and practical reason is as follows:
Spiritual Reason: Seed is the basis of life in nature, because from seed
itself, the generations of Flora and Fauna progresses. The human seeds
have genetic codes of generation hereditary of four billion years. A human,
whatever thinks through his mind, is written in DNA as a genetic code. and
through the DNA of the same seed the next child is born. There is a
worldwide abundance of sex due to misconception about seeds. There are
400,000 types of Flora in the world. All Flora get fruits from seeds. That is
why until the fruit is ripe, the tree does not let it fall. That is, all types of
Flora of 400,000 types save their seeds naturally. There are 8,400,000
kinds of Fauna in the world. All Fauna have a natural quality that except
reproduction, they do not destroy their seeds in sexuality without any reason.
That is, all Fauna of 8,400,000 types also save their seeds naturally.
Save-Seed is the only unwritten and undisclosed divine law of nature, which
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is being 100% followed by all Flora and Fauna. But human is the only
creature in the world that destroys their seeds in sex. When all Flora and
Fauna are following the natural law of Save-Seed without having any
understanding, then it cannot be an exception for a sensible human species.
It is the natural law of nature that 'fruit comes from seeds'.
Human beings are also no exception to this rule. Humans are not getting
any fruit (success) due to destroying seeds in sexuality. At the present time,
due to the abundance of sex, the balance of nature has been disturbed due
to the destruction of seeds. In the scientific context, the entire humanity has
become like being radio-active. This has led to global imbalances and
natural disasters. It was said in a spiritual book written about 15,000 years
ago,
Manu Smriti - 8:15 (Dharmo Rakshati Rakshitah...)
Seed Destroys him who Destroys Seed and
Seed Saves him who Saves Seed.
So never destroy the Seed,
fearing that the Destroyed Seed will Destroy us.
Scientific Reason: During the life journey of Life Energy, we saw that
the Atom's Neutron is formed by the Soul life-entity. The Neutron of
the Atom itself keeps the Proton and Electron together. The Soul life-entity
of Neutrons is a type of software that keeps the Atom in a state of
equilibrium. If the Atom does not have a Neutron, then the Atom becomes
radio-activated and destroyed. Atom transforms into Adam with the infusion
of Life Energy in the Atom. In this process of life evolution, the Atom's
Neutron changes as Adam's DNA. Thus, DNA is the software that conducts
life. Adam's DNA becomes the seed of humans in the evolution sequence of
life. Thus, the DNA of the seed is the software (operating system) of life in
the form of the human's Soul, which as a subconscious conducts and
balances the entire life of the human. It is a matter of common sense that
the virus affects the software of mobile, computer etc. and its work is
affected. In the same way, on destroying the seed in sexual desire,
the software of humans in the form of DNA of the seed is destroyed
and man becomes radioactive like the Atom, it becomes unbalanced,
because there is no balance between Mind life-entity and
Energy life-entity. Due to this imbalance, human life also gets
destroyed like radioactive Atoms. Due to Seed-Loss, humans have to
live a life full of disease and poverty.
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Practical Reason: The farmer sows Seeds in his field to get crops. When
the plants are big, the farmer takes special care of those plants. He gives
water, fertilizer, pesticides etc. in the field for good yield. For this reason, fruit
is produced in plants. With common sense, anyone can tell that the plants
that produce good seeds, the farmer will take special care of those plants,
so that he can get good fruits from the seeds of those plants. If for some
reason no seed is produced in the plant, then the farmer will not get any fruit
from those plants. In this situation, the farmer will uproot those plants and
replace them with new plants.
The fruit is obtained from the seed itself, according to the natural rules of
getting fruit from the seed, humans are also no exception. Human beings
also get fruits from seeds only. Now, if humans destroy their seeds in
sexuality, then like a farmer, no human can get any fruit. Seed is the only
gateway to attract Life Energy. In such a situation, even the power of divine
Life Energy cannot give its favour to humans having no seeds. In contrast,
divine power destroys seedless humans like a farmer. Divine Life Energy or
Divine Consciousness monitors all creatures 24x7, and gives them the fruits
of their seeds according to their activity. Since most humans are getting
involved in sexuality, mass destruction in the form of natural disasters is
inevitable. The only way to pacify nature is to spread the Save-Seed
education to the maximum and more and more humans follow Save-Seed.
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Seed - the only gateway to human's success or failure:
Just as the SIM Card is the medium of contact with the network in
the mobile, similarly, the medium of contact with Life Energy in the human
body is the Seed of humans. The Seed of humans is a subtle form of
Black Hole filled with Life Energy. The Seed of humans attracts the Life
Energy (Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy or Higgs Field-Antimatter-Dark
Matter-Dark Energy) of the universe through his Mind and gets the fruit
according to his will. All the software programs of life are written in this
Seed as DNA. The human body works just like a computer or mobile, in
which the human Seed acts as both the memory chip and SIM of the mobile.
Just as human beings can do any work from computer or mobile by
receiving any signal they want from the Internet network through SIM,
similarly, human beings can get any resources according to their will
through the divine software of Life Energy through Seed.
For the Spiritual reasons and Scientific reasons mentioned above, the seeds
of humans work in both positive and negative ways for humans. If
Save-Seed is done for desire, then humans get success in life in the form of
Health and Wealth. On the contrary, if Seed-Loss is done in sexuality,
humans get failure in life in the form of Disease and Poverty. The success
and failure of human life is according to the direction of flow of Life Energy
contained in the seed, because the seed acts like a gateway.
•

In the state of Save-Seed for desire, the flow of Life Energy
flows from the universe to humans, which creates success for
humans. Humans get physical health, family happiness,
prosperity, wealth, social status, world fame etc. from
Save-Seed.

•

In the event of Seed-Loss for sexuality, the energy flows from
human to the universe, which creates failure for humans. Due
to Seed-Loss, humans get physical disease, family strife,
poverty, scarcity, social infamy, anonymity etc.
*****
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Spiritual Success Science
Human life has evolved in nature in such a way that whatever a man
dreams through his mind, it becomes a reality. Most people will not
believe this and will say that it does not happen, because most of the dreams
seen in their mind are not realized. The reason for this is his misconception
about the mind.
It is the world's greatest illusion that humans have understood their
Brain as their Mind, but it is a lie like telling the earth to be the sky.
The brain of a mobile or computer is its CPU and the CPU only processes
the software written on the memory chip. In the same way, the human brain
also processes software (genetic code) written on DNA just like a CPU. It is
a big irony that scientists have invented computers according to the natural
functioning of their body and brain, but the biggest confusion is about
the functioning of the brain itself.
Scientists of medical science have not yet understood
the functioning of the Brain properly. Due to this ignorance, all
human beings of the world have considered the Brain as the Mind,
which is a completely false fact. Due to this ignorance, most humans
of the world consider their Seeds to be insignificant and destroy
them for momentary pleasure. Due to the destruction of seeds by
humans, the natural balance of the whole world has been disturbed.
Seed-Loss in sexuality is the root cause of most problems in
the world.
In the medical context, the first life cell formed from the seed of
the mother-father in the womb is called Zygote. In the DNA of Zygote,
the first cell of life, a complete human life program is written as a
genetic code. This Zygote seed is the center point of human's divine
Life Energy. The life-entity Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy of Life Energy of
the Zygote as a singularity govern the entire human life. In the form of
a Seed, this first life cell attracts the Life Energy of the universe and
gives humans the desired success in life.
Scientists have been trying to understand the Higgs Field, Antimatter, Dark
Matter, Dark Energy for almost a century, all these are the life-entity Bliss,
Soul, Mind, Energy respectively of the Life Energy singularity. Just as all
the information around the world is always available in wireless signal form
at every location of the Internet network, similarly all the resources of
the entire universe are always available as wireless Life Energy at every
location of the universe. The human brain creates a wireless nerve system
in the body to attract this wireless Life Energy of the universe. Just as Atom
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has millions of particles, in its integrated system, mainly three particles
Neutron, Proton, Electron work. Similarly, there are many invisible nerves in
the human body, in its integrated system, mainly three nerves Sushumna,
Ada and Pingla work. Just like atom particles (Neutron-Proton-Electron),
the Sushumna, Ada and Pingla are the invisible flow clumps of Life Energy.
Since the basis of scientific inventions is based only on visible matter and
real facts, the invisible wireless nerve systems described in the spiritual texts
Sushumna, Ada and Pingala (SAP) have not received scientific recognition.
The invisible nervous system of Sushumna, Ada and Pingala makes
human's dreams come true through the Life Energy of the universe
(Bliss - Higgs Field, Soul - Antimatter, Mind - Dark Matter,
Energy - Dark Energy). To attract the Life Energy of the universe,
humans only need to save their seeds. On the preservation of
the seeds, the work of realizing the dream thoughts by the Mind
(mRNA) of the Seed does in an automatic way, this is the Spiritual
Success Science.

Spiral Awakening (DNA Ascension or Kundali Jagran) has been
described in spiritual texts in many ways, but due to lack of accurate
information, there are many confusions about Spiral Awakening. In this
chapter, based on the facts of Spiritual Success Science, clear information
about Spiral Awakening has been described. First of all, understand
clearly about the Spiral Awakening that the DNA spiral of our seed is
called the Spiral (Kundali). If Seed-Loss is done, then any practice of
Spiral Awakening cannot benefit anything. If Save-Seed is done,
the Spiral is automatically awakened and no action is required for it.
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From the first life cell Zygote (Seed) made from the seed of the parent,
the embryo develops as a body in the womb. Zygote is the first existence of
any creature or human being in the world. As soon as Zygote Cell comes
into existence, the cell develops the body around its own through
duplication. This zygote is situated in the Pineal Gland of humans. From
the first existence of life in the womb till the death, the Zygote situated in
the Pineal Gland communicates and conducts Life Energy in the human
body. Through this Life Energy, Zygote continuously monitors 24x7 every
functioning of the body. Zygote does all the conscious and subconscious
work of humans as a singularity. The Zygote located in the Pineal Gland is
the human's subconscious mind. The Pineal Gland is also called the 'Seed
of the Soul'. As we have understood till now that the software of human life
is the DNA of the Seed, the Life Energy that flows in this DNA is called
the Soul. This Soul is also called the subconscious mind. In this way Zygote
(Seed), Pineal Gland, DNA Software, Life Energy, Soul Subconscious mind,
etc. are all synonyms.

Whenever we think of ourselves i.e. 'I', that 'I' is Zygote or Soul. The physical
form of 'I' is the Zygote (Seed) and the astral form is the Life Energy or Soul
that flows in the seed. This is exactly the same as the physical form of
software in mobile is the chip, and spiritual form is the code of software to
be read by memory. In Zygote Life Energy flows and in Life Energy there are
four life-entity Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy. These four life-entity work according
to the four genetic codes (TACG of hereditary or UACG of individual) of
DNA. The mind works to activate these four life-entity. Whatever the human
Mind thinks and dreams, according to that, Bliss takes a resolution about
the dreams of life. Then with the help of Mind, the Soul through its
Omniscient Power does genetic coding in DNA according to that resolution.
Then the Mind, through its Omnipresent Power, transforms the dreams into
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reality by wirelessly attracting the Omnipotent Energy resources from all
the universe according to the program of the Soul. In the spiritual context,
this entire methodology is told as Spiral Awakening.
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The body is developed according to the genetic code of DNA by the Zygote
cell. The biggest illusion to medical scientists is about the functioning of
the brain. Scientists have the first illusion that human's Mind and Brain
are the same. Scientists have a second illusion that all the software
programs of human life are written in neurons of the brain. Scientists
have to think that if the software of life is the neurons of the brain, then who
develops the brain in the womb? In the womb, the infant human body and
its brain are developed by the zygote seed. The Seed makes the brain,
the brain does not make the Seed. The reality is that human
Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy are all human Seeds in the form of a
Singularity. The DNA of the same seed is the software of life, which is
called the Soul. The mRNA released from the DNA of the seed is the Mind
of the cell. And the amino acid of the seed is the Energy of the cell. Thus
according to the Soul program for body Bliss, proteins are made from Energy
by the Mind. Since the Mind does all the work of the body, the mRNA Mind
makes rRNA (Ribosome) and tRNA for its self help. The mRNA is made in
the neuroplasm by the DNA Soul according to its Bliss. The mRNA is then
attached to the rRNA in the cytoplasm. Then according to the codon of
the mRNA, the tRNA sends the amino acid to rRNA. The rRNA then makes
protein by processing the mRNA of Mind and Amino Acid of Energy. Thus
the rRNA (ribosome) acts just like a processor. It does not have any codon
of its own. In the development of the body, this Ribosome develops as a
human brain. The Ribosome only processes Energy according to
the genetic code of the seed's DNA Soul and mRNA Mind. On this principle,
computer-mobile's brain i.e. CPUs are made, which only process the code
of the software. At the body level, capabilities of human's brain i.e. CPUs are
unlimited. Because the human Mind with divine abilities wirelessly
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communicates with the Life Energy of the universe through his brain. For
this, a wireless nerve system is created by the brain in the form of
Sushumna-Ada-Pingala, which communicates with the Life Energy
(Higgs Field-Antimatter-Dark Matter-Dark Energy) of the universe.
Seven Chakra System of DNA Spiral:
Through Life Energy, Atom is first formed in the universe, then Adam is
created from Atom. Then Adam becomes a human. So the working of Atom
and Adam is the same. In Atom, the energy communication between
Boson and Electron is done by the 3–3 Quark particles of Neutron and
Proton, similar to that the Energy communication between human’s
Sahasrar and the universe is done by 3–3 Cycles of Soul and Mind. In
reality, humans are an evolved form of an Atom, so all the organs and
elements of human beings are identical to all atomic particles of
the Atom. In the spiritual context, it is called 'Seed has the Universe'
('Yatha Brahmande Tatha Pinde'). That is, whatever is in the universe is in
the Atom, whatever is in the Atom is in Adam (Seed or Human), whatever is
in human is in the universe. The Life Energy singularity of Black Holes is
also within the human beings. In the universe, identical to the four life-entity
(Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy), there are four Dev Lok (Satyam, Janah, Mah,
Tapah) and three dimensions of the physical universe i.e. Bhu Lok (Swah,
Bhuvah, Bhu). These Seven Lok of the universe are located in the form of
Seven Chakra in the human body itself. With the help of the Seven Chakra
inside a human being, one can establish contact with the Seven Lok of
the universe. Through this contact, a person can feel the same happiness
and bliss as he himself experiences there. It is not possible to reach
the galaxies located millions of light years away in remote space by any
scientific rocket, etc.. But the journey of the Seven Lok of the distant
Galaxies can be experienced by the journey of the Seven Chakra of
the inter-world, and their direct contact from there can be made. It is
the same as in a high-tech movie, in which the hero leaves his body and
enters in the computer as a program code of the software and then travels
in any computer of the world via the Internet as a signal code.
Bliss resides at the center of the Atom as Boson, and Energy resides as
Electron on the outer surface. The Energy communication between
the Boson and the Electron is done by the Quarks particles of Neutrons and
Protons. The Boson in the Atom of matter remains in the lowest state of
Energy i.e. dormant state, hence the Atom appears to be inanimate.
Because of the lowest state of Energy in the Bliss life-entity Boson, the Atom
remains in balance and the Atom remains in the universe for eternity. In
the dormant state of Boson, only the Neutron keeps the Proton and Electron
in balance. Since the Neutron is made up of the Soul life-entity, hence
the word 'Atom' is formed by Soul + ॐ (ATma + OM). With the activation of
the Boson particle (i.e., the Bliss life-entity) in the Atom increases
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the Energy requirement for Boson's Bliss. Atom's Neutron (Soul) and Proton
(Mind) are also activated to supply Electron (Energy) to Boson (Bliss), and
begin to receive additional energy from the universe. With this activity,
the transformation of the Atom takes place in the form of Adam life cell.
The activation of Boson in the Atom comes from the Bliss life-entity, which
is why the word 'Adam' is formed by Bliss + ॐ (AnanD + OM). Atoms have
3 Quark particles of Neutron and 3 Quark particles of Proton. These 6 Quark
particles operate in 12 stages (3D, 2D1U, 1D2U12, 3U) to supply Boson's
Energy in the Atom. Adam is made from the Atom itself, so the work process
of Adam's DNA is also according to these 12 steps. By continuously doing
repetitive work through DNA, it gets expanded from Adam to Seed, then from
Seed to body (or tree), then from body to many seeds, then from many seeds
to the family, wealth, many fruits of success etc. This same work process of
12 steps of DNA is called Spiritual Success Science or Spiral Awakening
(Kundali Jagran) or DNA Ascension.
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Boson-Neutron-Proton-Electron. Atoms transform as Adam in the evolution
of life. The Zygote Seed forms the Sahasrar Chakra in the Pineal Gland as
a singularity. As the body develops, the Zygote seed forms 6 Chakras in
the spinal cord to transmit energy to the Sahasrar Chakra according to
the communication sequence of the 6 Quark particles. In this, the Zygote
seed as the Energy particle of the Electron itself makes the Muladhar
Chakra to duplicate the same seeds as itself. Five Swadhisthan, Manipur,
Anahat, Vishuddhi, Agya Chakras are made between Muladhar and
Sahasrar Chakra. These seven chakras are called endocrine glands in
the context of medical science. These seven chakras are governed by
Bliss, Soul, Mind, Energy, Body, Brain, Seed respectively.
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All endocrine glands have plexus of nerve fibers. These plexus act like an
antenna. These plexus attract energy resources from the universe according
to the thoughts of the human mind. near the navel, there is the celiac plexus
behind the pancreas endocrine, which is also known as the Solar plexus.
Solar plexus is the main plexus in all plexus. Just as the infant body
develops through the umbilical cord attached to the baby's navel in
the mother's womb, similarly by solar plexus located near the navel,
the human body wirelessly gets health, wealth, resources etc. from
Dark Matter and Dark Energy of the universe.
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Sahasrar=DNA=Zygote For more clarity, ref. presentation slide of this chapter
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The Lepton particle of the Atom carries energy, which transmits Energy to
Protons, Neutrons, and Bosons as three subatomic particles
Electron-Muon-Tau. The communication process of these three Lepton
energy particles is according to 3D, 2D1U, 1D2U, 3U. Similar to this,
a wireless nerve system is formed in the form of three invisible nerves for
the energy supply of his Bliss-Soul-Mind in the human body. These three
invisible nerves are called Sushumna-Ada-Pingala. The process of
attracting the Life Energy from the universe through the wireless nerve
system of the invisible nerves of the Sushumna-Ada-Pingala is called
Spiral Awakening. Methodology of Spiral Awakening is being described
here.
Seed is the Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy of that creature as a singularity.
Any living Flora, Fauna or human being thinks through his Mind and does all
his work. The Seed takes the resolution of any fruit (dream) for its own Bliss
through its Mind, then for that Bliss, the Soul makes a program and
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duplicates the seed. The seed then realizes the fruit or dream of that bliss
by attracting Energy resources according to that program.
Focus of Seed Mind (mRNA of DNA) of Flora, Fauna and Human:
In the process of physical evolution of Flora, Fauna and humans, Seeds are
formed from Soul, Brain is formed from Mind and Body is formed from
Energy. All three of these Seed, Brain and Body work as hardware.
This hardware is run by the software of the Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy of Life
Energy. Just as software is run by RAM itself, similarly the software of all
beings is the DNA of its seed, which is run by its Mind like RAM.
The DNA (Soul) of the seed emits mRNA according to its focus of Mind.
The physical transformation of the seed's Mind takes place in the form
of mRNA. The mRNA itself produces the seed's fruit with the help of rRNA
(ribosome) and tRNA. All Flora and Fauna produce fruits and proteins
according to the mRNA produced by the DNA of the seed. rRNA and tRNA
only help mRNA to make fruits and proteins. rRNA and tRNA do not have
any genetic code of their own. During course of body development, rRNA
(ribosome) transforms into the brain of the creature, which processes
the thoughts of mRNA or Mind. The human brain is only a non-coding
processor like a CPU of the computer.
The Mind of all beings is focused on their bliss. In the context of Flora,
their Mind is focused on the Seed itself. The Mind of Flora's Seed is a
read-only type, so they only make one type of fruits. The seed of Flora
makes their fruit by attracting energy (sap) through roots in the fixed state
on the earth. (In Flora, there is no physical form of the brain, but only
the mRNA in their seeds is their Mind and rRNA is their Brain).
In the context of Fauna, their seed's mind is focused on their own
body. The Mind of Fauna's Seed is a write-once type, so they live only
one type of life. The seed of the Fauna, in the movable state on the earth,
fulfills their need by attracting energy (food etc.) through the body. In
the context of humans, the focus of seed's mind is focused on
the brain. The seed's mind of a human is read-right, so they can wish
for many kinds of fruits. Once the potential of the brain is developed,
humans can make many kinds of resolutions about the bliss of their life.
Humans think only through the mind of their seed, in which the brain of
humans helps him. Understand it in simple words this way, that humans
have an open option to choose the fruit (or bliss) of their seeds
according to their wish with the help of the brain. Humans take
resolution of dreams according to their bliss through the seed's mind.
Their seeds start working to make it come true, and according to
the principle of becoming a fruit from the seed itself, that dream comes
true. But due to lack of understanding of the function of seed and the brain,
humans get the illusion that they are thinking through the brain. Due to this
confusion, they consider their seed as a means of calming sex. On the one
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hand, in the illusion of understanding the brain as a mind, humans
think about their desire for the brain, on the other hand they thinks
about sex for their seed. Whereas both dream desire and sexual desire
are thought through seed only. When the seeds are destroyed in
sexual desire, the seeds of dream desire are also destroyed along with
it. Therefore, the dreams of most humans are not fulfilled. The loss of
seeds in sexuality invites disease and poverty. (Because as we have
understood earlier, in the evolution of life, the neutron of the atom becomes
Adam's DNA and then the seed of human. Due to absence of neutrons,
the atom is destroyed by being radioactive. In the same way, there is an
imbalance of mind and energy takes place due to loss of seed, thus humans
also become radioactive and erosion of their health and wealth takes place.
This causes the life of humans to destroy in the form of disease and
poverty). It is no wonder that all successful people succeed only
because of Save-Seed, because they all, knowingly and unknowingly,
preserve their seeds and work for their dreams while away from
sexuality.
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The process of determining its fruit for its own Bliss, through the mind
of its seed, is called "Dharma" in spiritual terms. The word "Dharma"
is made up of 'Dhri' and 'Ma' Stem (Dhatu), which literally means
'Conceive in Mind' ('Man me Dharan'. The mind of a human seed is very
powerful, which determines its own fruit according to its own thoughts.
The process of determining the fruit of our seed by "Conceive in
the mind" is called "Dharma". After the process or resolution of conceive
in the seed's mind, the mind of the seed works to make the fruit of that seed.
Fruit is produced from seed itself, that is why all Flora saves their seeds,
from which they get wealth of fruits. Fruit is produced from seed itself, that
is why all Fauna also preserve their seeds, from which they get food and
good health etc.
Since the fruit is obtained from the Seed itself, it is the duty of every creature
to preserve its Seed i.e. Dharma. That is why all the Flora and Fauna of
the world saves their Seeds i.e. saves their Dharma. Saving the Seed is
the only unwritten and unannounced divine law of nature. All the four
lakh types of Flora and all the eighty four lakh types of Fauna naturally
save their seeds. Only one human species does not preserve its seed
due to sexuality. That is why today the world is going towards collapse.
Saving the seeds means saving the Dharma. Establishing (Sthapana)
Dharma is saving the Dharma. Thus, the literal meaning of 'Dharma
Sthapana' is ‘Save-Seed’. By Divine Dharma Save-Seed, a person can
fulfill his desired dreams. Human beings get good health and abundant
wealth naturally through Save-Seed. Therefore, we can make the earth
a heaven by 'Divine Dharma Save-Seed'.

Fruit is produced from seed only. Flora's mind of seed is read-only,
so they make the same type of fruit. Fauna's mind of seed is
write-once, so they live the same type of life. But Human's mind of
seed is read-write according to their thoughts, so they choose
the fruit (dream) of their seed according to their wish.
Due to the misconception of considering the brain as the mind, most
of the people understand that their brain works for desire and their
seeds fulfill their sexual desire. Humans have to discard this illusion
and understand that we humans perform the function of thinking
through the mind life-entity of our seed. Whatever a human thinks
with the mind of seeds, his seeds make the same fruit or dream come
true.
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Most human beings think both the thoughts of dream desire and
sexual desire through the mind of their seed. But both types of
thoughts create an opposite feeling towards the seed. On the one
hand, to get the fruit of dream desire, it is necessary to keep the seed
safe inside the body, on the contrary, the thoughts of sexual desire
provoke the seeds to get out of the body. In such a situation,
according to the direction of flow of seed energy, the energy
resources of human beings start flowing and according to that
the resources are obtained or destroyed. Humans get health and
wealth due to Save-Seed for dream desire. Or humans get disease
and poverty due to Seed-Loss for sexual desire.
As a singularity, the seed itself thinks the thought and produces
the fruit according to that thought. Therefore humans who work
according to the resolve of their dream desire only, their dream
desire is fulfilled surely. But those who work according to their
dream desire and sexual desire both thoughts, their transient sexual
desire is fulfilled surely, but the dream desire is not fulfilled due to
the destruction of the seed.
The Zygote seed, the first life cell of human life as a singularity, is
the entire "I". Whatever we experience see, hear, taste, smell, touch, etc.
through our sense organs, that are experienced by the DNA of the zygote
seed. In the same way, whatever we work for walking, moving, speaking,
etc. through our organs, that is done by the DNA of the zygote seed.
Similarly, whatever we think through the brain, that thinking is done by
the DNA of the zygote seed. Many hormones are secreted from the body's
endocrine gland according to the experiences of sense and organs and
the thinking done by the brain. These hormones go into the DNA of all
the cells of the body. The seeds then encode the experiences and thoughts
of the mind into the genetic code of DNA. DNA then forms mRNA according
to those genetic codes. Then proteins or fruits of the cell or seed are formed
according to the genetic code of the mRNA. This process of encoding in
the DNA genetic code goes on 24x7 in the body of Flora, Fauna and
humans. In this process, the brain does work of processing the genetic code
like a CPU. Like the CPU of a computer, no genetic code is stored in
the brain.
Just as the work of making fruits in Flora is done by its seeds, similarly
the work of realizing the dreams of human beings is done only by its seeds.
In spiritual terms, the process of realization of dreams through Kama Seed
is known as Spiral Awakening (Kundali Jagaran) or DNA Ascension.
Due to lack of correct information about Spiral Awakening, this simple
natural process has been made complicated and confusing. Even after such
a complex and misleading process, success cannot be assured. This natural
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process is being told here on the basis of accurate knowledge of Spiritual
Success Science. From the natural process of Spiral Awakening, it is
clear that to fulfill dreams of humans, only one needs to follow the only
law of nature, Save-Seed. If Save-Seed is done for dream desire, then
the DNA Spiral is automatically awakened. If Seed-Loss is done in
sexual desire then no matter how many attempts are made, Spiral
Awakening cannot happen. The work of making fruits from seeds on a tree
is done by nature, it is called state of Kaam-Yog. In the same way, on
the preservation of seeds by humans, the work of realizing the dreams of
the seed's mind is done by nature, this brings a state of human's Kaam-Yog
and human gets success in his works.
12 Steps of Spiral Awakening (Kaam Yog) = 12 Steps of Energy
Interaction by Quark Particle:
In Atom, the energy communication to Boson is done by 6 Quark
particles in 12 steps. From this Atom, Adam is formed, which develops
from a Seed into a Human being. Atom's (God particle) Boson forms
the Sahasrar Chakra of human in the form of Zygote seed. The 6 Quark
particles evolve into 6 Chakra of humans. Similar to the Atom, In
Human, the energy communication to Sahasrar is done by 6 Chakras
in 12 steps. This process of energy communication is called Kundali
Jagran.
Matter and life have evolved in the universe only through
the singularity of Black Holes. Just as the entire power of the network
is available at all times at all places in our environment in the form of
wireless internet signal, similarly in our universe as a wireless Life
Energy, the entire power of God is available at all times at all places. In
the form of internet signal, audio, video, data, website, call, message
etc. many types of facilities are available, in the same way all physical
and emotional resources are available to human beings in the form of
Life Energy. Just as the Internet signal is caught by the SIM of
the mobile, similarly Life Energy is caught by the seed of humans..
Knowledge of the process of making fruits through seeds is the Spiritual
Success Science. In the spiritual context, this process is also called Spiral
Awakening. Some science experts also call it DNA Ascension. Hardly
anyone is aware of this, that all the processes which seem very
complicated from its words, are a normal process of making fruits from
seeds. It is a fact of common sense that only fruit gets from seeds only. But
in the context of humans, fruit is made from seeds by the wireless process
of Life Energy. Scientists do not believe because of the lack of rational
information about this wireless process. Over time, this spiritual information
has become complicated and confusing. Along with this, in a negative
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environment towards human seeds, seed has been considered insignificant.
Due to this ignorance and hesitation towards the human seed, this subject
is not talked about. In this book, rational information of Spiritual Success
Science is being given, according to which a human being can make his life
successful only by following Save-Seed.
Humans have invented computers and mobiles, so the functioning of
computers and mobiles is in accordance with the functioning of human
beings themselves. Similar to different parts of mobile, human parts are
there. Keeping in mind the functioning of mobile, understand the functioning
of human beings similar to that.
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Sahasrar Chakra (Bliss - Boson):
The zygote seed, the first cell of humans, located in Sahasrar (Pineal
Gland), is the entire "I" of humans. In the zygote seed in the form of "I",
there is God in the form of Life Energy (Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy). In
other words, the formless God in the form of Life Energy, located in
the Black Hole, develops into a real human being through the Zygote
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Seed. In the form of "I", whatever human thinks and experiences, that
the zygote seed does. The Mind of the Zygote Seed dreams for its human
life based on the thoughts, experiences of the organs and senses. Then
the zygote seed "Conceives in Mind" resolution to realize its dream. In
spiritual context, which is called "DHARMA" (Dhri + Mn, Stem of Sanskrit,
i.e. DHARan MAn me or Conceive in Mind). Since the zygote seed itself
"conceive" the resolution of its dream through its mind, that dream becomes
the fruit of the zygote seed. Then the seed gets into the work of making that
fruit with its natural tendency. To make fruit from seed, first a tree is made
from seed, then many fruits are made from many seeds on that tree. This is
exactly what Zygote seed does in our Sahasrar (pineal gland).
From a scientific point of view, the zygote seed as "I" is a DNA cell. A DNA
cell has a natural process of duplication and accordingly duplication of
the DNA of zygote seed goes on. After conceiving in the Mind of the seed,
human's "Dream" becomes the "Fruit" of the zygote seed. Many seeds of
"Dream Fruit" are produced from this duplication process. Then these seeds
work to make the "Dream Fruit" come true.
The creature develops from Adam made of Atom. Humans are like an atom's
nucleus of boson, neutron, proton, and its infinite electrons are pervade in
the universe as a singularity Life Energy. Similar to the energy
communication system of Atom's 6 quark particle, humans have 6 Chakras
energy communication systems, which attracts the Life Energy of
the universe for the Bliss (Boson) of Sahasrar. Theoretically, a seed is a
subtle form of Black Hole, which can do its own infinite expansion by
attracting energy from the Life Energy of the universe. This Life Energy
provides a variety of bliss in life through its various forms of
electromagnetic, chemical, biochemical and emotional energy. In order
to get the resources we desire from life, humans only need to
Save-Seed. For the Bliss of Sahasrar, after the Zygote seed's
"Conceive in Mind'' i.e. "Dharma" resolution, there is duplication of
the same seed in the Muladhar (Root). Then the seeds in Muladhar
realize their "dream fruit" through their wireless nerve system
'Sushumna-Ada-Pingla'. The DNA of a seed is called the Spiral
(Kundali). The dream fruit is transformed by the DNA of the seed
according to an automated system. This automated system of seed
DNA spiral is called Spiral Awakening (Kundali Jagran), for which only
Save-Seed is necessary.
Sahasrar Chakra acts as Causal body for bliss. Zygote seed is
the Sahasrar Chakra.
Agya - Vishuddhi - Anahat Chakra, acts as a Subtle Body like invisible
software.
Manipur - Svadhishthan - Muladhar Chakra, acts as a Physical Body
like visible hardware.
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1) Boson Red : Down - Sahasrar Chakra - Soul (Software):
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The Agya Chakra is located in the human Brain, which acts as a CPU to
process all types of planning and software. It is worth noting here that no
genetic code of any kind is written in the Brain. The Brain is an evolved form
of rRNA (ribosome), which only acts to link mRNA and Amino Acids with
the help of tRNA. The Brain processes the genetic code of Sahasrar (Zygote
seed) according to Bliss and accordingly the genetic code of Zygote seed is
rewritten. The work of rewriting the genetic code is done by hormones etc.
As humans (Zygote seed) think, the hormone is secreted from the endocrine
glands. Peptide etc. hormones re-write the genetic code of mRNA on
the outer surface of the cell. Steroids etc. re-write the genetic code of
mRNA in the cytoplasm of the hormone cell. Thyroid hormones re-write
the genetic code of DNA in the cell's nucleoplasm. Then duplication of
the same seed occurs in the Muladhar. For processing of DNA software,
input / output signals of human senses and organs also come in the Agya
Chakra. The Agya Chakra, i.e. The Brain, processes the experiences
(perceptions) taken from the senses (Eye-Look, Ear-Word, Nose-Smell,
Tongue-Taste, Skin-Touch) to make Sahasrar (Zygote seed) feel blissful.
Then, based on the experiences of the senses, the organs (Hand-Work,
Leg-Walk, Tongue-Speak, Genital-Create, Anas-Excrete) are directed to
work. As a CPU, the Brain processes the DNA's software to make changes
to the genetic code of the seed. With the help of all these, the Brain of
human programs the DNA of the seed. The Soul located in the human's
Agya Chakra, works invisibly like the OS software of the computer.
According to the resolution of Sahasrar, the Agya Chakra transmits
the signals of the software with the help of Vishuddhi Chakra in the universe
with the help of its plexes. And the Soul life-entity of the universe plans
the resources according to the software for that bliss in the universe.
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2) Boson Blue : Down - Vishuddhi Chakra - Mind (RAM):
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The Vishuddhi Chakra is located in the human's throat area, which is
connected to the breathing system. Human's Mind works everywhere
according to the computer's Random Access Memory i.e. RAM. Like
the quark particle, the mind does the work of transmitting the resolution of
Sahasrar in the Vishuddhi Chakra. The human Mind also does the work of
transmitting the input / output signals of the senses and the organs.
The Mind located in the Vishuddhi Chakra of human works invisibly like
the RAM of a computer. According to the DNA software program of the Agya
Chakra, the Mind of the Vishuddhi Chakra transmits the signal of the Soul
life-entity into the universe with the help of its plexus. Then the cosmic Mind
life-entity works to bring resources according to software for the Bliss of
human beings.
In the spiritual context, the human Mind is considered to be the God
itself. In this context, a song is very famous, 'Mind itself is deity, mind
itself is God, nobody is greater than mind... (Man hi Devta Man hi
Ishwar, Man se bada na koy...)’. As the mind thinks and experiences,
the genetic code of the seed DNA is read-write according to thoughts
and dreams, then the DNA emits the mRNA with the genetic code of
the same dream fruit. Then according to that mRNA, the fruit of
the seed is obtained. If the mind thinks for dream desire and Save-Seed
is done, then sure success is achieved. If the mind thinks for sexual
desire and Seed-Loss is done, then sure failure is found.
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The Anahat Chakra is the heart area of humans from where energy is
transmitted to the body. Man's soul i.e. software and mind i.e. RAM requires
energy i.e. power to work, similarly for input and output from the senses and
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centers, energy is also needed which is supplied by Anahat Chakra.
The energy located in the unconscious cycle of humans works invisibly like
a network of computers. According to the instructions from the Vishuddhi
Chakra, Anahat Chakra transmits the signals in the universe with the help of
its plexes and the energy life-entity of the universe arranges the resources
according to the instructions of Sahasrar's Bliss.
4) Neutron Green : Down - Manipur Chakra - Input from the Senses
(Hardware input):
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Manipur Chakra is the place of the human navel area, whose contact is
connected with the input senses of the body. Through the Manipur Chakra,
the zygote seed in Sahasrar experiences five perceptions (Eye-Look,
Ear-Word, Nose-Smell, Tongue-Taste, Skin-Touch) of the five senses. In
the mother's womb, the entire development of the infant body is done
through the umbilical cord connected to the navel. When the body develops,
plexus are formed near the endocrine gland of all the Chakras, which act like
an antenna in the body. These plexus antennas work with wireless nerve
systems (Sushumna-Ada-Pingla). Near the navel is the Celiac Plexus,
which is also called the Solar Plexus. Like a master antenna, the Solar
plexus attracts the Life Energy from the universe (the Sun). According to
the resolution of Sahasrar, signals of the Agya - Vishuddhi - Anahat Chakra
are transmitted in the universe from the Solar Plexus. Through this solar
plexus resources of life are obtained from the universe, which makes
the dream come true.
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5) Neutron Blue : Down - Svadhishthan Chakra - Output from Organs
(Hardware output):
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The Svadhisthan Chakra is located in the genitals of humans, whose contact
is connected to the body's work organs. (In the context of Spiral Awakening,
it is often said that the Svadhisthan Chakra is located between the navel and
the genital. This is not an accurate fact and it confuses the importance of
genitals being low. Gonads is an endocrine gland of Swadhisthana Chakra.
And gonads gland is related with the genital itself. This clears that
the Swadhisthan Chakra takes place in genital itself.) The five work organs
of the body work with the help of the Mind according to the guidelines of
the zygote seed in Sahasrar through the swadhisthana chakra. The body
does its useful work through the five work organs (Hand-Work, Leg-Walk,
Tongue-Speak, Genital-Create, Anas-Excrete).
Seed-Loss
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Out of the five senses, genital is the most important work organ of human
beings. There is a lot of confusion among scientists and experts about
genitals. Since there is ignorance about the importance of seeds in
the functioning of the brain, genital is understood to be sex organ in terms
of sexuality. Since new life is also created by genitals, therefore genitals are
considered as sex organ in terms reproduction too. In both the contexts,
focus on sexuality is noticed. Whereas genital is a work organ who does all
the work for a human's dream desire. When sexuality is focused, genital
works for the fulfillment of sex. But when attention is taken away from
sexual desire to focus on dream desire, genital works for the fulfillment
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of dream desire. That is why genital (seed) is considered to be the most
important work organ, which works wirelessly for humans.
In spiritual terms, genital has been described as a Work Organ, which does
work of all the work of creation for humans. That is why it is told to follow
the Dharma-Wealth-Kaam-Freedom virtues and stay away from
the Kaam-Anger-Greed-Charm flaws. There is reference to Kaam (work)
on both sides of the merits and demerits. In virtues, Kaam means Desire,
while in flaws, Kaam means Sex. Similar to the double meanings of
the word Kaam in Hindi language, there are double meanings of Kaam in
English language as well. When work happens according to dream desire,
then it is called SUCCESS. Opposite spelling of SUCCESS spelling is
SSECCUS. Over time, this spelling of SSECCUS has been transformed into
SEX. That is, when work happens according to sexual desire, then it is called
SUCCESS or SEX. Thus in English language also, the work of Dream
Desire i.e. SUCCESS and work of Sexual Desire i.e. SEX (SSECCUS),
have two opposite meanings.
Since the seeds in the human body work wirelessly through the wireless
nerve system of the Sushumna-Ada-Pingala nerves, That is why, genital has
not been understood to be a work organ in terms of wish fulfillment. Since
the Sushumna-Ada-Pingala nerves are invisible, no importance is given to
the process of Spiral Awakening by scientists. While humans have made
many inventions like computers, mobiles, which work wirelessly, it is
a matter of thinking why there cannot be any wireless system in
the human body. Human cannot invent smarter than himself. Humans
are the best creation of God and human invent according to his own
working system. Human beings also attract Life Energy in a wireless
way like a computer mobile. Life Energy is the wireless network of
the God, which scientists have been confused about for almost a
century, that is being felt as Higgs Field (Bliss), Antimatter (Soul), Dark
Matter (Mind) and Dark Energy (Energy). There is a wireless system
inside humans to attract this Life Energy by seeds, which works
through invisible Sushumna-Ada-Pingala nerves.
Bio-electric signals, transmitted in brain neurons, are genetic codes that are
read-written into the DNA of the seed. But in ignorance of the wireless
read-write process, the Brain has been understood as Mind by most humans
and experts. In this illusion, Genital has been considered as only a sex organ
in the context of sexual fulfillment. Due to this ignorance, the simple
process of Spiral Awakening has been understood to be extremely
complicated, while the Spiral Awakening is a simple process of
producing fruits from seeds. For the Spiral Awakening, there is only a
need to save the seeds by staying away from undesirable sex. Just as
a seed works to make its own fruit without doing any visual work in a
tree, similarly the seeds of a human being also work by realizing
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the fruits of his Mind's dreams. The only difference is that where
the seed produces fruit through fixed contact of the roots in the tree,
there is a result of success from the seed through wireless contact in
humans.
After the processing of the DNA genetic code in the Brain, the Zygote Seed
duplicates multiple seeds in the genitals. This process takes place in
the same way as a tree is formed from one seed and then many fruits are
produced from many seeds. Seeds made in the genitals by duplication of
zygote seeds are programmed to produce the fruits of a human's dream
through their Mind (mRNA). In the next phase, the genetic code of these
seeds is processed in the brain in a wireless way, according to which
the fruits of dream come true. There is ignorance and mistrust about
the wireless processing of the genetic code of seeds by the brain
worldwide. Because of this, the biggest illusion of the world is to
understand the Brain as the Mind. The software of the mobile is on its
chip and the program code of that software is processed in the CPU.
Similarly, a human's software is on his DNA and the genetic code of
that DNA is processed in the Brain like a CPU.

6) Neutron Red : Up - Muladhar Chakra - Conceive success in seed
mind (Hardware to CPU):
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Computers and mobiles contain software and hardware. All the work in a
computer's hardware is done according to the software's program, but
the software cannot be directly worked from the hardware. Random Access
Memory i.e. RAM works between software and hardware. The codes of
the software are read by RAM, then those codes are processed in the CPU,
then after processing those codes are read again by RAM and then
the hardware works by RAM. Thus all the work from beginning to end in
the computer is done by RAM. The same system also happens inside
humans. Human software is in our DNA as genetic code. According to
the software of this genetic code, the hardware of the body works. Just like
a computer, the human mind works like RAM between these two.
Work Area Computer Work Area
RAM
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Wirless

RNA
Genetic

Software
Operating
Sys

SYS
Nucleoplasm mRNA
RAM Bus

Hardware
In/Out

I/O
Cytoplasm
RAM Bus

Network
Send/Recd

PCI
Amino Acid
RAM Bus

RAM
Wireless
Sahasrar
(Zygote)

Sushumna

rRNA

Sense/Organ
(Brain)

Ada

tRNA

Muladhar
(Seed)

Pingla

There are mainly three types of RAM systems in a computer, which are
called Bus or Bay. System RAM Bus for software read, I / O RAM bus for
Input / Output from hardware and PCI RAM bus (Peripheral Component
Interconnect) for receive / send from network. Like a computer, the Mind of
human RAM also acts as invisible nerves of Sushumna-Ada-Pingala in a
wireless way. The Mind of a seed or cell also produces fruits or proteins in
the form of mRNA, rRNA, tRNA. These invisible nerves begin
simultaneously from the Sahasrar and rejoin in the Muladhar, passing
through the Chakras (Endocrine Glands) in the spinal cord. The Sushumna
nerve operates the body through the genetic code of seeds between
Sahasrar-Muladhar. Ada nerve is connected to the senses and organs of
the body, Pingala nerve is associated with the Life Energy of the universe.
Just like a software program is digitally read-written from a hard disk or chip
in a computer, in the same way the genetic code of DNA is digitally
read-written by Sahasrar-Muladhar. The genetic code of DNA seeds are
read in Muladhar and sent to the brain for processing through the Ada nerve.
So far, in the first three steps, the Bliss (Boson) activates
the Soul-Mind-Energy by taking the resolution of the fruit of bliss. Then
in the second three steps, the Soul (Neutron's three quark
particles - DNA, RNA, Amino Acid) produces the seeds of the fruit.
After this, in the third three steps, Mind (Proton's three quark
particles - mRNA, rRNA, tRNA) receives the resources of the fruit from
the universe. Then in the fourth last three steps, physical fruits are
obtained by Energy (Electron) and fruits (health, wealth, serve) are
enjoyed. In this way, by the process of twelve steps, humans get
the desired fruit from the seed.
Just as many fruits are made from many seeds in a tree, similarly according
to the 'Conceive in Mind' dream of Sahasrar (Zygote Seed), the fruit of
the seed is determined, then many seeds of the same type are formed in
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the Muladhar. Then these seeds attract the Life Energy of the universe just
like a SIM Card to achieve that fruit.

Muladhar – Brain – Universe: Success Resources (CPU to Network):
The Ada nerve sends these genetic codes to the brain for further processing.
This process is similar to making proteins by the mRNA with the help of
rRNA. Human brain is an evolved form of rRNA (ribosome), which works
wirelessly. Four billion years ago, Adam was developed from an Atom, since
then the human brain has been developing. In these 4 billion years, the brain
in the form of ribosomes has become a high-tech processor. From
the functioning of ribosomes, we know that ribosomes do not have any
genetic code of their own. The mRNA emitted by DNA has genetic codes,
the ribosome sends those genetic codes to the tRNA. Accordingly, the tRNA
sends the amino acids to the ribosome. Then, the ribosome combines those
Amino Acids to the mRNA to form proteins, hormone nutrients, etc.
The same process happens in the brain, which is an evolved form of
the ribosomes. There are neurons etc. in the brain for processing genetic
codes, which are certainly not genetic codes. The same process also
happens in the computer's CPU. The CPU only serves to process the digital
code of the software program. CPU is similar to a hardware which does not
have any software program code of its own. Similarly, the human brain also
does not have any genetic code of its own, but the brain serves to process
the genetic code of seed DNA. These genetic codes are read from
the zygote seed by the Sushumna nerve in the Sahasrar, and from
the testicle seeds by the Ada nerve in the Muladhar. The DNA of the zygote
seed acts as the operating system, and the DNA of the testicle seeds act as
a custom app. The processing of the genetic code of these seed DNA is
done by the brain like a CPU.
Scientists are very confused about the functioning of the brain. It is clear
from the reasoning facts mentioned here that the functioning of the human
brain is similar to the ribosome (rRNA) of DNA and the CPU of a
computer, which only serves to process genetic code or software code.
Like the CPU, the brain cannot store any kind of genetic code.
The hereditary genetic codes of human as a Operating System are in
Zygote Seed of the Pineal Gland located in the Crown (Sahasrar),
and the individual genetic codes of human as the Custom Apps are
in Testicle Seeds of the Adrenal Gland located in the Root
(Muladhar). If the seeds of muladhar are preserved, then whatever
human thinks, it can all come true. Because a human's mind is not his
brain, but his seeds. Seed generates genetic code in the form of mRNA
according to what humans think with their seed mind. Genetic codes of
the same mRNA are processed in the brain and the human dream is
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realized. We have to understand that if humans think about both sexual
desire and dream desire, then both types of genetic codes are written in
the same seeds. In sexual desire, the energy flows from the inside to
the outside, whereas for the dream desire, the energy flow must be from
outside to inside. The sexual desire is fulfilled soon, due to which
the seeds are destroyed and along with that the seeds of dream desire
are also destroyed. Therefore, human's dream desire is not realized. If we
want good health and plenty of wealth, then Save-Seed is an essential
condition.
The brain is a high-quality processor attracting the Life Energy of
the universe. But it processes the same genetic code as a human thinks
through the mind of his seed. After processing the genetic code, the brain
sends signals to the tRNA-like Pingala nerve to bring in Amino Acid like
resources. In the context of humans, all the resources of his dreams reside
in the universe as Life Energy. After getting the signal to the Pingala nerve
from the brain, human beings start getting resources according to their
wishes from the Life Energy of the universe. This does not happen
immediately in a miraculous way, but in life such situations start to happen
that a human gets success in every work.
7) Proton Red : Down - Svadhishthan Chakra - Success Preparation
(Network to Hardware) - Health:
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Before this, the working process of all the previous chakras is similar to
sowing seeds in the field. This work process of Swadhisthan Chakra is
similar to growing crops in the field. When the crop starts swaying in
the field, then the farmer of the field becomes happy. In the context of
humans, the work process of the Swadhisthana Chakra is related to physical
health. When a person's health is good, then the person remains happy and
does all the work with enthusiasm in life. 'Swadhi' means self-medication
means health. Accordingly, this Anahat Chakra has a name and work.
All the parts of the body are maintained by the Swadhisthana Chakra.
In a big office or factory, SAP (Systems, Applications and Products, SAP)
software is used to run the work system smoothly. In this, all records of input
of resources, production process flow and output distribution of final product
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etc. are kept. This SAP program is the life line of that business. With the SAP
program running smoothly, the entire working system keeps running
successfully.
This SAP word is derived from trees. The roots of trees take the necessary
resources for the tree from the earth. This resource is in the form of a thick
juicy sweet substance, called Sap. The root, stem, branches of the tree have
many holes like fine pipes. The sap made by the roots flows through these
holes, and reaches the stem, branches, leaves, flowers, seeds, fruits
respectively. This sap substance is the lifeline of a tree. From this sap, many
cells are made in the tree, which form the trunk, branches, leaves, flowers,
seeds respectively in the tree. Then from this sap, seeds make the fruits
according to their DNA program. If for some reason, the roots do not make
sap substance, the tree dries up. Due to the proper flow of the sap, the tree
remains green and produces a lot of fruit wealth.
The principle of DNA based life system of seeds is equally applicable in all
organisms. Like the sap flow process of the Flora, all other creatures and
humans have marrow flow processes to keep their body healthy. Humans
receive Life Energy through air-water-food. Then from food in the body,
respectively Juice, Blood, Meat, Fat, Bone, Marrow are made. Like the stem
of trees, the bones have very fine pipe-like holes. The marrow is formed in
the fine pores of the bones of the entire body. In the disease of cancer, bone
marrow (bone marrow) is transplanted in the body. Due to which new cells
start forming in the body and the cancer is eliminated. This proves that like
the Sap of trees, this marrow is the lifeline of the human body. Three major
functions are performed by the marrow - Formation of the Body, Brain and
Seeds:
Body cells live up to 7 years.
Renewal takes place by Marrow.
Meal
►

Juice
►

Blood
►

Flesh
►

Fat
►

Bone
►

Seed’s avg age is one month.
New seeds are made from Marrow.
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•

Body: Millions of cells end up in the body every day, new cells are
born in their place. The lifespan of these cells ranges from a few
hours to a maximum of 7 years. According to the study of scientists,
except for a few cells of the heart, eyes, pineal gland, about 95% of
the cells in the body change in a maximum of 7 years. All old cells
are replaced by new cells made of marrow. Due to the renewal of
cells, the body remains fully healthy and there is not much effect of
aging. In this way, humans live long lives while staying healthy.

•

Brain: The entire functioning of the brain is run by Cerebral Spinal
Fluid (CSF) filled in the brain and spinal card. This CSF is a more
pure and refined form of marrow. The spinal cord consists of a
wireless nerve system (Sushumna-Ada-Pingla). This system works
as a bio-electric signal in the CSF of the brain and spinal cord.
The endocrine glands in the spine form the hormones required for
the body. These hormones conduct the body and read-write genetic
code in the DNA of the seeds.

•

Seed: After the marrow is refined, new seeds are produced in
the testicles for reproduction. New seeds are also produced in
the spinal cord between Muladhar to Sahasrar. The seeds formed
in the spinal cord carry out the functioning of the brain, which leads
to fulfillment of the dream desires.

•

Just as new fruits are produced on the tree through sap, in the same
way, development of the body of the child in the womb of the mother
takes place through the marrow.

0.4 million kinds of Flora around the world get fruits from their seeds,
so all Flora save their seeds till the fruit ripen. Similarly, 8.4 million
kinds of Fauna around the world get life long good health from their
seeds, so all Fauna too preserve their seeds all the time. All Fauna,
apart from reproduction, never destroy their seeds in sexuality. Due to
the preservation of seeds, the level of the Sap in the Flora and the level
of the Marrow in the Fauna remains adequate. Because of which
the above mentioned functions of marrow keep running smoothly in
their body. Humans should think that why all the Flora and Fauna of
the world are obeying the unwritten and undeclared, sole divine law
'Save-Seed'?
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The only human species in the whole world is such a species, whose
majority of humans keep destroying their seeds unnecessory for momentary
fulfillment of sex. From sexual thoughts, the flow of Life Energy flows from
inside the body to the outside. Seeds are formed in the testicles from
the marrow only and due to loss of seeds in sexual desire, the testicles
produce new seeds more rapidly. Due to this, the consumption of
marrow in the testicles increases. Due to increased consumption of
marrow in the testicles, there is a lack of marrow in the body, brain and
spinal cord. Due to lack of marrow in the body, old cells are not
renewed in time and the body has to work with old cells. Diseases start
to grow in old cells. Thus, the only reason for the increasing health
problems of humans at present is the loss of their seeds in sexuality.
Just as the dirt flows in the flowing water of the river and in its place pure
water comes, but the dirt in the stagnant water of the pond increases.
Similarly, due to Save-Seed, the body remains healthy due to the smooth
replacement of cells. But due to Seed-Loss, there is a lack of new cells in
the body. Seeds are produced in large quantities in young age, so the effects
of Seed-Loss in the body are rarely seen during young age, but the body
keeps from hollowing inside, just as termites keep hollowing the wood from
inside. Due to non-renewal of old cells, diseases also increase with aging.
Due to sexual habits, physical Seed-Loss often occurs from the genitals, but
due to pornography etc., thoughts of obscene mentality are constantly in
the mind. For this reason, mental Seed-Loss in the mind also happens
continuously. The thoughts of sexuality makes genetic coding of sex in
the subconscious DNA of all new seeds of the body. Even if there is no
physical Seed-Loss, but coding of sexual thought could not lead to coding
of desire thought. Therefore, the remaining seeds of the body also become
insignificant. Thus both physical and mental Seed-Loss is equally
destructive.
If Save-Seed is done, the level of marrow in the body remains adequate and
the body remains healthy. If a human follows Save-Seed from a young age,
then he can remain healthy for life time. It is also mentioned in the scriptures
that celibacy gives longevity. Save-Seed is a scientific explanation of
the principles of the celibacy.
The spiritual texts refer to the nectar by which one becomes immortal.
This nectar is a refined form of hormones made from the life elements.
According to spiritual texts, the age of a human in the past was many years.
In this context, the age of a human being is 100,000 years in Golden Age
(Sat Yug), 10,000 years in Silver Age (Treta Yug), 1,000 years in Bronze
Age (Dwapar Yug) and 100 years of age in Iron Age (Kali Yug, present time).
Thousands of years of longevity can be achieved by balancing hormones in
the body. The balance of hormones is found by Save-Seed by staying away
from sex. All beings except humans do Save-Seed and remain healthy for
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lifelime. 96% of the four life elements of any living organism is Nitrogen (N7),
Oxygen (O8), Carbon (C6) and Hydrogen (H1). Most hormones are made
by the chemical combination of these four elements. Physical health is
maintained by the hormone itself. Codons of DNA and RNA of body cells
and seeds are encoded by hormones. These codons of DNA are passed
onto the next generation. That is why human's thinking, habits, etc. also
affect the health of the next generation. The body's requirements are met by
various chemical combinations of the four life elements.
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Life
Energy

Bliss

Soul

Mind

Energy

Element

Nitrogen
(N7)

Oxygen
(O8)

Carbon
(C6)

Hydrogen
(H1)

Chemeical
Hormone
(Nectar),
Cell

Poison

N7 O8 C6 H1

Description

N7 O8 C6 H1 Hormones are formed by the addition
of N-O-C-H, which control the body.
The marrow (bone marrow) is formed
in the four life elements. All the cells of
the body are made from the marrow.
Only by having their balance, the body
remains healthy and longevity is
attained.
N7

C6

Poison-like cyanides are formed by
the addition
of
N-C.
N7
is
the representative of divine bliss and
C6 mind. The mind is very fickle in
human life, which often goes against
the divine rules. That is why
the contradictory elements of God and
man N7 and C6 make poison.

Dope

O8 C6 H1 Drugs are produced by the addition of
O-C-H. Due to the consumption of
drugs, the soul-mind-energy life-entity
related to them becomes inactive. In
this state, just because the pleasure
life-entity is active, one feels bliss. But
in the state of intoxication, human
beings do wrong things due to lack
of control over other life-entity.
Therefore, avoiding any kind of
intoxication is also included in
the basic conditions of Save-Seed.

Fuel

C6 H1 Hydrocarbon chemicals are formed by
the addition of C-H. Hydrocarbons
make chemical fuels, which replenish
the body's energy. The male-female's
elements are C-H, which balances
sex-fire.
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Gas

O8 C6

Gaseous chemicals (C-O 2 etc.) are
formed in the body due to the addition
of
OC,
which
removes
the unnecessary
substances
of
the body.

Solid

C6

Solid
substances
of
the basic
structure of the body are made up of
organic matter, whose main life
element is C.

Liquir

O8

H1 Due to O-H, liquid chemicals (H2 O
etc.) are formed in the body, which is
about 65-70% of the body in the form
of water.

It is clear from the above table that the smooth functioning of the body is
done only by the balance of the four life elements. In Flora and Fauna, this
balance is naturally under control, because they follow Save-Seed lifelong.
For humans too, Save-Seed is the only way to get good health in life.
The operation of the brain requires 24x7 seeds. The brain operates on
the basis of hormones. The main basis of medical science is also hormones.
Due to Save-Seed, the seed is stored, then after further refining of the seed,
various hormones needed for the body are made. Endocrine and other
glands located in different parts of the body secrete these hormones, which
makes the physical and mental activities of the body go smoothly.
The function of read-write the genetic code in seeds is also done by
the hormones. In the scriptures, the DNA spiral of the seed has been
described as the Kundali (horoscope) and the seven endocrine glands
described as the seven chakras. Awakening of the seven chakras leads to
miraculous changes in life, which is called Spiral Awakening, due to
the adequate secretion of the hormones by the seven endocrine glands.
Spiral Awakening in the event of Seed-Loss in sexuality is impossible.
Beginning of Spiral Awakening begins with the awakening of
the Swadhisthana Chakra above the Muladhar. It is only through this chakra
that the first phase of Dharma-Artha-Kama-Moksha attains Dharma. In
this way, by Divine Dharma Save-Seed, the spiral is automatically
awakened.
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8) Proton Blue : Up - Manipur Chakra - Achieving Success (Output from
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This work process of Manipur Chakra is similar to harvesting in the field.
When the crop is harvested in the field, then the farmer of the field becomes
rich. In the context of humans, the work process of Manipur Chakra is
related to resources. When a person gets a lot of wealth, then human life
becomes successful and all experiences of bliss are in life. Mani means
gemstone-ornament. Accordingly, this Manipur Chakra has a name
and work. No immediate miracles are performed by Life Energy, but
when there is Save-Seed, such situations of success in life are created,
which leads to abundance of resources and enjoyment. Matter and life
have evolved in this universe only through this invisible Life Energy. This
Life Energy is the only source of all kinds of bliss, which is wirelessly caught
by human seeds.
Today, the risk of lack of resources in the world is constantly increasing.
Scientists are very excited about Dark Matter (Mind) and Dark Energy
(Energy). Scientists believe that knowing the secrets of the universe,
the world's energy supply will be smooth. But it's not like that. Higgs Field,
Antimatter,
Dark
Matter,
and
Dark
Energy
all
are
the Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy life-entity of the universe's singularity Life
Energy. This Life Energy in the form of God is an automatic pure
energy, which is impossible to catch with any scientific equipment.
The welfare of human beings from these life-entity is possible only
through Save-Seed. Life Energy is a divine internet network, which can
be caught only by seeds, which provides all kinds of emotional bliss
and physical resources. When the divine Life Energy is convinced that a
human will continue to follow a lifelong 'Divine Dharma Save-Seed' resolve,
then according to the second stage of Dharma-Arth-Kaam-Moksh,
the realization of Arth i.e. Wealth starts automatically. Achieving bliss is an
important purpose of life. Achieving health and wealth is the only way to get
bliss in life. Abundant reserves of health and wealth are available in
the universe as a form of Life Energy for humans. Seed is the only
gateway to get the desired health and wealth from the abundant
reserves of nature. Desired health and wealth are received through
Save-Seed while staying away from sexuality. All the successful great
people in the world have achieved their success by knowingly or
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unknowingly obeying Save-Seed. In contrast, due to Seed-Loss, most
humans fail despite being successful, or remain failure in life.
A life with good health and plenty of wealth is enough for ordinary people.
Those who want to achieve the next phase of global, cosmic, supernatural
successes, they can do so by awakening the next Chakras.
9) Proton Green : Up – Anahat Chakra – Sharing Success (Output) –
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Humans come empty handed in life and go empty handed. Between birth
and death, humans grow on the path of salvation by enjoying life through
Seed-Fruit-Serve. Seed-Fruit-Serve is the only philosophy of nature. All
Flora make fruits from seeds and then serve other beings with that fruit
wealth. After getting health from Swadhisthan Chakra, and wealth from
Manipur Chakra, the order of serving in the spirit of World Welfare is
completed by Anahat Chakra. Only by doing serve, the mind gets ultimate
peace. If only efforts are made for the attainment of health and wealth in life,
then such life is similar to other beings. All Fauna live a selfish life only for
themselves. Only health and wealth do not bring complete bliss to humans.
Humans want to serve others to make their life meaningful.
Anahat means Non-Profit. In this sense, Anahat Chakra has a name and
work. Humans themselves need very few resources to live a normal life. But
by Save-Seed, humans get immense wealth and success. The tendency of
the mind is to achieve maximum bliss. Due to this tendency of the mind,
humans start making unnecessary collections of wealth. All Flora serve other
beings with their fruit wealth in the spirit of serve. All Fauna never make
unnecessary collections of food etc. Serving in this way is the natural feeling
of all beings. But in the context of humans, a human is not able to control his
mind and collects more wisdom, wealth, power etc. than his requirement.
Due to this unfettered tendency of the mind, humans remain naturally
disturbed. After the awakening of the Swadhisthan and Manipur Chakra,
humans get the bliss of life in the form of health and wealth. This enjoyment
of health and wealth also looks good for some time. To get even more bliss,
humans want to get recognition and fame in the next stage. Any welfare
work should be done with a sense of service to create an identity. There are
many fields in sports, entertainment, education, science, politics, business,
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dharma, etc., in which recognition and fame can be made by working with
the spirit of service. The more we work with the spirit of service, the more
the mind gets satisfaction. The satisfaction of the mind leads to
the awakening of the Anahat Chakra. This increases the name and fame of
human beings.
This is the stage of Kaam Yog in human life. Just as nature does all work for
all Flora. Similarly, in the state of Kaam Yog in human life, nature itself starts
doing all the work of human beings. The divine power expects every Flora,
Fauna and human to help him by serving all others beings. When the divine
power is convinced that humans are determined to serve others with the holy
spirit. Then divine power himself comes ahead and helps him in his work. In
such a situation, the name and fame of a human increases so much that
there is no longer any need to work on his own. This is the state of Kaam
Yog.
According to spiritual beliefs, working with the spirit of serve, awakening of
the Anahat Chakra is done, due to which the human Astral Body comes into
existence. Before this, human beings existed as their physical body till
the previous Chakras. The existence of human wealth is forgotten shortly
after the physical body is abandoned. But when the Astral Body comes into
existence, the name, service and fame of humans remains for a long time
and they are remembered on the earth for a long time, even after
the sacrifice of the Physical Body. Every human has a sincere wish that even
after death, he should be remembered on earth for a long time. This desire
of humans is also fulfilled by awakening of Anahat Chakra while working with
the spirit of service.
10) Electron Green : Up - Vishuddhi Chakra - Self Refinement (Retire
from world) - Free:
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After the success of Seed-Fruit-Serve, it is necessary to do Self-Refinement
in the last stage of Dharma-Artha-Kama-Moksha. For Self-Refinement,
self-contemplation, self-study etc. are done. After attaining all the successes
in life, attachment is sacrificed towards life. If the feeling of attachment
towards life is not eliminated completely, then the cycle of birth and rebirth
goes on continuously.
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With the awakening of the Vishuddhi Chakra, the Subtle Body of humans
came into existence. Only a great person with divine powers gets the state
of the Subtle Body. The Subtle Body is a state in which a human being, after
giving up his body, has complete control over his Life Energy through his
mind. In such a state, such a great person may not be able to do any earthly
work, but by their powers of mind, they have the ability to influence the minds
of worldly human beings and through them do the work of world welfare.
When needed, such a great person takes birth in some other body in
the world and after doing their work, they go back to their Subtle Body.
11) Electron Blue : Up - Agya Chakra - Self renunciation (Preparation
for Departing):
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After leading a successful life, time comes to depart from this life and then
the Soul in the form of Agya cycle, takes the permission of departing from
the world from the Param God, with the spirit of surrendering the body.
12) Electron Red : Up - Sahasrar Chakra - Self renunciation (Departing
from the world):
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In this phase of the Sahasrar Chakra, humans go away from this life. Life
Energy comes out of the body and meets his supreme God in Sahasrar. Life
Energy in the form of God, manifests its existence as a Black Hole. Every
Atom, Adam, Flora, Fauna and Human beings is a part of this Life Energy.
The four life-entity, Bliss (Higgs Field), Soul (Antimatter), Mind (Dark Matter)
and Energy (Dark Energy) of this Life Energy are active in the entire
universe. The subtle form of a Black Hole is located in Sahasrar as a Seed
(Zygote). In every particle, it is the same God as Life Energy. After life,
the matter of the body becomes fissioned. The pure energy of the body
matter and the Life Energy of life, mets with God and again becomes
formless in the void.
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In this way, humans get the desired success in 12 steps by seed DNA.
By this process, trees get the fruits made in 12 steps by the seed DNA.
By this process, energy is transmitted in 12 stages by a quark particle
in the Atom.

Soul
Mind

Neutron DDU UCT Conceive &
Down Down Up
Up Charm Top
Create
Proton DUU Down Up Up

12 Steps

2x3 Up &
2x3 Down

DSB Nourish &
Down Strange Destroy
Bottom
2 x 6 = 12 Quark

Spiral
Awakening

Quark particles of Neutrons and Protons, process the 12-Steps Energy
Transmission in the Atom. Adam evolved from Atom. Therefore Soul
and Mind processes the 12-Steps Energy Transmission in the Adam
between Sahasrar and Muladhar. The same 12 step Spiral Awakening
process based on Spiritual Success Science is mentioned above. This
provides all kinds of comforts like health, wealth, family, name, fame
etc. in human life. For the success of this Life Energy communication
process, humans only need to preserve their seeds. Seeds do all
the work in the context of life. The seed itself acts as Energy, the seed
thinks as the Mind, the seed plans itself as the Soul and the seed itself
lives life as Bliss. The seed is the whole 'I'. Save-Seed is the only way
to a successful life.
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Relation of Seven Chakra and Life Element:
There are four hard life elements (Nitrogen, Oxygen, Carbon, Hydrogen) of
the four soft life-entity (Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy) of the Life Energy of Flora,
Fauna and Human beings. (Phosphorus and Sulfur are also counted among
the life elements, but their percent is very low, so they are not being
mentioned here.) The combination of these four life elements makes up
the life cells of all living beings. These four life elements contribute about
96% to the physical body of all living beings. These four life-entity are used
to start life through the four life elements of divine Life Energy,
Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy, which is transmitted in Nitrogen, Oxygen, Carbon,
Hydrogen respectively.
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The selection of life elements of these atomic numbers, by nature for
the survival of life, is very far-sighted. Adam is evolved by the transmission
of Life Energy into the Atoms of life elements. Then Adam develops as a
human. Then humans wrote the Spiritual Success Science, in which
the concept of the Seven Chakra has been described. Through A formless
ॐ God-like Life Energy, a human being created from the Void of a
Black Hole is equipped with Infinite potential. In terms of the divine equation
1 = 0 = ∞, there is a very deep similarity between the atomic number of
life elements and petals of the Sapta chakra:
•

Bliss - Nitrogen (N7): The existence of life is come true by the Bliss
life-entity. The atomic number of Nitrogen is 7, the holding element
of Bliss life-entity, which is the symbol of Seven Lok. There are
Seven Chakra or Seven Dimensions in the life context of beings
(especially
humans).
It
has
Three
Dimensions
(Length-Breadth-Height) of the Physical World and Four
Dimensions (Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy) of the Cosmic World. There
are seven endocrine glands and seven plexes in the body related to
the seven chakras. In the context of the universe, the concept of
Seven Loka (Satyam, Janah, Mah, Tapa, Swah, Bhuvah, Bhu) has
been described. The importance of seven points in many concepts
and facts shows the importance of God like the seven sages of
the universe, seven planets of the solar system, seven days of
the week, seven rounds of marriage, etc.

•

Atma - Oxygen (O8): Soul's life-entity is Oxygen which is an
important life element for the life of all the living beings on earth,
whose atomic number 8 signifies the infinity ∞. The seed DNA is
formed from the Soul itself, which can attract the Life Energy of
the universe up to an infinite capacity.

•

Mind - Carbon (C6) and Energy - Hydrogen (H1): Human does all
earthly work with Mind and Energy. Carbon and hydrogen in
the body combine to form hydrocarbon fuel energy.

•

God Bliss (N7) = Soul (O8) ∞ = 1 Male Mind (C6) + 1 Female
Energy (H1):
In the evolutionary order of Adam, Man is born from Mind and
Woman is born by Energy. In the state of natural balance,
the couple, 1 Man Mind (C6) + 1 Female Energy (H1), attains
the infinite capacity of God Bliss (N7). This infinite Life Energy of
the Soul (O8) is obtained by Seed's DNA.

•

Muladhar (Seed) - Petal = 4
4 petals is the symbol of four life-entity Bliss, Soul, Mind, Energy
of God-like Life Energy. Life begins with seeds. Seed DNA is formed
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from the Soul life-entity, in which the software of life is encoded in
the form of four codons TACG. Awakening of this chakra through
Save-Seed leads to health in the next cycle.
•

Swadisthan (Brain) - Petal = 6 = ± 2x3
6 petals symbolize the physical wealth of the matter in the form of
three dimensions of space (length x width x height). These three
dimensions are created in life and destroyed by death. Awakening
of this chakra leads to wealth in the next cycle.

•

Manipur (Body) - Petal = 10 = 4 + 6
10 petals symbolize the sum of 4 of mooladhara and 6 petals of
Swadhisthan, which leads to health and wealth. A total of 10 petals,
1 is a symbol of Lively Life and 0 Perishable Wealth. The awakening
of this cycle provides Energy Hydrogen (H1) i.e. wealth for
the preparation of the next cycle.

•

Anahat (Energy) - Petal = 12 = ± 2x6
The 12 petals symbolize the creation (+C6) and destruction (-C6) of
the Mind Carbon (C6) of the next cycle. Anahat Chakra is
the symbol of Energy Hydrogen (H1), awakening this cycle calms
the Mind Carbon (C6) to prepare for the next cycle.

•

Vishuddhi (Mind) - Petal = 16 = ± 2x8
The 16 petals symbolize the creation (+ O8) and destruction (-O8)
of the next cycle's Soul Oxygen (O8). The Vishuddhi Chakra is a
symbol of the Mind life-entity, the awakening of this chakra calms
the Soul Oxygen (O8) to prepare for the next chakra.

•

Commandment (Spirit) - Petal = 2 = ± 2x1
The 2 petals symbolize the meeting of Bliss God (+1) and End of
Life Bliss Human (-1) in the next cycle. The Agya Chakra is a
symbol of Soul Oxygen (O8). With the calm (death) of this cycle,
preparation to meet the eternal God happens in the next cycle.
The 2 petals of the Agya Chakra, symbolize the unification of 1
God-like Bliss nitrogen (N7) with 1 Energy Hydrogen (H1) of
the last breath (or beat) of the Anahat Chakra.

•

Sahasrar (Bliss) - petal = ∞
∞ Petals symbolize the eternal God. Eternal Bliss is attained by
meeting God. When the Mind and Soul calm down while going
away from life, ultimately the Energy Hydrogen (H1) meets with
Eternal God-like Bliss Nitrogen (N7) (1 + 7 = 8 = ∞) in Sahasrar.
*****
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Celibacy = Dharma Sthapana = Save-Seed
(Dharma Sthapana = Establishment of Righteousness = Save-Seed)
Dharma - Wealth - Kaam - Free” are the Four Virtues of Success in life.
Kaam - Anger - Greed - Charm” are the Four Flaws of Failure in life.
These virtues and flaws have often been told. But due to lack of clear
explanation of facts and arguments, they are not given importance by
considering them as spiritual references. The Kaam has been referred to on
both sides of the Virtues and Flaws. Understanding of these virtues and
flaws in the context of the current world filled with problems, has now
become essential for mankind. Kama means Sexual Desire in terms of
Flaws, and Kaam means Dream Desire in terms of Virtue. Sex is directly
related to human's Kaam Seed. The same Kaam Seed also works for
the desires of humans. That is why the Kaam has been referred to on both
sides of the virtues and flaws. According to 'Spiritual Success Science'
genital is a Work (Kaam) Organ, which works for realizing our dreams when
Save-Seed is done. To fulfill lust, destroying seeds by considering genital as
Sex (Kaam) Organ, is the biggest mistake of human life. When seeds are
destroyed in sex, Disease and Poverty surely come. In this book, this has
been proved in practical, spiritual and scientific manner.
Practical Reason: Trees without seeds cannot bear fruit, such trees are
uprooted. Similarly, humans without seeds cannot get success, God
like Life Energy destroys such human beings.
Spiritual Reasons: About 15,000 years ago, t was written in
Manu Smriti (8:15) Dharmo Rakshati Rakshitah...
Seed destroys him who destroys seed and
Seed saves him who saves seed.
So never destroy the seed,
fearing that the destroyed seed will destroy us.
Scientific Reason: Neutrons bind Protons and Electrons together in
the Atom. When the Neutron is destroyed, the Atom becomes
radio-activated and destroyed. During life evolution, the Neutron
transformed into DNA of the seed. Therefore, when the seed DNA is
destroyed, the human being is also destroyed like the Atom.
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Disease and Poverty increases due to Seed-Loss in Sexuality. Humans
get Anger due to the increase of disease and poverty. Then humans earn
money wrongly for their livelihood. This leads to the tendency of Greed.
When money is earned in the wrong way, then nature gives rise to
the tendency of Charm to withdraw that wealth. Due to this charm, humans
do spend their money in unnecessary work. In this way, the cycle of
Kaam-Anger-Greed-Charm goes on continuously and the life of humans is
filled with sorrows.
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In the Chapter - Spiritual Success Science, we had learned that
humans's first cell i.e. Zygote Seed as a singularity does all the work of
life through Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy. In this way, humans think through
their seed mind. Humans determine the fruit of seed based on
the thoughts of the seed mind. The process of determining the fruit of a
seed by thought Conceiving in Mind (Dhri + Mn = DHARan MAn me) of
a seed is called DHARMA in spiritual terms. Dharma is a virtue that a
human being conceived in the mind of own seed. In spiritual terms,
the Seed is called Dharma. When the fruit of the seed is determined,
then that seed works to get that fruit. It becomes human's first duty to
save the seeds to obtain that fruit. If the seed is destroyed, the fruit of
the seed will also be destroyed. Just as the farmer saves the seed sown
in the field to get the crop, similarly humans sow the seeds in his own body
to get the fruits of his dream desire. Sowing the dharma-like seed in
the body i.e. establish and save it, is called 'Dharma Sthapana
(Establishment of Righteousness) or 'Save-Seed'. The meaning of
the Dharma Sthapana is Save-Seed. When Dharma Sthapana
Save-Seed is done, then all the dreams of human's desire begin to
come true.
When Save-Seed is done for dream desire, Health and Wealth inevitably
comes behind. Save-Seed means keeping the seed completely away from
sexual desire. Since the Seed itself is a singularity in the form of
Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy. Therefore, the seed itself plans the desire for its
Bliss as a Soul, thinks as the Mind and works as the Energy of the body. But
in the illusion of understanding the Brain as their Mind, humans keep on
doing Seed-Loss through adultery, pornography, porn, drugs etc. for
the pleasure of sexuality, and does not get any fruit of their work. Therefore,
it is essential to save the seed from all aspects of sexuality. Sexuality is a
negative aspect, when Save-Seed is done with the feeling of staying away
from sexuality, then its effect is negative. That is why, it is mandatory to pay
attention to the positive aspect of dream desire. When Save-Seed is done
with the spirit of dream desire and serve, its effect is positive and success is
achieved quickly. Have a trusting relationship with your spouse.
Relationship with a spouse is certainly justified according to divine
rules. Along with this, while staying away from the negative aspects of
sexuality, and focusing on the positive aspect of dream desire, do
lifelong Save-Seed as per instructions given below. Unconditional
lifelong resolution for Save-Seed is essential.
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Lifelong
Save-Seed
Relation with Spouse only
No Negative

Life Energy

Only Positive

No Sexualite

Bliss

Life

No Adultery

Soul

Seed

Treat All as Parents

No Obscenity

Mind

Brain

Keep Holy Thoughts for ALL

Energy

Body

Always Do Holy Deeds

No Porn, Dope

Feel Divine Power in Seed

www.anarvam.com
Except for the above table, there is no need to remember anything or
do any special practice from this book. Seed will do all the necessary
work to make your dreams come true. Only according to the above
guidelines, take a lifelong resolution for Save-Seed and keep working
normally to make your dreams come true.
The dream will not come true in one day,
but the dream will sure come true one day.
We Are Not Alone - Lifelong 24x7 Monitoring of Life Energy:
Matter and life have evolved in this universe only by the Singularity of
the Black Hole i.e. Divine Life Energy. This Divine Life Energy pervades all
places, all matter and all life in the universe. Human beings have been made
from the same Life Energy from which this universe is made. This Life
Energy takes care of all the Matter and Life of this universe in the form
of God. The four life-entity Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy of this Singularity ॐ
Life Energy are realized in the form of Higgs field-Antimatter-Dark
Matter-Dark Energy respectively by scientific instruments. Human beings
believe in their ego that they alone are the best on this earth. But now
humans should understand that WE ARE NOT ALONE in this universe. We
are on this earth because of this Life Energy, which controls all the Matter
and Life invisibly. Human's own life-entity Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy and divine
life-entity Bliss-Soul-Mind-Energy are the same. Just as live tracking of
human beings is done through mobile networks in the age of the Internet,
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similarly all the right and wrong acts of humans are constantly monitored by
Divine Life Energy. There is a 24x7 lifelong surveillance of Divine Life Energy
on all Flora, Fauna and humans. Divine Life Energy knows
moment-by-moment about all our good or bad deeds, acts of desire or
sexuality, determination to Save-Seed, habit of Seed-Loss. And according
to that, the fruit of the seed is obtained. According to Save-Seed or
Seed-Loss in life, we automatically get success or failure.
Global Problems and Natural Disasters:
The farmer gets the fruit wealth from the seeds of the plants. If the plant gets
any virus in the field or if the seeds of the plants are destroyed due to any
reason, then the farmer will not get any fruit wealth. At this stage, the farmer
will uproot those plants and plant other plants. Exactly the same process of
the nature i.e. Divine Life Energy also repeats with humans. Presently most
of the humans are destroying their seeds in sexuality, that is, the Flora-like
humans have got infected by sexual viruses and the seeds of humans are
being destroyed. All trees get fruit wealth only through seeds, so they save
lifelong seeds. All creatures get lifelong health only through seed
preservation, so they do lifelong preserve seed. Humans are also no
exception in terms of obtaining fruits from seeds. The seminal seed of
humans is the only gateway through which divine Life Energy provides
health and wealth to humans. Since presently most humans are becoming
seedless, so the divine Life Energy is giving disease and poverty to humans.
Divine Life Energy has been destroying the seedless people from the earth
in the form of global problems and natural disasters. So that it can give a
new generation an opportunity to grow as a new crop. According to
the spiritual context, due to loss of righteousness in Kal Yug (Iron Age) i.e.
due to increase of sexuality, undesirable lives are eliminated from the earth
through holocaust. Then a new world begins with the golden age. According
to this concept, global problems and natural disasters are increasing on
the earth due to an abundance of sexual activities.
Let's Make the Heaven
The condition of global problems and natural disasters on the earth
can be reduced easily through Save-Seed. For this, we have to
understand and follow the Divine Law Save-Seed. Nature is ready at
all times to pour on us its immense treasure through seeds. We just
have to save our seeds, natural resources will automatically make
life and our earth a paradise. If we want to make our life and our earth
a heaven, then start following lifelong Save-Seed and propagate this
education.
Let's Follow Save-Seed, Let's Make the Heaven....
*****
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Symmetry of Singularity
The Black Hole is a living proof of the existence of God. Black Hole contains
Life Energy, which is the formless form of God. Singularity of this Life Energy
is spread in the whole universe through the Big Bang. From the Black Hole
in the universe to the Atom of matter, from Adam's seed of life to the modern
computer, all over there is a symmetry of the ॐ Singularity of
the Black Hole. The symmetry of the ॐ Singularity (1x4) shown in
the attached chart is sufficient to understand the importance of seeds.
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Despite all the efforts, the problems of the world are increasing. Now
the time has come when there is a need to understand the facts and
logic of Spirituality and Science together for the wel-being of the
people around the world.
*****
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Sun and Seed : Immortal Anarvam Attraction
The inspiration of Divine Dharma Save-Seed was found
on 1st October 2016 on the day of Navratri Pratipada in the form of
a Beej (Seed)
Mantra
of
a
verse
from
the Rigveda.
That is the Beej Mantra - Anarvam. It is now clearly realized that
an Avatar Atma (Soul) has given this Beej Mantra for the execution of
a big plan. After getting the Anarvam Beej Mantra, self-enlightenment
continued to be found under the Subtle Guidance of the Avatar Atma and
work continued on it.
Divine Dharma Save-Seed : Life Energy ~ From Black Hole to Seed, this
entire book is an extended form of Anarvam Beej Mantra.
The events of the present global pandemic have proved that
the Avatar Atma is conveying the importance of the divine law of
Save-Seed through the Anarvam Beej Mantra. Save-Seed is a
Spiritual Healing for every human being, following whose will initiate
the Era Change and our Earth will become Heaven.
Rig Veda - 1:164:2
Sapt Yunjanti Rathamek Chakrameko Ashvo Vahati Saptanama,
Trinabhi Chakram Ajaram Anarvam Yatrema Vishva Bhuvanadhi
Tasthuh.
Gist
Seven (Planets) are associated with a Chariot (The Sun) of one wheel
The Seven Energies (Rays) of the Time-wheel are pervading
everywhere,
There are Three Navel Center (remarkable attributes)
of the Time-Wheel
Immortal non-decaying and continuously moving
Anarvam (Independent) who resting on its own and
nourish the all others
Keeping the all universe in its Attraction.
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In this verse, three unique characteristics of the Sun have been described
as Immortal-Anarvam-Attraction. All the functioning of life is carried out by
the sun through seeds on the earth. If these three unique characteristics of
the Sun are compared to the seed itself, then it proves that the seed also
has these three unique characteristics.
First Unique Characteristics - Immortal
The Sun is immortal, it never gets decayed, it never rests stationary.
Similarly, the seed of all beings is also immortal. All seeds have the identity
of four billion years of generations in the form of genetic code. Ever since
the existence of life started, our seed has come from an immortal journey of
four billion years while taking many births one after another in every
generation. Seeds always remain immortal. As an offspring, seed remains
immortal by physical transfer. It also tries to keep his name alive in the world
as fame by doing world welfare, for which Save-Seed is mandatory.
Second Unique Characteristics - Anarvam
The Sun is not on the basis of anyone, hence the Sun is Anarvam. The Sun
itself is situated on its own base and nourishes all the planets and organisms
dependent on itself in its Solar System. Human seed is also not on the basis
of anyone, hence the seed is Anarvam. A being born from the seed of
parents makes his own body, family, property, life, etc. himself and
nourishes all those who are dependent on his own. The seed itself creates
its own world by taking resources from nature through its own Bliss, Soul,
Mind, Energy and nurtures it. That is, the seed is not on the basis of anyone,
hence the seed is Anarvam.
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Third Unique Characteristics - Attraction
Just as all the planets and satellites are in the attraction of the Sun,
similarly the family, relatives, home and his movable and immovable
property are all tied to the attraction of that human being who is born from
his parent's seed. The attraction of the seminal power of the seed is also
very strong. Which causes failure in the form of sexuality, or becomes
inspiration of the success in the form of desire.
In this way, the three unique characteristics of the Sun and the three unique
characteristics of the human seed are the same. That is, the sun and
the seed
both
equally
function
on
the basis
of
Immortal-Anarvam-Attraction. The Sun is made from the Life Energy of
the Black Hole and the human seed is made from the Life Energy of
the Sun, thus all the seeds are replicas of the Life Energy of the Black Hole
in the form of God. Therefore, the Black Hole, the Sun, the Seed, and
the human being evolved from the seed are full of the powers of the divine
Life Energy.
ॐ God = Sun= Immortal= Anarvam = Attraction= Seed= Human
*****
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Lifelong Save-Seed
The mind of all beings is in the seed. We all think through the mind of the
seed. The thought that we conceive in our mind, that resolution becomes
the fruit of our seed, and the seed, by its natural tendency, makes that fruit
come true. In simple words our mind thoughts determine the fruit of our
seeds. In the spiritual context, the process of thought ‘Conceive in Mind’
of the seed is called ‘Dharma’. The word Dharma is derived from
the Dhri + Man (Stem of Sanskrit grammar). Like all beings, saving the seed
that hold the resolution is the Divine Dharma for humans too.
Thoughts of dreams inspire Save-Seed, which brings health-wealth in life.
Conversely, thoughts of lust lead to Seed-Loss, which leads to
disease-poverty in life. In spiritual context, Save-Seed is called Celibacy
(Brahmacharya). Save-Seed is very easy, in which person should be
physically and mentally confined to his spouse only for the lifelong.
In addition to this, one should have a wishfull positive attitude,
by closing all lustful negative habits towards own seeds.
There is no need to remember or understand anything other than
the sole divine law of just two words Save-Seed in this book. Seed will
do all the necessary work to make your dreams come true.
In order to make your dreams come true in life, take a resolution for Lifelong
Save-Seed as per the following guidelines and work normally for your dream
desire. Believe it,
The dream will not come true in one day,
but the dream will sure come true one day.

*****
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Abbreviation
Abbr.

Description

ॐ
AUMA
AUM
BCE
CBR
CHE
CMB
DNA
EmE
EME
EmF
EMF
GUE
GUT
GVF
NOCH
PE
RAM
RNA
mRNA
rRNA
tRNA

Om = AUMA or AUM
ॐ = Anand Urja Man Atma (Bliss Soul Energy Mind) (For Life)
ॐ = Atma Urja Man (Soul Energy Mind) (In context of Matter)
Biochemical Energy
Cosmic Background Radiation
Chemical Energy
Cosmic Microwave Background
Deoxyribo-Nucleic Acid
Emotional Energy
Electro-Magnetic Energy
Emotional Force
Electro-Magnetic Force
Grand Unification Epoch
Grand Unified Theory
Gravitational Force
Nitrogen Oxygen Carbon Hydrogen
Planck Epoch
Random Access Memory
Ribonucleic Acid (Ribosome)
Messenger Ribonucleic Acid (Messenger Ribosome)
Ribosomal Ribonucleic Acid (Ribosomal Ribosome)
Transfer Ribonucleic Acid (Transfer Ribosome)

SAP
SAP
SAP
SAP
SAP

Sub-Atomic Particle
Seed And Plant (or Sap)
Stri And Purush (Female And Male)
Sushumna Ada Pingala
System Analysis Product

SNF
TOE
TON
TOS
WNF
ZPE

Strong Nuclear Force
Theory Of Everything
Theory Of Nothingness
Theory Of Singularity
Weak Nuclear Force
Zero Point Energy
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Save-Seed
A New Beginning for Healthy and Wealthy Life

*****

Disclaimer: The book is meant for information purposes only and Website/Author do not
intend to hurt the sentiments of any individual, community, sect or religion and do not
believe in any kind of acceptance or support. Website/Author disclaims all warranties/
Guarantees as to the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of such information. Any
information provided which you rely upon requires that you, the Reader/ Viewer, take
action to verify its worthiness on your own.
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